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VJ.YOJ~S. 1eaa 1marnages Ill cpullty Ill ,,<'S!.', 
By L1sa,Petnllo self, it's ,more the age structure," ' ------11.. ; ; · ,,1------, 
S~•.rr Wrllt s~id sociologist. Joh~ Weeks ?f San Marriages vs. t issolutions * j. l..t.'.{!\ 
More people ~ol rid of their wives Diego Slntcj1U~1vcrs1ly nnd ,d1rcclor In San Diogo Count . ; , 
and husbands lasl year In San Diego of Its Inlert allonal Population Cen- . ·,. , . ... ':'...-:::;:::::.~iiil~IIII~ ..... 
Courily than marriecj. ler. I . . ~ Since 1960 the number of dead "It's the baby boomers coming ....:~.=:cr:::~b~i lttttt, 
marriages - divorces, 'an·nulments along and elting married young, 
and legal separations - has shot up and getting divorced." 
338 ·percent. There arejsimply huge numbers of 
"That's depressing;" said Lisa Lee 
Borgen, as she stood in the County 
CourJhouse holding her marriage ap-
plica_tion and nuzzling her fiance, 
Juan-Carlos Reyes. The 25 year olds 
plan: to marry in May, no matter 
whc!f statistics say or their mostly 
unmarried friends do. 
If :statistir.s tell a story about a 
community, the story for San Dif;go 
would be one of growth - more 
births, more marriages ar.d mort! di-
vor¢es, according to the numbers 
compile~ by the 1986 Review of San 
Diego Business Activities. The re-
vic.'w compiled ·'Jh"e~:slalistics from 
state and county rec:ciFds. 
1;;, 
Everything has gone up in the last 
25 years. There were 43 percent 
more people born in the county last 
year. compared to 1960, 57 percent 
mor!! marriages since then, 100 per-
cent·more people. But divorce seems 
th~ ·champion growth industry. 
'J,..eople are marrying more and 
liking it less. The institution isn't 
wor}ting," is the interpretation of the 
Rev~ Ron Pachence of Unriersity of 
Sari -Djego religious studies depart-
ment. -
Iir 1960, there were 2½ times as 
many' marriages as there were legal 
breakups. In 1985, dissolutions out-
numbered marriages 13,650 to 11,300. 
Wfiile the numbers suggest more 
people are getting divorced than get-
ting:rnarried, experts say this is no 
reason to worry. Sociologists and an: · 
alyi;!_s say the figures reflect the ris- , 
ing ~e of .the population, not a rising 
e: :: ~ E'~~ ~,,, ,, !!' ~he ~n,••· . 
people aged ~5 to 40, he explained, lo 
do a .lot mfc marrying, divorcing 
and reprodufing:·It is the post-World 
War II gene alion that is largely re-
sponsible fo v,the inc'rease in births, 
marriages and divorces. 
Just lake\ the peak of the baby 
boom, 1957, the year more children 
were born ttian at any other time in 
American hlhory. This translates to 
more than 4. million 29 year olds al 
the prime age. to marry, divorce and 
give birth. 
These young people are most like-
ly living with lovers and putting off 
marriage or., are ending their first 
marriage, a~cording to Jaqueline 
Wiseman, a UCSD sociologist who 
studies divorce. 
Still, the big number of baby 
boomers explains only one part of 
thc\t 338 percent jump since 1960 in 
marriages that have ended. There 
are other factors to consider, such as 
Marines, yuppies, sailors, and the 
California lifestyle. 
• The yuppie mentality leads to 
more divorces, according to Wise-
man. "Their philosophy is that any-
thing that holds you back must be 
gotten rid of, even people." 
• The heavy military influence, 
no~ accounting for 11 percent of the 
population, means more divorces, ac-
coriling to Weeks. "Military marriag-
es have a high mortality rate." 
• A big concentration of young 
people means JI!ore marriages, ex-
perts agreeil. The county's 15 col-
leges and uni(e:5ity bring the stu-
dent -population to 10 percent of the 
r-l'r• ,t'rn; 1~5s~ .200.0()11 ,,oclhr. 








"Includes divorces, nullifications and legal separations. 
' SOURCE: San Diego Counly 
style. On the West Coast there is a 
higher rate of marital instability, ac-
cording to Weeks. 
"People here appear to have a 
problem with commillmenl," ob-
served USD's Pachence. "Life is so 
freewheeling; there appears to be so 
many w:iys lo seek grnlific~lion. 
"This is the kind of place where 
people say, 'I'll get back to.you,' and 
you don't count on it." ; 
\. . Still, there are other far.tors to bal-
ance everything, say analysts from 
San Diego County Association of 
Gov'i'rr'!len s ( A DA \. Sar, Dieao 
Th,· Sa n Diego Union 
ing 11 percent of the population -
220,000 people - older than 64. Eld-
erly populations make for marital 
stability, accordLrJg to SANDAG ana-
lyst Kim Pugh. 
It may be the nsmg age of the 
population or it may be the inslilu• 
lion itself, bul statistics show that 
marriage still has a chance in San 
Diego. 
Both in 1960 and now, about 44 per-
cent of the population was married. 
according to Pugh. presenting a solid 
proportion seemi-:gly unaffected by 
nnn11l:1tinn rfnnl-.' ' . : u-a .. ........ .... ... .. u. .... 
I 
San Diego, CA 
(San Diego Co.) 
San Diego Magazine 
(Cir. M. 20,324) 
DEC 1986 
._Af~rt'• P. C. B fat. 1888 
1/ 
FIVE-D OLLAR D INNER 
2.°!,55 
Escalating food costs long ago 
forced that quintessential 
superbargain, the $1.98 blue-
plate special, off a majority of 
menus and relegated it in the 
main to mom-and-pop eateries 
hidden in nondescript shop-
ping centers. However, a 
locally published dining hand-
book illustrates that it's possi-
ble to leave a nice, sit-down 
restaurant with a full stomach 
and a not-so-empty wallet. 
Compiled by USD sociology 
professor George J. Bryjak, 
The San Diego Budget Gour-
met lists 73 diverse eateries-
from down-home American 
barbecue to ethnic, with a 
smattering of health food-
vegetarian haunts in be-
tween-where the tab, sans 
tax and tip, barely exceeds 
$5. Bryjak rejected at least 
30 places he didn't like and 
chose not to include fast-
food restaurants. 
Besides old standbys like 
Cafe Broken Yolk and Kansas 
City Barbeque, the book 
features a number of smaller, 
family-owned dining spots that 
are easily overlooked, such as 
Ponce's Mexican Restaurant, 
Coo Coo 13olUc 'N' Beef and 
John's Waffle Shop in La Jolla. 
Also included are places like 
Kung Food and Garcia's of 
Scottsdale who list dinners 
that exceed the $5 maximum 
but have lunches that handily 
fit the bill. 
Incidentally, the closest any 
restaurant listed in the guide 
can get to the archaic blue 
plate is $1.96 ($1.85 plus tax) 
for chicken pie, a roll and a 
choice of mashed potatoes, 
colc slaw or vegetables al the 
Chicken Pie Shop in Hillcrest. 
The paperback, published 
by Torch Publications, sells for 
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--- San Diego, Wednesday, December 3, 1986 TIIE~TRIBUNE D-11 
Trib'f1!e photo b! Jobn Gibbins 
USW'S DEXTER MAGEE GUARDS UCSD'S NICK CAPUANO 
UCSD gives USIU 
lesson in humility 
By Jeff Savage 
Tribune Sportswriter 
Gary Zarecky has been saying all along that his USIU basketball team 
doesn't deserve to be the No. 3 team in the county be.hind San Diego State 
and USD. 
"San Diego State is front pag~ USD is page two and we're local 
briefs," said Zarecky earlier this year. "We're number three and that's 
got to change." 
It changed last night. 
USIU is No. 4. 
UCSD, a Division ITI, non-scholarship team, embarrassed the· Gulls 
with a 106-95 win at Golden Hall, reducing the normally effusive Zarecky 
to a humbled, hollow shell of a man. 
"This is the lowest point in my coaching career," he whispered. "An 
awfully big bubble has just burst. I feel horrible." 
From local briefs to the obituary page in one dreadful evening. Not 
quite what Zarecky had in mind when he envisioned the season opener at 
this convention center arena. 
Zarecky's game plan called for an overflow crowd, a three-point shoot-
ing blitz and a win. 
Instead, it was a missing audience, myriad misfires and a massacre. 
A congregation of 246 witnessed an early burial by the Tritons as they 
ran ·away and hid at hautime with a 54-38 lead and the Gulls could never 
fix sights .on their guests again. 
"I just can't believe this happened," Gulls guard Joe Yezbak said. "It 
was embarrassing." 
Hailed by Zarecky as one of the best perimeter shooting teams on the 
West Coast, USIU's deadly outside bombers were deathly erratic, making 
just five of 26 three-point attempts. Yezbak, the natiop's second-leading 
scorer last year, was 1-for-p. From the field, the Gulls shot a basket 
above 40 percent while UCSD made 53 percent. 
"We did everything wrong," Zarecky said. "It was ugly." 
UCSD had more baskets, free throws, rebounds, assists and blocked 
shots. USIU had more fouls. 
"This shows that you can't talce any team lightly," Gulls guard Mark 
Moses said. "I'm not going to lie. I took them lightly." 
So the mental edge was the difference, eh? The Gulls were thinking of 
upcoming opponents while the Tritons were ... wait a minute . . . think-
ing of ... final exams? 
"Everybo'<ly's bogged down with finals this week," said UCSD guard 
John Saintignon, who s~ored 24 points. "School has been on our minds 
more than anything else." 
Teammate Greg Kamansky, who scored 28 points, agreed, saying: 
"Finals week is next week and when that happens at our school, you're 
not thinking about games, you're thinking about classes." 
Oops. The mental theory misses like a USIU jumper. 
Let's guess some more. Could it have been because it was USIU's first 
game and UCSD's fifth? Because the Gulls were playing at Golden Hall 
for the first time this year and there was no real home-court advantage? 
Because expectations were too high and the team felt pressured? Be-
cause the team was nervous? Too sky high? Too relaxed? 
How about too pathetic? 
"We couldn't shoot, we fumbled balls and we gave up 106 points," 
Zarecky said. "This game was not us. It's not bow we practiced. It's not 
the history of the players we recruited. It's just not us."· 
That's good. Because otherwise, all those backers Zarecky corralled 
this past year might be calling him for refunds. 
San Diego, CA . 
(San Diego Co.) 
Evening Tribune 
(Cir. D. 127,454) 
DEC 3 1986 
San Diego, CA 
(San Diego Co.) 
Mira Mesa Scripps Ranch 
Star News 
(Cir. 2xW.) 
._)Wen's P. C. B 
USO- soccer mentor 
named coach of year 
... Cj -,s-
unfvetsify of San.J)iego men's 
soccer coach Seamus McFadden 
I has been named ·the West Coast 
Coach of the Year by the coaches 
of the Intercollegiate Soccer 
Association. · · ,..- · 
McFadden gained the award 
after .his team posted a 19-4-1 
record this past season. The 
Toreros 18 regu]ar-sea..~n wins I tied them for most wins in the 
nation. 
McFadden, 33, bas coached the 
USD team for seven seasons. 
Though his side plays in the 
1 NCAA's Div. I, the school -does 
I' not offer any scholarships in soccer. 
The Toreros got off to a fast 
start in 1986, winning nine of 
their first 10 matches. Included I in that string was a 1-0 win over I the University_ of Nevada-Las 
I 
Veg~1 ranked No. 3 ·m: ill~ nation 
atthe'time:~ . ,~ik, < ~ ':tor~ro~ r~gisier&r~ No. 
19 _in the W~ Coast Athletic Con-
_ference -Tournament ·but '·sut- · 
fered a defeat later fu .finish. se-
cond ·in "the WCAC. / t · · 
Prior ·to · takiiig tlie-· ieins· ~ 
usr5; M;cFaddeh coacb&"i at both 
Clairijri'ont -:_High~--~i?{ two 
CIR@es in' three ·seasons), and 
Mesa .. College; where ' lie:- ac-
cumulated a 48-8 mark. 
La Jolla, CA 
(San Diego Co.) 
La Jolla Light 
(Cir. W. 9,040) 
.DEC 4 1986 
,,Jlllen 's P. c. B l,:.< r. 1888 
/gcout~: bestow award 
• ~ • • t 
.... 
on · U§D' s Friedma:tt,: 
-?-Cf 5'- . , . .... ~ ,r;,f 1)10 
C. Rugh Friedman, ·an at- -Friedman IS' curre.ntly a 
torney and professor of law at the n1ember of the California Com-
UQiversity of San Diego School miss!cin on ~he -Teaching Profes-
of Law has been presented the 
Dist inguished Eagle Scout 
Award . · 
According to Lincoln R. 
Ward, President, San Diego 
County Council, Boy Scouts of 
America, the Distinguished Eagle 
Scout Award it given to ):;agle 
Sco~ts who; after 25 years, hav.e -
distinguished themselves in their 
~areers or iit ·public life. 
. . . . 
Friedman is a member of. the 
Executive_ Board San Diego 
County Council, Boy Scouts of 
America and was the first presi-
dent of San Diego Council's 
Eagle Scout Alumni Association. 
He was the founding Director 
and Secretaty of the Legal Aid 
Society. He is a judge pro tern in 
both the San Diego Municipal 
and Superior Courts. -
Friedman has served as presi-
dent of the California Board of 
•' Education, . chairman of the 
California Securities Regulatory 
Reform Commission and a 
member and chairman of the San 
Diego Civfl ·Servjce Commission. 
He has ·served as vice president 
and president of the bet Mar Fair 
Board and as a member of the · 
California R~~- Track Leasing 
Commission. 
C. ·HUGH FRIEDMAN 
Receives award for service 
sjon, The l'.'l!itional Advisory 
Board of the National Street Law , 
Institute and Director of Business 
and Securities Law Programs for 1 
Continuing Profes~ional Educa-
. tion. H~ is ~so •· _serving as a 
member of the San Qiego City 
School's . of . t he · Future 
Commission. 
. He has been the recipient of the 
Award Of Honorjor outstanding 
service to the Legal Profession, • 
San Diego County .Bar ·-Associa-
tion and . is .- in who's Who in 
California and the ~West. He has 
authored ·nume~o~~ professional 
articles.and professi~nal tex~ 
( 
San Diego, CA 
(San Diego Co.) 
Ocean Mission Pacific 
Beach News 
(Cir. 2xW. 21,600) 
DEC 4 1986 
JUien '• P. C. B 
" ·" · 1888 
~soccer .mentor 
~arned c~h of year ; 
un1?e-rs4i~?San Dieg__~ 
soccer coach Seamus McFadden· 
has been named the West Coast' 
Coach of the Year by the coaches 
of . the Intercollegiate Soc_cer· 
Association. · 
McFadden gained the award. 
after his team posted a 1941 
record this ' 'past season. The: 
Toreros 1~ regular-season wiq§'. , 
tied them for most wins in the 
nation: ·· 
McFadden, 33, has coached the 
USD team for seven sea59ns. 
Though his side plays in the_. 
NCAA's Div. I, the school doesr 
not offer any scholarships in 
soccer. ' , 
. The Torerq,i got off to a fast. 
start in 1986, winning ninef .. o( 
their first 10 matches. Included· 
· in that string was a 1-0 win over' · 
the . University of Nevada-Las · 
Vegas, ranked No. 3 in the nation ' 
at the time. 
The Toreros-registered win No. 
19 in the West Coast Athletic Con-
ference Tournament, but suf-
fered a defeat later to finish se-
cond in the WCAC. ~ .• 
Prior to taking the reins ft 
USD, McFadden coached at both 
Clairemont High School (two 
CIF titles in three seasons), and 
Mesa College, where he ac-
cumulated a 48-8 mark. 
San Diego, CA 
(San Diego Co.) 
Clalremont Linda Vista 
Star News 
(Cir. 2xW.) 
Dtc 4 1986 
Jill,::. •. C. • ,..,_ "" \ 
/. USD lat.4nches 
holiday ·•drive . 
i?-J~n7of food, clotbirlg: ~ys 
and furniture are needed for the 
University of San Diego's fourth 
annual Christmas • drive Jor • its 
neighbors in Linda Vista. 
Donated items must be dropped 
off at one of several campus loca-
tions before Dec. 5. 




Donated items can be dropped 
off at the School of Law,.the faculty 
lounge in the School of Nursing, the 
Camino Hall dining room, the 
Serra Hall student union, the 
Crossroads or the public relations 
office, Desales Hall 268. 
On Dec. 11, the wrapped gifts will 
be taken to two Linda Vista loca-
tions for distribution: Holy Family 
Church and Bayside Settlement 
House. 
Toys are peeded for the 75 
children, aged-six to 12, enrolled in 
Bayside's after-school program. _ 
For more information, please 
contact Ms. Finn at 260-4681, or 
Maureen McDonald, student di.rec-
tor of. community services, at 
260-4600, ext. 4715. 
J/.fl~rr ~ P. C B . 
, . • / :.r1. 1888 
J(~....,_~_-:-.;..-,· • 
• • ! ~ 
. . ~AJtTIN COLBY 
Marttn ~olby . 
SANDRA VAN ZANT 
thal & ·company, where she 
fupervised audits of major cor-
Martin M. Colby, vice presi:· poratio_ns .. Prio~ to that, she 
dent ·and general ·manager of . spent six years with Iouche Ross 
XETV Channel 6, has been & ~~mo~y, ~here_ she held a 
c:lected chairman of the newly,. pos1t1~n a~ audit senior. . 
formed Fox Broadcasting .Co. Ac~iv~ m many prof~ss~onal 
Network Board of Affiliates. assoc1at1ons, Van Zant 1s · a 
Colby and eight other broad- m_ember of t~e America!!__ In- · 
casting executives were selected st1tute of Pubh_c Ac~ount~nts as 
for the new board from more well _a~ the Cahforma Soc1ety_of 
than 95 Fox Broadcasting af- Cert1f1~d Accountants. : . . 
filiates nationwide. XETV joined Dav1~son Commumt1es . is_ . a 
· ti)e Fox Broadcasting Co. Net- San D1ego-ba_sed homebmldmg 
work -earlier this year. firm-founded m 1978, 
Before joining XETV in 1974, 
he was a sales executive for 11 T.rentori Bonner 
. years for Blair Television, a -divi-
. -~i_on of John .Blair and Co., in Trenton Bonner has been nam-
: Ne~ York City. Ii_e also served as ed . sales ' manager of the 
na~o~~ sales tna~age~ f ~r the . ' downtown San Diego office of _ 
Telev1S1on and Radio D1"'.1S1on of · Coldwell Banker Commercial 
. • Jri_angle p,,i-.Jications and was RealEstaieServ1ces. • -
responsibl r sales for · seven I Bonner, his wife Diana and 
TRENTON BONNER 
their three children live in La 
Jolla. 
Bonner joins the San Diego of-
fice after nine years as a sales 
representative specializing in in; 
dustriaJ and investment proper-
ties in Coldwell Banker's Dallas 
North office. 
Before joining Coldwell 
Banker, Bonner was a flight in-
structor for Boeing Aircraft in 
Seattle. Prior to joining Boeing, 
he lived in the San Diego area 
while flying in the Navy. 
Gordon Tudor 
·Gordon Tudor has joined the 
Golden Triangle office of Col-
dwell .Banker CommercialReai 
Estate Services as an office and 
research-and-development leas-
ing specialis 
Tudor wo, .. .:d for 4 ½ years television -stations owned by . · . 
___ _,,-::--Walter Anrienperg. ·. --~·==:,,==-=-""'""'"':.=-=-"':,,~ . 
GORDON TUDOR 
with Daum Johnstown American 
before moving to Coldwell 
Banker's newest -commercial real 
estate office. Prior to that he was 
a residential developer for nine 
years with the J. Stephen Penner· 
Co. of La Jolla. 
Tudor earned a bachelor's 





Hamilton is responsible for the 
residential lending function. He 
started two years ago with 
. Bowest. 
A graduate of Fort Hays State 
University, Kansas, he has a 
bachelor's degree in business. 
Anna Glowak 
Anna-Marie Olowak has join-
ed Coldwell Banker Residential 
Real Estate as a realtor-associate 
working out of the Sears Finan-
Kelly Hamilton has been nam- cial Network Center at University 
Towne Centre. · 
ed. assistant vice president of the· Prior to joining their sales 
Lea PJollat~_based Bowest · Capital staff, she was director of The La 
or ora 10n. J 11 w 1 · B c · 1 C . o a e ness . Center. Glowak 
~weSt . apit~ orporation has a master's degree in educaton 
provides res1dent1al and·commer- and b ch 1 , d . • 1 fi · • . . a a e or s egree m nurs-c1a mancmg and 1s a wholly- · f th u · · f s 
d · b 'd' mg rom e mvers1ty o an owne su s1 1ary of Bowest Cor- D' · Sh · .- 'd f L 
. . , . . 1ego. e 1s a res1 ent o a 
poration, ~ne of t~~ na~ion s "Jolla and has oracticed nursing 
largest mortgage serv1cmg firms. for the last 2 ars. 
· 
1 
~ad4~n's basket · 
· • · ·~tliriChes · it for USD 
,ise State's Arnell Jones isn't trying out a new sport. He's flipping over after a play at USO. 
By Chris Jenkins 
Staff Writer 
For a moment, you might've 
thought Nils Madden was delirious 
from the flu, or just ecstasy. 
"I always wanted to do something 
like that," said the University of San 
Diego forward. "I always wanted to 
win a game with a three-pointer." 
But, ahem, it wasn'l 
The jump shot Madden had just hit 
at the final buzzer to beat Boise State 
54-52 last night was a delicate swish 
taken from inside the celebrated 
three-point circle. 
"I know," Madden said, still grin-
ning. "But it was close." 
No closer than the game, which 
probably had no business being tied 
when USD called its last time out 
with three seconds remaining. 
At one point in the second half, you • 
see, the Toreros were breezing along 
with a 16-point lead. Scott Thompson 
was tapping in the little stuff, and 
newcomer Marty Munn was popping 
three-pointers like M&M'S to the de-
light of a_ uso_sports Center crowd 
of 2,010. 
It was still a comfortable 52-37 -
too comfortable for USO - on Steve 
Krallman's basket with seven min-
utes left. USD would not sink another 
shot until Madden's game-winner. · 
"The second half we played our 
butt off the first 13 utes, then just 
quit playing," said pso coach Hank 
See USD on Pf ge C-4 
~~P.L!~}!!ains !°~!~~~~0$ :!~ s!~t~.~!.~~~~~ I Eg'an. "We just stalled out, stopped minutes into the second half and 7-foot Thompson, who finished with competing. When you get somebody stayed in to go the distance. He 17 points, the USD plan all along was on the run, that's when you've got to wound up with 19 points, to have Madden take the last shot. push it. We got lucky. But that Two of Childs' free throws cut "The last time I'd shot, my man doesn't hurt a bit." USD's lead to 52-48, then it became had sagged off me and played the The past few days, though, USD 52-50 on Jeff Kelley's baseline drive. other guy," Madden said. "That's has been a hurtin' unit. Four of the The Broncos could've tied it with 47 what happened again." He buried his Toreros' five starters, including seconds left, but Arnell Jones' tossed 10th and 11th points for the victory. Madden, have been sick with the flu. up an airball from inside and Mad- And the Torerc)S were 2-0, which Yet, Egan shook his head in the nega- den rebounded. was Boise State's record corning into tive when it was suggested his play- Boise State used up its last foul USD's first home game of the season. ers might have been affected by the and the Toreros botched the in- "We didn't lose on a last-second bug in those last seven minutes. bounds pass. Childs grabbed the loose shot," Childs said. ''We lost by play-"Not a bit," Egan said emphatical- bal~ drove the length of the floor, ing bad back in the first half." ly. "Not as much as Boise State, I ten then the baseline. Crossing under the Boise State had an early indication you that." basket, he shot back over his head · of what kind of night it might be The Broncos were resurrected by and missed, but Jones was right when Thompson hit his first shot, a . their star guard, Chris Childs, who there for the tying follow shot. three-pointer. 
El Cajon, CA 
(San Diego Co ) 
Daily.California n 
. (Ci r; D 100 271) 
.'.: .~ ' ·" ,:;..;,. r 
1986 
·Jl[' '• Ult P; C. B E.<r. 1888 
San Diego, Calif. 
Southern Cross 
(Cir. W. 27,500) 
DEC 5 1986 
Jlllen's P. c. B fat . 1888 
_use g.res_ents free ·c~ris-tmas play 
·ALCALA PA.It~ Old Glob~ Theatre associate ·' 
' director David Hlfwi111 p~sent his adaptation uf Tony 
Harrison's "The Mysteries, · Frum Creation lU 
Christmas," ft the Uni.vc.rsity or Sw Diego'~· :·uunders 
. Chapel Dec. !1, 12, a_nd !3, 7:30_p .m_. "'l) ~ 
• The: theatrical pruducuun , wluch fca(ures 4 stones 
from the Bible, is free and open tu the public ',_/ 
Ha·y, who first saw the play lwu years ago jn LunJon, 
;approached USD vice president and provost Sally 1-'ura·y 
.'. with his desire LO pro.duce The Mysteries a\ .. USD because 
" "to, do this play -properly, I had to have .a place where 
. there is . some sense of,faitli'. " , '. ,. · .. ' , , .. , .: ·, ___ ,-- · . ~ .. 
~ .'J;'l.1~:~ite of' ~e p!ay ''gives a grcill:deal ur i~fim~c.:y.an<l · 
vil~iti~- lO t\1c.: play ,:' . said Sister ·. B~tsy _Wabh ,_ U!:i!J 
. Eriglish· ~nd medieval dram~ pruli.:~sur, ·"Yh~ is .cast as Gvd · 
f ':' in ;the play. . . . . ; · :_,·:': -·~-:-~: _ _. __ . · t,:,.· _ ... 
~ - j-Iar, .asked h~r tu read fo1: tl1c -p~rl "si°mµly because ·uu . 
;' one ~I~~ was av~lable," s1£_said . "'.J 'rn l_;~l trying lo l;;akc·· 
;. a statei:nenl uf Qod bei_ng a nun l!r a wum~!1: ' '; ·. . .. 
. Jv.:eh,e of the_ 1 ~ p~1.·l~.n~1:.r~ ... ~rc:_~!:il}_}t~i~v~,;drai_11'a. 
1 
slu?:!1ls , wh~ arc cast ~n, -.:tl)e:. _play,· as. part_,_ul a_-d_a~s . 
J requ1_r~i:nc;nl. AI_su starnng·.are . Old Qlube. actor' Enc-
. Grishkat ; USO -Spanisli : imtructur :_Rubt,:1:l t-Bac.alski ·and . 
· USO alumni.is Matt McGowan . · ' : ·. ·. _. · . / 
-~~~lY.~~~::¥~~- 1 Urns un,,~-~-~~~~-~~~~ ~~!~~~! .. ,,,.,, 
Correla'• kinetic luer aculpture ·; Playhouae. It will be held in the 
Broadway producllon and played 1t 
- believed to be the firat of ita kind. The fint in a aeriea or Seminar, lobby or the Mandell Weiu Center 
there for 51> yean. 
in the country - lighta up La and Dlaloruea at the Old Globe for the Performing Arla where the 
Jolla'• aky permanently now. The takea place Monday for Stephen Playhouae playa. Food will be do-
final inatallation of the futuriatic Sondheim'• " Into the Wooda." The nated by A Catered Affair, Aeaop'a 
Ever since Old Globe'• aaaociate 
director David Hay 18W what he 
· considered the definitive Chrlot-
art piece took place thia week, and aeminar will be held from 7 to 9:30 Tablea, Guataf Andera, George'• at 
now con bo soon ovory night. Mon• p.m. at the lhoat.cr. the Cove, Top or the Cove, and olh-
mu play in London lwo years ago, 
ho ho11 wonlod lo 1tngo it. ''To du 
Lhla pluy proporly, I lu1d lo hnvo n 
place where there i■ eome aense or 
faith ." 
duy lhruui,ch YrhJuy from 0:30 to lnformol MOrnhmrM uru lnlunc.lutl ura. Guuela nro oncournwod lo bring 
8:30. t.o introduce audiences to the bock- non-brookablo ornumunla Lo dL-co-
Ollver McMlllon, developer of ground of each play, the play- rate a Chriatmaa tree which will be 
the California Firat Bank building wright, themea and plota of the donated to the children of the 
In Ooltlo'irTl"tlfiiiilowhoro tho lo.ear play. Thoy, oro elnlod~ early in tho ~:~~:,~~L~vu!.eceiving Home/New 
He found that place at USO and 
wllt 1tlngo Tony llnrri110n'1t :,'fho 
Myalerlea, From Creation lo 
Chrialmaa," Dec. 11, 12 and 13 at 
USO'a fluwt)ora Chupol. lt'a froo 
ancfopen to the public, and rea-
lurea 14 Bible aloriea " made 
tremendoualy entertaining." 
,.ru ArtFacts 
~ by Priscilla Lister Schupp 
aculpluro llvea, apool aome 
$250,000 lo develop the unprece- . 
dented public art work. Dene 
Oliver and Jim McMWan, . firm 
principala, told tbe media earlier 
thia week that the laser aculpture 
i• a 1pecial attempt to enliven the 
building at night. ''The building, 
with ita curve1 and reflective glue, 
ia in itaelf almoal a aculptural 
form. Thia laser aculpturo juat con-
linuea that Into tho night," anld 
Oliver. 
1 
Thu l6Cu lpluro buuma four lkll>U· 
rate, bright green laaera in com-
puter-progrommod configurationa 
from and onto the building: No 
confif(urnUon lnala longor ' thnn 
three mlnuloa. Correla Hid lo ap-
preciate tho full range of Ila 
dimensions and movements, a 
viewer should watch for at leaat 35 
minutes, and from different van-
toge points throughout the area. 
"lt'a a lot or illuaiona," aaid the 
artist. "The beama appear to be go-
ing down in the diatance, hitting 
aomething on the ground. But be-
cause the earth ia round, that'a juai' . 
on illuaion. The beams actually are 
beamed straight out from the top of 
tho building, paral!ol to tho 1ur-
face . " ' ·· 
FAA regulationa required that 
the laaer beam, atay below 2,000 
feet. And to avoid any illterference 
with Miramar, they beam only in 
directions away from that air 
apace. 
Il'a a aculpture that has an 
unuaually broad range. One of the 
beat vontngo pointa to viow it la by 
tho beach nl lhu Carmol Valloy · 
lngoon area just north of Torrey 
PlnoM. Tho ruOucLlou■ off tho wnlor 
add lo its allure. Another good apol 
is lho lntohl<!ction Al Torrey Pineo 
Road and Girard In downtown La 
Jolla. 
''Some people still have an idea 
in their heads -t.hat it's a rock 'n' 
roll laaer show. But it'• an art 
piece, The different configuration.a 
are like a slow dance and a fast 
dnncu. 
"'The firs t beam (ot 6:30) projects 
north , then it Jumps to the other 
aide of lhe building aouth, then 
wesl. That notifiea people that lt'a 
on." 
When you see thoae green beama 
from the Golden Triangle now, 
you'll know il'a a history-making 
look al lhe future. 
M/A-Com Government Sys-
tems haa been named a Corporate 
Founder Member of the Old Globe 
Theatre, having contributed 
$5,000 thia aeaaon to the theater. It 
was one or lhe original Corporate 
Memben when that category waa 
eatabliahed in 1984. 
M/A-Com haa a generoua ' mat-
ching program for the arta with ita 
employee, as well. For example, 
when an employee becomes an Old 
Globe member at the basic $35 an-
nual level , M/A-Com will match 
that contribution. It matchea ~m-
ployee contributions aimllarly with 
some 25 pcrformlng and visual arta 
.. organizations,. _throughout l~ 
;run or each production before moat 
, patrona will hava aeen it. CreaCJve 
peraonnel participate and em• 
phaaia ia placed on artiatic concepta 
of the directon and designera. 
Dialoguea are acheduled late in 
the run of each production and are 
intended for patrons to interact 
with principal caat members and 
production crew,. 
Other eemlnai-a are acheduled 
Feb. 2 for ''11,e Incredibly Fnmou• 
Willy Rivera," and March 23 for 
"Inllmut.o Exchongoe." Diuloguo1 
are alated Jan. 6 for " Into the 
Wooda," Feb. 23 for "Willy Rivera" 
and April 27 for "Intimate Ex-
chnngoa." 
' Tlckola W lhu Lhroo•11lny & ml-
. oar/Dialogue aeriea are $27 for Old 
' Globo aubecriben, $32.40 for non• 
aubacrlbe111. Individual ticketa to 
aeminan or dialogue• are $10 each 
for aubacribera, $12 for non-
aubacriben. 
In yet aomo more Old Globe 
newa, The Players, it.a .CO-member , 
volunteer · aubacription aales team, , 
haa aurpaaaed the 1,500 aubacrip- ' 
lion goal during ita roccnl throo-
month campaign. 
· The four competing toama of 10 
Playera each brou.gbt In nearly 
$70,000 in 1ubacriplion income for 
Seaaon '87, representing 1,545 
aubecriptiona, beating the 1,200 
aubacriptiona aold laat year. 
The Playera, formed 2\i years 
ago, are young local buaineaa peo-
ple. They have to date aold 6,300 
aubacriptiona to the Globe. 
Geor1e Saadeh of Wurta IntA>-
rlora cho1tod •n,o Pluyura for tho 
third year. Dou Peoples or Stoor• 
111, Zlogoua 11nJ MoUHor wna vice,.. 
chair. Undioy tlelnrlch •( llomo 
Fodera! waa tht top aalcajR?nlm 
tniiymll';"lho won a round-trip fore 
for two to San Juan donated by 
American Alrllnes~nated 
other major prizes. 
The winning team waa the 
Dramatic Directors, coptained by 
Terry Kaltenbach of Manufac-
turon Flnnnclnl. Ron Rehm or 
KSDO captained lho Oloba 'l'roL-
ten, Robert Hlldt of Pelicen 
Yacht Salea captained the Per-
suasive Performers, and Susan 
Hofrman of. The Jelley Co. cap-
tained the Thundering Thespiana. 
For Seaaon '87, the Old Globe 
haa aold mora than 32,000 
subsc:ripliona ror the aix-play aea• 
aon in the two thentera - the Old 
Globe .,;d Caaaiua Carter. 
... 
The Producers are a volunteer 
group of buaineaa people that work 
for the La Jolla Playhouse. They 
will apo~ialmaa party for 
buainesa U10Ciatea aod Playhouae 
buaineaa aubacribera Thursday 
from 5:30 to 7:30 p.m. 
Admiaaion ia free to the fint 150 
!lueata (thal'a capacity); RSVP to 
ln other LJP new■ : Artistic 
Director De• MoAnufC ia In 
M.OICOW tlm week aa one or 10 U.S. 
delegatea of Theatre Exchanga Jn. 
ternational to the USSR. They are 
meeting with RUllian theater ar-
tiata to exchange work and idooa. 
ln April 1987, 10 delegatea from 
RUNia wm viJit theaters in the 
U.S. 
"Tha future and aecurity of the 
planet dependa on a greater under-
standing between our two na• 
tiona," aaid McAnuff before he len. 
"There are-few better way of de-
veloping · thia underataoding than 
through the arta. I look forward to 
diecusalng cran and content In our 
varioua theaters wit.h our Soviet 
count.orport.a." Othor doloQ:11Lc11 
represent theat.era from through-
out the U.S. · 
Siater Belay Walsh, a USO 
Engllah and medieval drama pro-
fesaor, i.a dramaturge ror lhe pro-
duction. She'• alao cut aa God. 
Hay asked her to read for the part 
"simply becauae no one else waa 
available ... I am not trying to 
make a statement of God being a 
nun or a woman." 
"My playing God ia nol a 
reminiat statement," aaid Sister 
Walah. "But it may load to an 
awareneaa that God la &Omething 
olhcr Limn wo eomoUme imnglne 
Him to be." 
Tho play ia muaical, both funny 
and heavy, and la de1cribed aa a 
"workehop product.ion," meaning 
0 lt won't. bo 011 nnlMhod UH I'd llku 
it.'' aa ld Hay. lt'a moetly a volun• 
teer effort; 12 of the 16 performera 
are USO drama atudonta. 
Hay and olhera hope "The 
My1terica'1 will become an annual 
production at USO. 
' . · .. 
Snn Dlo«o Rop alngea ill 11th 
unnuul producllon ur phurh.111 
Dickens' uA Chriatmaa Carol'! -
-lhe first i.n ila new homo at Horton 
Plaza', ' Lyceum - tomorrow 
· through ,Dec. 28. Artistic Director 
Dou, J acobe preaenta hia adapta-
tion or Dickena' claaaic atory of the 
renewal or the human spirit. New 
York "veteran Sabin Ep1teln It'• Cbrlatmaa on the Prado 
directa,' a.asisted by John Dalnea. ~:" today and tomorrow • i_n · Balboa 
"One· hundred and forty-three Park. That meana more thao 20 
years nn.or Dickona first published muaeuma and cultural organiza-
'A Chriatmaa Carol.' we ,till find tiona there will open. their doora, 
ouraelvoa captivatod by this 'ghoat freeofcharga. 
atory ofChrialmaa.' We return to ii Home Fcdcrnl la aponaor for tho 
again and again, children once thirhon:secathe year. Laat year 
more, held spellbound by a beloved more than 150,000 people attend-
fairy tale,' "aeid Epstein. ed. 
Polly -Pen compoaed the original It all atarta al 5 p.m. today, con• 
muaic ror tbia year's production; tinuing to 9 p.m. and from 5 to 9 
ahe'a composer ort.hu Orr-Broadway p.m.. t.omorrow. 
hit or laat aeaaon, "Goblin Participants include the 
Markel/' for which she received Aeroapnce Museum, San Diego 
tho Drama Deak nomination for Junior Theaire preaenting 
Outatandlng Music. "9hristmnA FantMy,'' tho Mu-
Ticketa. are $16 .to $20; children . 1eum or Photographic Arts, lhe 
wlll be odmlltod to ; Any potfor'" · NAt~ral : lll1tory · Mu1eum, Son 
manco for $5 lcu tha'n udult ticket DICgo Muaoum or Art, Timken 
pricce. ·:iv ' . ,, .. ! ' •. ' t • Art Gallery, th8 Reliben H: Fleet 
Opening nighl Lomorrow of Space ThaaLor, Museum or Mon, 
"Carol" will also herald aome holi- San Diego Art lnatltute Gallery 
day cheer and celebration. Dreaa- featuring tarol card reading and 
ing the lower lobby will be the handwriting analyaia , and 
Rep'• 17-root-tall tree with ita Spaniah Village Art Center. 
twinkling lights and heart-shapod • • • 
ornament.a that has been created A major ex.hlbition or works by 
by hundroJ1 or locnl Brownioa and Colleen Ro11 opens tomorrow nt 
Girl Scout.a. Ln Jollu'• llun1on Art OollurfoN. 
"Annie," starring 9-year-old 
Chula Viatan Errolyn Yavorsky 
in the title role, open• Thuraday by 
Starlight in the Spreckela Theatre 
downtown . It plays nightly 
through Dec. 25 at 8 p.m., with 
matinees al 2 p.m. and a special 
Christmas Day preaentation at 7 
p.m. Ticketa are $5 to $21. 
lt'a directed by Don and Bonnie 
Ward, co-artistic directors at 
Starlight. It also stars Starlight 
favorite Pat While aa lhe cruel or-
phanage direct.or, Miu Hanniganj 
David Waaaon u Daddy War-
bucka, who wae Peron in 
St.arl.igbt'a · ''Evita'' lut aeaaon; 
and Raymond Thome aa F.D.R, 
who created lhe role of th"e legend-. 
Her painting• have £he noaLalgic 
feel or the '40a. II will be up 
through Dec. 26. 
Lau.rel Burch, a phenomenally 
eucceasrul jewelry artist who 
became a catalyst sorae dozen 
yeara ago for a return lo cloissone-
atY'le enamel pieces, wHI present 
her new collection of jewelry and 
clothing, ' 'The Cat and Laurel 
Burch," today through Sunday at 
The Gallery in Bazaar del lltun-
do, . . 
. . . 
Listen to 18th century · muaic, 
examined varioualy through 19th 
century eyes, with 20th century 
ears tonight at 8 at UCSD'• 
, C(?ontinuedonPag l◄AJ · • 
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how to win 
just in time 
By Kirk Kenne"? f:55 
Tribune Sportswriter 
IF NOTHING else, the USD men's basketball team learns from its mistakes. 
And last night's learning experi-
ence came not a moment too soon for 
the Toreros to beat Boise State 54-52 
in their home opener at the USD 
Sports Center. 
USD became uncomfortable after 
assuming a comfortable 52-37 · lead 
with less than eight minutes remain- · 
ing. 
Boise State provided the discom-
fort with a 15-0 run capped when 
Broncos guard Chris Childs stole an 
inbounds pass under the Toreros' 
basket with 20 seconds remaining.' 
An aside: The play was dutifully 
recorded in a notebook by the 
Toreros. 
Childs drove the length of the court 
and down the baseline for a reverse 
layup. He missed the shot, but it was 
tipped in by teammate Arnell Jones 
for a 52-52 tie. 
USD inbounded ·the ban~to gtrard"'" 
Paul Leonard, who pushed it across 
the half court line and called timeout 
with three seconds to go. 
The Torcros made a quick review 
of their notes and selected the last-
second play they wanted. The ball 
was inbounded to forward Nils Mad-
den, who turned, dribbled once and 
sank a 17-foot jumper from the right 
side of the key at the buzzer. 
"It's a shot I take a lot in practice," 
Madden said. "I always wanted to do 
something like that." 
So did USD coach Hank Egan: 
''You aren't going to believe this, but 
we wanted to go to Nils on that 
play." 
Egan's reasoning was sound. After 
all, it was based on something duti-
fully recorded right there in a 
Toreros notebook. The Toreros real-
ized on the previous inbounds play 
that the man covering Madden 
dropped back to help guard against a } 
back screen the Toreros were run-
ning underneath the basket. 
That left Madden open. Open for 
the game-winner. 
You learn something new every 
play. 
Now if the Toreros could\ only 
Please see TOREROS, E-10 \ 
. Tribune photo by Howard Lipin 
NILS MADDEN (40) CELEBRATES WINNING SHOT 
'I alway~· wanted to do something like that,' he said 
~Toreros 
ConUnued From E-1 /1 OJ~ 
learn: Pl:t}:J 
■ Where did their offense go for 
7:11 of the game's final 7:12? 
■ Why they had trouble getting the 
ball into center Scott Thompson? 
■ And how can they stop Childs? 
· Some answers and theories: 
"Toward the end of the game we 
made a few turnovers," said Madden, 
who finished with a team-high six re-
bounds and 11 pomts. "That was a 
letdown. We should have sustained 
our lead." 
Said Egan: "We played our butts 
off- for the first 13 minutes in the 
second half and then just quit play-
ing. We came down a bunch of times 
without getting a shot off. You can't 
just hope to win. I think we just 
stalled out. We stopped competing. 
"We were lucky. But that doesn't 
hurt, either." 
USO watched a 16-point halftime 
lead in last Friday's season opener at 
Utah pared to one before the Toreros 
I 
scored a late basket for a 70-67 win. 
Egan drew no parallels between the 
two games, although Thompson saw 
some similarities. 
"It seems that in years before we 
were a second-half te'am," said 
Thompson, ~ho finished with team 
highs for points with 1? and assists 
with four. "We've been a first half 
team this year. We have to do some-. 
thing about the second half." 
In the first half, the Toreros scored 
10 straight points ti.) turn a 19-18 defi-
cit into a 28-19 advantage on the way 
to a 30-23 halftime lead. 
USO went on another 12-point run 
early in the second half as junior 
transfer Marty Munn, .a 6-6 forward, 
collected six of his.eight points with 
two three-pointers. Childs countered 
with a three-pointer and Munn came 
back with a jumper inside the key to 
make it 48-33 with 10:40 remaining. 
Shortly there.{fter cam·e the 
Toreros' offensive shutdown. Among 
the reasons was the inability to get 
the ball to Thompson, who also had 
trouble collecting errant shots dur-
ing the game. 
Said Boise State coach Bobby Dye: 
"We wanted to try to force Thomp-
son away from the basket. I think we 
dia a real fine job defensively. 
"The problem is that he is so con-
scious of his teammates. He's very 
unselfish. He's good at passing off." 
Childs led the Broncos (2-1) back 
into the game despite picking up his 
fourth foul 4½ minutes into the sec-
ond half. The 6-foot-3 junior guard 
scored eight of his game-high 19 
points during the Broncos' 15-point 
surge. He was 4-for-6 from behind 
the three-point line. 
USO has two weeks to come up 
with a new defense for Childs. The. 
Toreros, who travel to Nevad.?.,-Reno 
tomorrow night, may see him again 
Dec. 20 when they participate in the 
Albertson Christmas Tournament, 
which is host~d by Boise State. /"J 
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~--:Il§J!JJ,asketba11 team hits the road----
By Kirk Kenney 
Tribune Sports~riter -:Z..,,,Cfc55° 
Offensive consistency may be the · 
ope~ative phrase as the OSD men's 
basketball team opens a six-game 
stret~h of road games tonight at Ne-
vada-Reno. 
In both of their games this season, 
the Toreros have watched 16-point 
leads evaporate in the second half. 
Last week, it was Utah coming back· 
before USD managed a 70-67 win. 
Thursday, Boise State came back to 
tie the Toreros 52-52 before losing 54-
52 on a last-second shot. 
But the Toreros aren't worried. and 6-5 freshman swingman Craig 
"It's still early in the season," said Cottrell more involved. Egan should 
senior· forward Nils Madden, whose have that opportunity tonight against 
17-foot jumper was the difference in Nevada-Reno, which is 1-2 on the 
USD's home . opener against Boise season. 
State. . . . ./1 
Toreros junior forward Marty ,···· ··--····-·- ............... ,,,,,,,,,"'"'"'"'~ · 
Munn, a 6-foot-6 transfer from Hart- • 
nell CC, became more involved in the · 
team's offense against -Boise State, 
scoring eight points. 
USD coach Hank Egan intends to 
use Munn more as the season 
progresses and also would like to get 
6-9 junior forward/center Jim Pelton 
San Diego, CA 
(San Diego Co.) 
San Diego Union 
(Cir. O. 217,089) 




'~~~~~i~ ~ ~ry -~~: ·:~1t~d~:~1w~a~v~~~;~~=:~~~;~~:~1~~~~~ iJ The Uni.Y!:,_rsity of San' Diego bas- straight to WCAC t~µis .. The Wolf vada-R~no's top scorer, averaging .ga~es. Th~y had a 5~-37 a~vantage ketbaU. team will try To preservl'two Pack lost to the l!mvers1ty of San 17.7 pomts. He's als~ second on the· agamst Boise State with a little less ·· streaks when it plays at Nevada- Franc~o, 117-93, and then lost to •.team in rebounds, averaging five.. than eight minu~ to play and.,then J Reno tonight at 7:30. 1 1 " Santa .Clar~, 82-71. Tonight, they'll · Also expected to start for, the Wolf . didn't score again until a· jump shot , ,· 
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Brian, a 23-year-old San Diego 
man, found out two weeks ago that 
his blood contains antibodies to the 
AIDS virus, meaning be could con-
tract the fatal disease. That discov-
ery, be said yesterday during a con-
ference here on AIDS and mental 
health, bas changed his life. 
John, a 32-year-old Santa Monica 
man who was told in October that be 
bas AIDS, bas lost bis job and bis 
apartment. Once very independent, 
he said, be now depends on supple-
mental security income. 
"I work very bard to think posi-
tively and to not get depressed," be 
said. 
How acquired immune deficiency 
syndrome - which has been diag-
nosed in more than 28,246 people na-
liooally and 356 in San Diego County 
as of Nov. 30 :- affects the mental 
health of those who have it, think 
they might have it or are worried 
they will get it is the subject of a 
two-day conference at thll.J]niversity 
of Saa Diego yesterday and to(By. 
"We are now seeing the beginning 
of an enormously vast set of prob-
lems related to AIDS and mental 
health," said Dr. Caroline Kennedy, 
professor of medicine at the Univer-
sity of California at San Diego Medi-
cal Center. 
13!ian knows the experts have 
changed their statistical estimate of 
his chances of coming down with the 
disease within 1 O years - from 5 
percent a few years ago to between 
30 percent and 70 percent today. Yet 
he ~as no symptoms and feels fine.~ 
But be is scared, be said during the 
conference, which is sponsored by 
the state Department of Mental 
Health and uie University of Califor-
nia. He is trying "not to catas-
tropbise," yet bis close friends act as 
if he is already sick, and be wonders 
who be can now confide in. · 
- John sai«r that "there are very fe; 
periods that I enjoy. I have a tele-
scoped sense of time, while my par-
ents hope for a cure and want things 
to remain the same. They have diffi-
culty seeing me ill." 
The two men. na rt of a panel ores-
cope with changes they must make in 
their lives, and bow mental health 
professionals might make their lives 
easier. . 
Experts who deal with those who 
have AIDS, or aids-related complex 
(ARC), which includes aspects of the 
disease that may bot be falal and is 
estimated to ~ur in about 10 times 
the number of people with AIDS, ex-
plained how little is known about the 
way the disease affects the brain, the 
nervous system, and the functional 
abilities of ils victims both psycber 
logically and physiologically. 
Depression, the urge lo withdraw 
in despair or attempt suicide, the 
mistrust of hospitals and doctors and 
other aspects of behavior can be seen 
even in those who have only been 
exposed to the disease but aren't 
sick. 
For example, Deane Wolcott, a 
psychiatrist at the University of Cali-
fornia at Los Angeles' Neurospsychi-
atric Institute, explained how the dis-
ease can affect the brain function of 
a person who tests positive to the 
human immunodeficiency virus as 
much as a year before any physical 
manifestations can be seen. 
He described lethargy, confusion, 
dementia, personality disorders, de-
lirium, hallucinations, subtle loss of 
memory, impaired concentration, 
apathy and agitation as well as sleep 
difficulty, forgeUulness and avoi-
dance of tasks - all of which may 
occur without a diagnosis or suspi-
cion of AIDS. 
Wolcott said such symptoms in a 
person who later develops ARC or 
AIDS are subtle at first, but "later on 
it's often very obvious, and often 
with gross neurological manifesta-
tions. And sometimes," he added, "it 
can happen fast, from being totally 
normal to totally demented within 
three weeks." 
Io San Diego, the cases are in-
cre.asmg at a ld!,~t:l 1 CU,'.; uu ... •: • .. 
many other major metropolitan 
areas. San Diego County has the 16th-
.highest number of AIDS patie~ts of 
U.S. metropolitan areas, according to 
the federal Centers for Disease Con-
trol in Atlanta. · 
The County Department of Public 
. Health reports that diagnosis of 
/ 
d; ~ g. each six months for the pasl 
two years: 40 cases during the first 
half of 1985, 73 cases during the sec-
ond half of 1985, 79 cases during the 
first half of 1986 and 60 during the 
third quarter of 1986, with another 60 
expected during the fourth quarter. . 
Other mental health aspects of the 
llS 1n1va.\.L VII ~ J U .• • h•H Y • UJ ... · 
ty, which is seeing a higher inci_dence 
in women and children than in the 
white community; cases of AIDS in 
Tijuana; the drain on the social ser-
vices systems in San Diego and San 
Francisco; and problems among he-
mophiliacs. 
San Diego, CA 
(San Diego Co.) 
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. USD SYMPHON~., ORCHES FJA - "i-h;-
~lty of San phony Or- ' 
chestra, conducte ry Kolar, will 
- - perform works by· ozart, Lalo, Mous-
s?rgsky and Humperdlnck, with pia-
nists Nicolas Reveles and Irvin King, at 
4 p.m. today In the Camino Theatre USO. ' 
San Diego, CA 
(San Diego Co.) 
San Diego Union 
(Cir. D. 217,089) 
(Cir. S. 341,840) 
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Elizabeth Anne Hoffman.and John 
Forrest Perry were united in . holy 
matrimony on Oct. 4. ii'! · Founders 
Chapel at the University of San 
Diego. The bridet daughter of ·,Mrs. 
Brandt Hoffman, ·graduated from 
Califorhia Polytechnic· S_t_ate Univer-
sity, San Luis Obispo, and is current-
ly a graduate student._at USD. j'he 
bridegroom, son of Mrs. -~ ·Perry 
and ~~.l~te.Lee Parry of_ OJiMa ~I.so , 
gradu~'ted from Cal Poly :Saj_i,L~ ! 
Ob~~; He ~-an, ~ngineer . . <· -~·',;_-~ · ;: . ✓ · ' 
1mperia1 ljeacn, \.,A 
(San Diego Co.) 
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/4J1iky talk to focus on 
u-:-~:~Mexico relations 
The San Diego Public Library 
and the-::::Mexico-U.S. Law In-
stitute \~~the Univ~an 
Diego _J.,ill . present ' a lecture on 
U:-s::Mexico relations on Dec. 17 
· at 6 · p.m·. at the Otay Mesa 
Branch Library, 3003 Coronado 
Ave., Otay Mesa. 
For more information, call 
696-3927 or 424-5871. 
Dr. Jorge A. Vargas, professor 
of law and director of the In-
stitute, will talk on "Bilateral 
Relations of the United States 
with Mexico - An Appraisal and 
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11$0 falls in overtime181 ~so 
-:. ....... - . ' --i~ 
;?he Ass_oc'i~ted Press ~ .er ? ) . ___ .. 
-~ RENO, Nev. - Sophomcire 
~uard Darryl Owens . hit a · 
~hree-point shot with five·seconds 
~left ·in overtime to lift Nevada-Re-
~)io· to an 81-80 win over Sari Diego 
~<Saturday. 
----:-) The game had been sent into 
~vertime by a San Diego three-
~ointer by junior forward Marty 
~Munn, ,vith 13 seconds left in regu-
:~1ation time. Before Owens' shot, 
:;{JNR had been held to just two 




: Junior guard Boris King led all , 
.,.~scorers 'with 29 points for the Wolf 
Pac~, with a blazing 12 of 13 shoot-
ing from the ·floor, including orie 
three-pointer. Sophomore· guard · 
Danny Means led San-Diego with 
20 points. : 
- . . . . 
UNR even!ld its record at 2-2, 
while· Sari Diego suffered its· first 
· loss after two season-opening wins. 
---- ' 
., 
National City, CA 
(San Diego Co) 
Star News 
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: 1:ibrary t~lk to focus on 
. ?-;J. <;5 . 
U .~.-Mexico relations 
The San Diego Public Library 
and the Mexico-U .S. Law In-
stitute at the University of San 
Diego will presenta lecture on 
U~exico relations on Dec. 17 
at 6 p.m. at the Otay Mesa 
Branch Library, 3003 Coronado 
~:v_e., Ota)'. Mesa. 
For more information, call 
696-3927 or 424-5871. 
Dr. Jorge A. Vargas, professor 
of law and director of the . In-
stitute, will talk on "Bilateral 
Relations of the United States 
with Mexico - An Appraisal and 
Prospects for t~-e Future." / 
- -----
---'--~----~---
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Toreros gamble with bombs 
an~;,get- t~ejr first _los~~;s,_;80 ~ ~. 
• • ~ • _•- r ,. . :-;;,• By Chris Jenkins, Stair Writer • ,,.r ,.. 
RENO - Round and round it went, like the roulette 
wheels spinning in nearby casinos, until finally the ball : 
stopped. 
As usual, the house ',\!On. 
The University of San Diego played another one of 
those games, the kind of heart-stopper the Toreros had 
won the first two times out. But last night it was Neva-
da-Reno (2-2) hitting the clutch shot for an 81-80 over-
time basketball victory at Lawlor Events Center. 
Certainly, what went around came around for Wolf 
Pack guard Darryl Owens. He couldn't hit the Circus 
Circus from the free-throw line (1 of 6) yet swished a 
circus shot from beyond the three-point circle with four "" 
seconds remaining in overtime to beat the TorerclS.~ t; ~ 
uso;:which forc~d·OT at 7.6-'Tlon Mai:_fy Munn's tlg,ee- : 
pointer with 11 seconds left, still had a,shot after Owens: 
heroics. Running along the baseline. Mark Manor fired a : 
long pass to forward Nils Madden, the forward who'd 
beaten Boise State at the buzzer two nights earliei?No 
such lucnhis time. His -25-footfr was about 5 feef siort. 
By then, nobody with any sense in the crowd oi 3,400 
would've left, unless it was out of exasperation with _µi e 
home team. • 
"The way it ended, we were fortunate," said Nevada-
Reno coach Sonny Allen. "We should've put it away ear-
lier, much earlier. If we'd hit the free throws, we'd.have 
been up by, eight or 10." 
Indeed, the Toreros might well have been buried. 
Their 7-foot center, Scott Thompson had fouled out-with ~ 
1:10 left in regulation. Before overtime, guard Paul : 
Leonard also departed with his fifth foul and 16 points. -
Which brings us back to Owens, who stepped up to the -
free-throw line as Leonard headed for the bench. As-long 
as Owens Wl!S ~tationary with a ball in his band; USD : 
-was alive. 
· • 
"I had to win the game," Owens -said. "I was the one ; 
wh_o,put µsin the predicament." · - • :-- ~ 
Indeed, after Mann's tying shot, Owens dribbled .the 
ball off his foot and allowed USO to kill the clock. Owens 
missed two more free throws in overtim(!·, and ~iise 
he '!as 6 for 16 from the field at that point, he ,;yasn't 
wh<\t Y,OU'd call a ci,n<;h bei t~ ,hit, or eveQ g~t. sue; , a decisive shot. · · 7 
-
Bl!t it _ as _as pr.etty as a ace .and . i~ .-,M;~g , 
sid~ways _across J he top_o(ihe key, Owe~ · was off:bal- .,. 
• t."' ·"!' ;;, - .,, <:o. 
. . S~e USD on 'Pag~ H-4 
San Diego, CA 
(San Diego co.) 
San Diego Union 
(Cir. D. 217,089) 
(Cir. S. 341,840) 
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lJBD: Defeated 
byUNR in OT 
J.;rJi.t(; Continued from H-1 
man. and the shooter was moving sideways when he let 
it go. 
"He made just a super shot," said Allen, "and it's not 
like he didn't have anybody on him." 
If anything. though, justice was served that the game 
was decided on a bomb. At times the gym was more like 
a gunnery range, the two teams combining for 19 three-
point attempts and sinking 13. 
And, of all teams, it was USD firing away most. Sup-
posedly an inside team, the Toreros hit 10 of 15 from 
behind the line. Leonard was 4 of 6, fellow guard Danny 
Means 4 of 4 in leading the Toreros with 20 points. 
"No way we figured that," Allen said. "The other night 
(against Boise State), one of their guards didn't even 
score, and the other had something like four or five 
. points." · 
Means, in fact, was the one.blanked by Boise State. 
"I knew I could shoot," he said. "I just hadn't been 
shooting well, that's all. I'd lost confidence in my shot." 
But then - given the way Nevada-Reno was sagging 
on Thompson - Means and Leonard could tell right 
away they'd have to produce from outside. 
For all the efforts of Means and Leonard and Owens, 
however, no guard were as effective as the Wolf Pack's 
Boris King. He was almost perfect, hitting 12 of his 13 
field-goal attempts, not missing until the last one. He 
also sank all four free throws to finish with 29 points. 
He was a King-sized pain -in the first half, scoring 19 
points on virtually every sort of basket imaginable, in-
cluding a three-pointer that gave the Wolf Pack its big-
gest lead of the half at 33-28 and a flying jam that made 
it 35-32 at intermission. 
Most of King's damage was done off the fast break. 
USD .was up by 10-4 when King hit a jumper off the. 
break, then another, then another. Tie game. 
USD countered with Leonard, long-d,i.stance. The sen- · I 
ior guard sank his first two three-point attempts in 
USD's jump to a 10-2 lead. Back-to-back jumpers by 
Leonard brought the Toreros from a 20-19 deficit to a 23-
20 advantage. 
San Diego, CA 
(San Diego Co.) 
Evening Tribune 
(Cir. D. 127,454) 
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duns try to get off ground 
a[aiwt visiting Air Force 
Tribune s~.;Fe;'h · game last season and is averaging 
The USIU men's basketball team better than . 20 . in three games this 
will go after its first win of the sea- season. 
son at home tonight while USO at- The Toreros (2-1) suffered their 
tempts to overcome its firs"Tlosnm- first loss of the season Saturday 
the road. night at Nevada-Reno when Darryl 
USIU will play host to Air Force at Owens swished a three-point shot 
Golden Hall,--starting at 7:30 p.m. The with four seconds remaining in over-
Gulls (0-2) lost to Boise State Satur- time to give the Wolf Pack an 81-80 
day night in overtime 89-83 at victory. 
Southwestern College. Following the game, USO returns 
In its most recent outing Saturday to San Diego for its annual showdown 
night, Air Force lost to Northern Ari- with San Diego State. The teams 
zona 86-77 in overtime. The Falcons meet Thursday night at 7:30 at the 
have two returning starters from San Diego Sports Arena. / ' 
last season's eighth-place WAC team. 
Sophomore Eric Kjorr.e, a 6-foot-7 
forward, and junior Rob Marr, a 6-5 
swingman, are the team's top re-
turners. 
' Montana State will host USO to-
night after earning its first win of the 
season Saturday 102-79 against East-
ern Washington. Montana State (1-2), 
which is favored to repeat as the Big 
Sky Conference champion, is led by 
6-8, 200-pound forward Tom Domako, 
who averaged nearly 13 points a 
San Diego, CA 
(San Diego Co.) 
San Diego Union 
(Cir. D. 217,089) 
(Cir. S. 341,840) 
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7Vlontana St. 
def eaa, U__SI) 
By Don ~ay, Special to The Union · 
BOZEMAN, Mont. - The smaller team 
made more of the bigger plays, and that meant 
victory for Montana State-University. 
The Bobcats used their inside quickness and 
outside shooting to beat the University of San 
Diego Toreros, 76-66, last night at the Brick 
Breeden Fieldhouse. Both teams are 2-2. 
The Bobcats did not have the size to match 
up with USD up front, but their quickness was 
more than enough to frustrate the Toreros. 
"They were quicker than us, and we were 
bigger than them," said USD coach Hank Egan. 
"We didn't take advantage of our size very 
well. I think that sums up the game pretty 
much." 
Montana State, which started a 6-foot-6 cen-
ter and a 6-4 forward, seemed to grab every 
loose ban,-and sneaked inside for baskets over 
the taller Toreros on the way to a 48-34 lead 
with 14:29 left. 
USD cut the lead to 56-49 with 8:50 remaining 
by switching to a 2-3 zone. 
Montana State· then made three , straight 
three-point shots, and took a 65-51 lead, the 
biggest of the game, with 6:13 left. The Toreros 
went 2:30 without scoring down the stretch. 
Sophomore guard Shann Ferch scored a 
· game-high 20 points for Montana State. His 
brother Kral, a 6-4 ~enior forward, had 19. 
Nils Madden led USD with 17 points and 
eight rebounds. Seven-foot center Scott Thomp-
son was limited to nine points and seven re-
bounds. USD shot 40 percent (29-of-72) from the 
field, Montana State 54 percent (27-of-50). 
Montana State took a 34-26 halftime iead by 
repeatedly getting inside for easy shots. The 
score was 18-all before the Bobcats outscored 
the Toreros, 11-2, to take_ a commanding lead. 
-
( 
The Ferch brothers 
too much for USD 
Trib~ s2!1R:~ 
Oh, brother. Oh, brother. 
When tll.e USO roeo'~basketball team wasn't hurting 
itself with its own shooting last night, Montana State's 
Ferch brothers - Kral and Shann - were hurting the 
Toreros with theirs. 
USD endured its poorest shooting night of the season, 
hitting just 40.3 percent (29 of 72) of its shots from the 
-field at Bozeman, Mont. 
The Ferches, who grew up jusl 10 minutes down the 
road from Montana State in Livingston, combined for 39 
points on 13 of 19 shooting from the field, four of seven 
from the three-point line and nine of 15 from the free 
throw line. They each scored seven first-half points as 
Montana State assumed a 34-26 halftime lead. 
The combination was right for Montana State to hand 
USD its second straight loss 76-66. The Toreros (2-2) suf-
fered their first loss of the season Saturday night when 
they were defeated 81-80 in overtime at Nevada-Reno. 
Montana State (2-2) entered the game with 6-foot-8 
junior forward Tom Domako shouldering the scoring 
load. Domako averaged 21.3 points in the team's first 
three games, but was limited to four points with Torerps 
forward Nils Madden guarding him. 
The Toreros also were able to limit the effectiveness of 
Bobcats center Clamon Jacobs, who scored just seven 
points to go with his seven rebounds. But, then, Montana 
State didn't need its inside men when things were going 
so well outside. 
''They were quicker than us and we were bigger than 
them," said USD coach Hank Egan, whose team had a 39-
32 edge in rebounding. "We didn't take advantage of our 
size enough. 
"Montana State is an excellent outside shooting team. 
And they made the shots when they needed them." 
Kral Ferch, Montana State's senior forward, scored 19 
points, one less than the game-high 20 scored by younger 
brother Shann, the Bobcats' sophomore guard. Junior 
guard Ray Willis added 15 points for Montana State. 
Madden scored a team-high 17 points along with a 
team-high eight rebounds, followed by guard Paul Leon-
ard's 12 points. The Toreros watched center Scott 
Thompson get held to nine points, snapping Thompson's 
string of 13 games scoring in double figures. 
"We got a good performance from Madden, but offen-
sively we didn't sustain anything." Egan said. 
USD was within seven points with 8:50 remaining when 
forward Steve Krallman's free throw completed a three-
point play. The Bobcats went on a 9-2 run over the next 
1:39 to grab their biggest lead of the contest 65-51: Mon-
tana State's nine points came on three-pointers by Shann 
Ferch, Willis and Kral Ferch. 
Montana Sfate, which hit 54 percent of its shots for the 
game (27 of 50), was five of 12 from three-point range. 
The Toreros, who hit 10 of 15 three-point shots against 
Nevada-Reno, found the mark just six of 22 times against 
the Bobcats. , 
The Toreros drew within 73-66 with 47 seconds remain-
ing, but were forced to foul to stop the clock. Shann 
Ferch hit three free throws to complete the game's scor-
ing. USD was whistled for 24 fouls to just nine for Mon-
tana State, which helps explain the Toreros being out-
scored 17-2 at the free-throw line. 
Madden scored 12 first-half points to offset seven each 
from the Ferch brothers as Montana State assumed ~ 
eight-point halftime lead. / 
El Cajon, CA 
(San Diego Co) 
Daily Californian 
(Cir. D 100,271) 
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SD and SDSU square off in basketball 
The University of San Diego b~eam
, a squad filled with 
big- but slow- talent, will c1?sh-,,.ltrt-sa
n Diego State, a squad 
that packs speed - but lacks size underne
ath. The team will meet 
Thursday in the battle for the Mayor's Tro
phy at the Sports Arena, 
starting at 7:30 p.m. Both teams will enter 
riding two-game losing 
streaks. 1n Bozeman, Mont., the Toreros m
atched SDSU's skid by 
dropping a 76-66 decision to Montana State
 on Monday. The 
Bobcats brother duo of Shann and Kral Fe
rch scored 20 and 19 
points,.respectively, dropping USO to 2-2 o
n the year. Nils Madden 
paced the Toreros with 17 points, but after
 he fouled out, USD failed 
to score for 2½-minutes down the stretch. T
he Aztecs are winless in 
two starts. Meanwhile, USIU dropped its t
hird straight game, 
getting whipped by Air Force 99-89 at Gold
en Hall. Joe Yezbek led 
USIU with 33 points. But the guard had litt
le support, as the · 
remainder of the Gulls shot a combined 19
-of-50 from the floor. 
Escondido, CA 
(San Diego Co.) 
Times Advocate 
(Cir. D. 32,685) 
(Cir. S. 34,568) 
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/ --Brother duo 
tallies 39 ?-q5s 
to top USD 
BOZEMAN, Mont. (AP) - The 
brother duo of Shann and Kral 
Ferch combined for 39 points to 
help Montana State to a 76-66 
non-conference basketball victory 
Monday night over the University 
of.San Diego. -
Tliebrothers helped MSU even 
its season record at 2-2, while 
handing San Diego its second 
straight road loss to move the Tor-
reros to 2-2 for the season. 
MSU's Bobcats pulled into the 
lead midway through the first half 
and had as much as a 9-point lead, 
29-20, with 5:26 to play. By inter-
mission the score was 34-26. 
Behind the three-point field 
goals of Shann Ferch and Ray Wil-
lis, the Bobcats moved to a 14-
point lead, 65-51, with 6:13 left in 
the game. 
San Diego closed within seven 
points on two occasions but could 
get no closer. 
Shann Ferch had 20 points for 
MSU, including three 3-point field 
goals, whHe brother Kral had 19 
points. Willis also was in double 
figures with 15 points. 
San Diego was paced by Nils 
Madden with 17 points, which in-
cluded 8-of-8 from the floor. Paul 
Leonard added 12 points. 
San Diego's 7-foot center Scott 
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f!,«fJllow favored against State 
Tribune Sportswriter. ., 
ed in San Diego as a fifth-grader when his fa the B'II 
W l~EN USD's Scott Thompson told friends in ~ame coach of the ABA's shor
t-lived San Dieg:•saf1s'. 
Citrus .Relghts he was moving to San Diego lo ri~~D~a.r~ly ev
en heard of USO then. I think they were 
t d' pla;: basketball, they assumed he would be at- s l 
iv1s1on ll. Whenever my dad, took me to a game it 
. e?. mg San Diego State. was always San Diego State."
 
%hen I y,-ould come ~ack home on a break, my friends We get
 the picture. 
~~~ wS:~•d ~~~~::nh~iego Staie?'" said Thompson, who f ~e e~olution of USD's basketball program in the eyes 
with a colle e JS peers m the Sacramento area o 
n Dieg~~ has been a slow and sometimes a onizin 
ter would Jinf:gb~~y i~oi°' The Toreros' 7-foot cen- pr~e
ss. This is no more evident• than when the \orero~ 
Diego Stoic's Monle1.um! M:! !;h~~~f :c~?r:.~~~d~n::n f:am
~atitr~~~o:r!~ Kt~ :ith_ the Aztecs as the two 
falt::~s!J
1
fo ti~e~:~o w::t~~ l~~1~ft ~lg~ sctooh his !:i1:t£>1t·•sMany belie~e u~J::
0
r:iu~~~iir:e~e:r:~1~ 
ba~,ketba(I team - San Diego State. y s oca co ege . 
M 
Grow mg up, It was always San Diego State" said v· As ~ Division II school, USO was 5-9 against SDSU 
ussel an, a backup guard for the Toreros who r~locat- ictorie
s were met will_lhe "Gee whiz, whuddayaknow'; 
Plea1e see TOREROS, (l·ll 
*Torergs , -~~,_ - --· 
Contin~,r:~ I · 
of the little guy beating the big guy. 
When the Toreros stepped into the 
upper division with their advance-
ment into the WCAC for the 1979-80 
season, victories against the Aztecs 
were met with . . . fact is, there 
weren't any victories until last sea-
son's 81-64 win. Six straight L's be-
fore a W. 
Even when the Toreros woo the 
WCAC and advanced to the NCAA 
Tournament during the 1983-84 sea-
son, they were defeated by the Az-
tecs 61-47. That was SDSU's largest 
margin of victory since a 78-62 win 
during the 1975-76 campaign. 
How much frustration have the 
Toreros experienced against the Az-
tecs since going Division I? It may 
hn vc been summed up during the 
Toreros' 47-45 loss in the 1982-83 sea-
son. That was when USO guard Rich 
Davis was ejected and, to the hoots 
and hollers of the partisan Aztecs 
crowd at the arena, raised bolh arms 
and gave the crowd the universal 
symbol of ill-will. 
"That was a year before I got 
here," Musselman said. "Actually, I 
can't believe he did that. I don't know 
what made him do ,that. Davis isn't 
like that." 
It's the rivalry. 
"There you go," said Musselman 
who, along with Thompson and 
Toreros forwards Nils Madden and 
Steve Krallman, has had a close eye 
on this rivalry the past four years. 
''They got us the first two years and 
we got them last year. We want to 
even that up this year." 
Two people in this drama have 
viewed it from both sides. 
Mike Haupt is one. Haupt is a 
redshirt sophomore at USD this sea-
son, but a back injury bas prevented 
him from competing for the Toreros. 
He played at SDSU as a freshman 
during the 1984-85 season when his 
late-game heroics helped the Aztecs 
to a 57-53 win. 
Dave Babcock is another. Babcock 
was an assistant coach at USO from 
1982 to '84 before moving intp a simi-
Jar position at SDSU two years ago. 
He helped recruit Thompson, Mussel-
man, Madden and Krallman. 
"I have a lot of mixed emotions 
about the rivalry," Babcock said. 
"I'm still pretty close to some of 
those guys. I guess if you're on USD's 
side I'd say, 'Yes, it's a big rivalry.' 
But on San Diego State's side it isn't 
as big a deal When I was at USO it 
was always bigger than it is at State. 
"It's not quite as big here, although 
that may have changed now that 
USO has had some pretty good teams 
the past two or three years." 
Babcock believes no matter how 
dominant USO becomes in the bas-
ketball picture, it will always take a 
backseat to SDSU. 
"Just for the fact that USD's not 
very t. " be said. "I think San Diego 
St.ate has ll lot more graduates." 
Thompson knows times have 
changed, however. · 
"People don't mix us up with San 
Diego Slalo onymoro,'' so ld Thomp-
son, who has played a large part in 
eliminating the confusion. "Just last 
year we beat them for the lirst time 
(at the Division I level). That gave us 
some confidence and I think we'ye 
gained some respect in the eyes of 
the community.'' 
The Toreros (2-2) are respected 
enough in basketball circles this sea-
son that they have been picked to win 
the WCAC. Conversely, the Aztecs (0-
2) are a young team picked to be an 
also-ran in the WAC. While both 
teams enter tomorrow's cootes{ with 
two-game losing streaks, the Toreros 
find themselves in the unfamiliar po-
sition of favorite for this game. 
"But with rivalries you never 
know what's going to happen," Bab-
cock said. "You just never know bow 
emotion is going to go." 
Said Musselman: "It's for bragging 
rights. But I don't really want to an-
swer who's going lo win. I've seen too 
many things put up in locker rooms. 
And, bey, you look at Nevada-Reno 
(which upset USO 81-80 Saturday 
night) and they're structured a lot 
like San Diego State." 
~ rr,n "'"•" -- - .. - ...... ..,,.n 1 'l'nrr lllll.T, -
USO coach Hank Egan also isn't 
making any predictions, but he does 
understand the importance of the 
rivalry. 
"Sure it's important," Egan said. "I 
think it's great. Basketball in this 
town needs a shot in the arm. U this 
rivalry can do something, then that's 
greaL" 
~ ' SAN0IEGO0AILYTRANSCRIPT WEDNESDAY,DECEMBER10.1986 3A 
Terroi1.sts Need· International Court 
::ll!Rq;. 
If John-Murphy had his way 
"we would do away with the term 
terrorism." It'■ impr-eciee and hu 
" no ojieraUve aigniJicance." 
Besides, there'■ 11 no official 
definition of terrorism, .. aays the 
Villanova law professor who ape-
I' , 
Law Briefs 
• Armed attack, something "\ 
which "should be regarded as the ' 
last step in the spectrum." 
The question was raiaed about 1 
tha poaaibility of ~ 1international 
criminal court similar to the one at 
Nuremberg, even· though that one 
~Y Martin Kruming 
cializes in the problem,i of interna-
. tional terrorism. 
The tenn terror itself popped up 
for the first time following the 
French revolution of the 1790a, the 
ao-called Reign of Terror 
Last Friday morning Murphy 
apoko al Cal Weotorn Luw School 
about internalionaJ law and ter-
rorism in a talk sponsored by the 
school and the World ~/Taira 
Council. 
He views terrorism from two 
perspectives: lhe act.a of indjvidu-
ola as well as alale-supporled in, 
Wrnullonnl UJrrorl•m. 
"Ono man's LerrorJat Is another 
man's freedom fighter," said M~r-
phy. He advocates stripping away 
definjtions and dealing with the 
particular crime involved, be it an 
airplane hijacking, car bombing, 
shooting or hostage taking. 
"There should be certain limita• 
tiona on lhe means, no matter how 
just the cause," explained Murphy, 
a former State Department attor-
ney who has been a consultant on 
t.e.rroriam Lo varioua national and 
international organiu.tiona. . , 
"They (terrorists) should be 
regarded as •international crimi• 
nala," but the the international 
community so far "has been unable 
to do this." 
Murphy listed lhree ways to 
combat individual terrorism: 
• Prevention, which lncludH 
sharing of information among in-
telligence· agencies - a 1'baiance 
between privncy Cor t:h·o lndlvldllou 
and law enforcement. - o.nd educa-
tion - "the terrorist is not. regard-
ed as a freedom fighter." ' 
• Management of' a terrorist 
• ituotion on.or tho bomb hws wono 
off or the plane baa been hijacked., 
• Apprehenalon, p,.;1ec11Uon 
and punishment, a scenario 
which rnlaea iSovrrul legal luues. 
For i,t'lta.·ct·, when a terrorist 
comn\i , 1 crime in Slat.a A alld 
neea to Stale B whoro ho'• cop-
lured, can B send him bock to A for 
prosecution? Does Stale B have 
jurisdiction lo prdsecule? 
Mutual assialance agreements 
are in a "very rudlmenlary st.age," 
said Murphy. 
As for responses to st.ale-sup-
ported terrorism, Murphy offered 
lhese: 
• Diplomacy but "often the 
diplomacy approach comes awfully 
late." 
• Protests - or the "mobiHw-
Lion of aha me approach." 
• Economic sanction.a, an 
arena where the 11 U.S. ia the 
Olympic champion." 
I 
'was only temporary. 
"[ don't see an international 
criminal courL under U.S. 
auapices," aald Murphy. "For a va• 
r iety of political reasons an inter-
national criminal court bu never .. 
been set up." 
Ono of Muphy'• concern, is the 
tenaion between law enforcement 
ond personal freedoms , "The 
great.est danger, 11 he 'eaid, 0 ia gov-
· ernment. overreaction. You could 
see some very repressive actions 
taken." 
When the Dur rcsull8 camo out. 
Steve and Kimberly Halle didn 't 
dare open· !heir envelopes at the 
same time because "we were so 
sure that. one of us didn't. pass," 
said Kimberly, 
With their backs to one another, 
flnt one, then the other peered in-
side. 
'
1We were acreaming," Kimberly 
went on. " l'm sure the whole 
apartment complex k.new we pass-
ed." 
The Hailes were one of a few San 
Diego couples who paaoed the July 
exam. , 
Steve, a Stanford graduate, and 
Kimberly , who waa graduated from 
the Univenily of Colorado al 
Boulder, were married while al 
USO Luw School and studied 
together. She finished cum laude; 
he wos in the top third. 
11ll was a tremendous advant..age 
for atudying for lhe Bar.'' aaid 
Kimberly. '1You Lhin'lc: of quc1t.lons 
ut the weirdest. times. Like ol lhc 
dining room table. " 
Steve is now with Hughes and 
Campbell ; Kimberly's at Gray, 
Cory , Amc~ nnd Frye. 
_ Rlc Muten,_ a s ...!!<i~J ~l 
will addreaa the San Diego Psycho-
logy and Luw Society on Wit and 
Wladom lhl11 Frlclny ot. n luncheon 
hieeting in the Cardinal Room or 
the King's Inn in Mi88ion · Valloy. 
For rescrvolions coll Ann Leo.by, 
291-4853. 
On The Rise: Gregory Alcorn 
hos joined Stutz, Renllo, Gollagher 
& Artiano. 
Anlhony Valladolid, who hos a 
privoLe practice, and Barbara 
Davi,, senior nltorney in lhe crim-
lnal/juvenilo justice unit of tho 
Legal Aid Society, are seeking ap-
pointment to the Boord oCTrustees 
of the Community Defender Pro-
gram. 
Judy Hamlllon heads lhe coun-
ty Bar's Accountant Relations 
Committee. 
Ne-,., Medla Watch: Defenae 
laWYer F. Lee Balley will appear 
on Pam Plotkin'• 0 At the Bar" 
show Saturday at 2:30 p.m. on 
Channel 51. 
William Braun offers last 
miouie ta]I tips for 1986 on KSDO 
radio from 2 to 3 p.m. Dec. 18. 
The Center for Criminal Justice 
at USP Low School and the 
Municipal Court Committee of the 
county Bar are apon.aoring a aym-
pooiwo Saturday on Penal Code 
section 1538.5. Cost ia $25. For 
more information call Georse 
Clark at 236-4567. 
A t.eam1from Cal Western which 
placed first. in the ADA'■ weet.ern 
region negotiation competition 
now goea on lo the national finals 
in New Orleans next ~' ebruary. 
The school'• moot court team 
also won every round of oral argu• 
ment. last month and will compete 
in the national rinols in New York 
io Fohrunrv. 
..All~,,~ P. c. B 1:11. 1888 
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,-iJ'O es ho e to rebou
nd 
' 
By Ed Zieralski 
Tribune Sportswriter 
Evr,; HF.Form tho Bilfror oc-ademlc requirements and player washouts stri d h · 
team of some of its bett tap! pe
 is 
future · er 
ent and 
St t upperclassmen, San 
Diego 
~ e basketball coach S 




N<>;wUJ situation " he used t 
The Aztecs were s'u 
o ~Y-
and Gaines led th PJ>?Sed 
lo w10, 
his first . em lo six stra
ight in 
But six years ~s Aztecs coach
. 
tell th~ who!e time, Gaines
 would 
with ~p ~ththf ,cr~-town 
contest 
a real rivalryo JC :versitr 
was not 
Geo t • cause it 
wasn't 
N rge own-Syracuse, wasn't 
UCLA-
' otre Dame. In other words 
the f 
marshal never had to t ' 
ire 
·a.way from the Sports uz.
e:ople 
rughts when USD and SDSU pl
a ed on 
d!~\ !hen th~ fire ' depa
rt~e~t 
Sao Dieg~:ilr go on aler
t whe11 
Sports Ar th P ays anyone
 at the 
snooze wilf ~~ th:.e days. Hoop and 
Now that Gaines has a team 
with 
unproven talent a cf lead ,. . 0 00 experienced
 
i . ers, he especially is nor 
lookin 
?rward to seeing USD tom
o g 
rugbt ~t the arena (7:30, KSD0-11~w
 













This · same Hank Egan-coa
ched 
Toreros team beat a senior-do
minat-
ed Aztecs unit 81-M last y
ear, so 
there's no telling what· the 
2-2 · 
Toreros will do to an 0-2 tea
m that 
has lost two games by a tota
l of 49 
points. 
"We're tbe fourtb-best team in
 Sao 
Diego," Gaines said yesterday
, plac-
ing his team behind USD, 
USIU, 
UCSD, or, who knows, maybe
 Point 
Loma Nazarene, an NAIA 
school. 
"But here I am. I'm not hiding
." 
In recent years of tbis rivalry
, tbe 
matchups have been games th
at fea-
tured lhe Aztecs' superior a
thletic 
talent against tbe Toreros' delib
erate 




Brovelli's hip-wading fly fish
ermen. 
SDSU leads the series ls-6, bu
t there 
have been some classic game
s in re-
cent years, even when Gaines'
 Aztecs 
went on a six-game winning s
treak. 
Egan continued tbe Brovelli t
radi-
tion in" tbese games. In 1984, 
Egan's 
first year as coach at Alcal
a Park, 
tbe Toreros lost a 57-53 contes
t lo the 
vastly superior Aztecs, a tea
m that 
eventually would win the
 WAC 
championship. 
And tben last year, Egan's 
team 
won by playing nearly perfe
ct bas-
ketball, something that Brov
elli ac-
complished twice with a Div
ision II 
team. , 
But as Gaines has said, 
these 
games never really excited th
e town 
into a ticket-buying frenzy. T
he big-
gest crowd of 5,020 turned o
ut two 
years ago for tbe Aztecs' win
. Last said his best player 
was redshirting 
year, it was back to tbe a
verage tbis season. That wo
uld be Sam John-
crowd. The teams drew 2,941 
for tbe · son, a 6-8 junior college 
transfer 
Toreros' roul 
from Eastern Michigan. And 
Gaines 
Perb;lps only one Aztecs pl
ayer also said yesterday th
at be plans on 
truly appreciates the importa
nce of signing two more co
mmunity college 
the series and bas a sense of 
history players - "big 6-8, 
6-9 guys" - for 
about il Junior center Gerald
 Mur- next season. 
ray played a part in two s
traight But it's tbis seas
on, and tbe best 
,,vins in his first two years o
n Mon- tbe Aztecs coach can
 do is shuffle his 
tezuma Mesa. But last year, o
ne tbat · lineup and hope. H
e said be will 
Murray was forced to sit out b
ecause ' move Kevin Brown,
 a 6-9 forward, 
of a fractured kneecap,-the 
Aztecs back into tbe starting
 lineup. Earlier 
were drilled. It bothered Murr
ay. tbis week, Brown 
returned to tbe 
"In tbe first two years I was 
here, team after quitting 
and suggesting 
tbe coaches told us about the r
ivalry, tbat be was transferr
ing to Akron. 
but I never really felt it," M
urray Gaines said be will
 alternate for-
said. "I dldn't feel It unlil the
y bcal wards Rodney Haw
kins and Juan 
us bad last year. I remember 
all the Espinoza, two com
munity college 
headlines tbe following day,
 and I transfers, who had st
arted in the first 
started tbiokiog it really was a
 rival- two games. Whichev
er one plays bet-
ry." 
ler in practice will start. 
Murray has battled back from
 the ■ ■ ■ 
knee injury, but tbis season he bas 
NOTE5 ..: SDSU would hav
e to 
been slowed by other pro
blems. lose five more game
s tbis season to 
First,. a sprained ankle hu
rt his · match its 0-7 start of
 a year ago. The 
comeback pace, and last we
ek, be 0-2 start is only the se
cond time since 
strained a hamstring. Re's a q
uestion 197f>-76 that the Azt
ecs have opened 
mark for the USO game. 
with two straight losses. 
"I want to play every game
, but ■ SDSU plays Cal Sta
te-Los Ange-
the USD game is one I really w
ant to Jes at the arena Satur
day. 
play in," Murray said. "I've b,
een re- ■ The Aztecs are
 unveiling their 
ally pushing myself all I can
 lo get version of tbe Big
 Spin tomorrow 
ready for it. Even if I just play a 
night. Spectators wi11 be draw
n out 
little, I want to play." 
of the stands and given a cha
nce to 
There's no question Gaines is g
oing spin a giant wheel for 
various prizes 
to have to do his best coaching
 job to that wi11 include cars, va
cations, 
get tbis team to µiatch last
 year's dinners, etc. The tr
ick is that after 
record of 10-19. A 10-win seas
on for tbe spin, tbe fans hav
e to make vari-
lhis unit would be a great a
ccom- ous shots on the cou
rt - free throw, 
pllshmeol. Just yesterday, 
Gaines three-point shot, hal
f-courter, etc. 
(S~~ -Diego co.) 
Evening Tribune (Cir. o. 127,454) 
Arlllar Oilman, left, wltll Roy Deearava at show opuillg 
Suall Farrell, ldt, ud Wendy Coad al bollday tea 
Vlvllla MUOII, right, la charge of tickets for drawillg dariDg All Souls' Home Tour events 
Sao Diego Mental Health Association benefited style hors d'oeuvres and the opening ol the Roy De-from a dinner and concert Thursday by singing great Carava sbow. Pearl Balley. Bailey and actress Celeste Holm ■ University of San Diego Auxiliary met for lunch chaired the fund-raiser, which included Bailey's per- Dec. 2 In Cale del Rey ln>ro. Members of the Calilor-lormance accompanied by her husband, drummer Illa Ballet performed escerpts from ''The Nutcrack-Louie Bellson. More than 200 guests attended. er." 
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Glq~ . Pllolo bT Bob S,odstrwn 
Sister Betsy Walsh as God lo "Tbe Mysteries, From Creation to Christ-
mas," a free production oo tbe USO campos. 
)Globe, USD collaborate 
)on play exploring Bible 
- · AI, SWEET MYSTERY: The Old 
; Globe Theater and lhe University of {5pn Di_go have joined han11ncrpres-
;eo~lree Christmas production, 
!"The Mysteries, From Creation to Christmas." The Tony Harrison play, 
jteaturlng 14 Bible stories, will run at 
,7:30 p.m. tomorrow through Saturday 
j in USD's Founders Chapel USO pro-
: lessor Sister Betsy Walsh plays God 
• and the cast comes from both USO 
: and the Old Globe, which also provld-
; ed director David Hay. 
;- BY THE FIRE: The Fireside Sin-
• gles will throw a fund-raiser party 
! from 7:30 to 11 p.m. Dec. 20 at the 
· ! Seacoast Senior Service Center, 890 
j Balour Drive in Encinitas. Dancing, 
, appetizers and a gift exchange will 
' be featured. The event benefits the I senior center and Encinitas Fomlly 
I Serv
ices. Tickets are $8 in advance, 
$10 al the door for members; $13 in 
l advance and $15 al the door for non-
: members. Reservations are a must. I Send your check to Fireside Singles, 
1 1106 Second SL No. 265, Encinitas ! 9202t 
! TOYS, YES, CHECKUPS, NO: 
! ~fn!:oe~:t;~;~:t;/~: l ety's annual Toys for Tots dinner at 
: 7:30 p.m. Friday at the Executive 
; Hotei 1055 First Ave. Toys must be 
: new, unwrapped and worth at leasl 
1 $10. For reservations, call 569-4567. II 
l you can't come lo dinner, drop your 
! toy donation at any society mem-
: ber's office. 
'. THE BIG SHAKE: Diving under 
: your bed isn't good enough. Be pre-
! pared for the big quake with some 
· help from the American Red Cross. 
: The local chapter is offering two free 
! booklets, "27 Ways to Survive An 
; Earthquake" and "Family Disaster 
: Piao and Personal Survival Gulde" 
[ at local branches of California First l Bank. 
i SAY NO TO DRUGS: The Teen 
1
. CoooecUoo, a local youth abuse pre-
::veoUoo theater group of youths, bas 
:-re1ease<1 a single record now playing 
: on local radio stations. The song, are 
: "Tbe Choice is Yours" and "No Way 
Notebook · 
to Win," written by group members. 
The record is available for $2 at On 
Target and Tower record stores. 
Proceeds beoellt The Teen Connec-
tion, now seeking funding for the 
coming season of live shows at local 
junior and senior high schools. 
NUCLEAR FREE: The first local 
chapter of Mothers Embracing Nu-
clear Disarmament (MEND) bas 
been established in San Diego. The 
group waolll lo develop awareness 
about the gravity of the nuclear 
issue. For more information call 454-
3343. 
YES, BUT CAN UE TYPE? Todd 
Courtois, a 10th-grader at Granite 
Hills High School In El Cajon, reccnl-
ly presented a paper on fuel cell re-
search and developmeot al the Ninth 
World Energy Engineering Congress 
lo Atlanta. More than 3,500 eogloeers 
from around the world beard him 
speak at tbe event. 
WE ARE THE WORLD: Wby not 
give a gill to someone in another 
country this year? Fifteen dollars 
will help pay for cataract surgery for 
someone in Nepal or India. $2 will 
buy postoperative eyeglasses, and $5 
will pay for food and transportaUoo 
to the hospital, a major obstacle for 
many poor patients. In Guatemala, 
your $45 gilt could buy a sheep or 
goal for a woman widowed by the 
civil war. The animal could help her 
support her family. More ideas for 
gilts such as these are available 
through the Seva Foundation, an in-
ternational service organization 
sponsoring public health education. 
For inlormaUoo write the foundation 
al 108 Spring Lake Drive, Chelsea, 
Mlcb.48ll8. . 




(San Diego Co.) 
Coronado Journal 
(Cir. W. 5,900) 
'\no6 • . • . =r-/ Mark Skordas, who received I n£_C 11 ,:::io /Business ·briefs : her Masters Degree in Special u ============.J Education from the University of , Chase Avenue Elementary San Diego in 1979, is currently School in Cajon Valley Union completmg her doctorate at the Jlllen's P. c . B E<t . 1888 School District. USD. She is the daughter of I 
,,,,- - . • . r She has taught third through Capt. and Mrs. Wiliiam M. Mark j ' Sl<ordai ~ _»rt~Ctpal the eighth grades and was at one of Corona=do::::· ___ ___ _ Maril91f 'Matk Skordas, time the school ;, improvement -graduate of Coronado High _Eoordinator Jor three years at School, became principal of Tierrasanta Elementary-School. 
Marilyn Mark Skordas / 
- - -
( 
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HIGH SCHOOLS 
~illiams 
?-,'{;5 5_ to coach 
CaVers 
By Mark Zeigler 
Staff Writer 
Former University of San Diego 
football coach "Bill Williams has been 
named coach at San Diego High and 
undertaken the. task of resurrecti~g 
one of the county's most downtrod-
den programs~ · ~ · 
Williams, head coach at USD from Bill Williams 
1976-82, replaces Steve Hembera, 
who was 4-16 in two seasons. 
Williams, 37, has playing and 
coaching experience at all levels -
high school, college and pro - and 
he'll need it to pump life into the 
Cavers' program. He is their fifth 
coach in six years. They've lost 15 
straight league games. They haven't 
been to the CIF-San Diego Section 
playoffs since 1969. 
"It's a perfect situation for me," 
University of the Pacific and the 
USFL's. Chicago Blitz. 
Williams gained national recogni-
tion in 1974 when, at 24, he became 
USD's head coach, at the time the 
youngest head football coach in 
NCAA history. Recently, Bruce Allen 
bettered Williams' mark when he be-_ 
came Occidental College's head man 
at 23. 
Williams said yesterday. "It's a dying Williams was an All-Mid-Ameri-
program, and the administration is can defensive back at Central Miss-
aJ;tXious to get it going again ... It's ouri State, was the Canadian Foot-
not a matter of if we can turn the ball League's rookie of the year and 
program around, it's how soon. played in the CFL's all-star game be-
"If you want · to do it the proper fore a knee injury ended his career. 
way, it takes time. I'd say here it ··· · · · / 
would take three to four years to get ./ · 
the program to where we want it.'~ 
. Williams, defensive coordinator at 
San Diego City College this fall, ·only 
had to walk across the street to his 
new job. In 1985, he was an assistant 
·at Mt. Carmel High. After leaving 
USD with a seven-year record of 31-
35-1 (9-1 in 1981), he had stints with 
Escondido, CA 
(San Diego Co.) 
Times Advocate 
(Cir. D. 32,685) 
(Cir. S. 34,568) 
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Und~rJ:Jog Aztecs face USO 
By Donna Balancf '? Gaines said his team has been said Egan. "But I think we'd like 
Times-Advocate Sportswriter working primarily on defense in the rivalry for the fans, but I 
SAN DIEGO - What rivalry? preparation for the Toreros. don't think it's worked out ." . San Diego State basketball "After we lost to Arizona, I Other than the city's bragging Coach Smokey Gaines doesn't told the players to keep their rights, the Mayor's Trophy is at 
think one exists between the Az- heads up," said Gaines, referring stake. 
tees and University of San Die- to the team's 110-78 loss to the "It's important - the Mayor's ~ Wildcats last Thursday. "Over Trophy," said Egan . "We're go-
"I say this every year, it's not a the last four days, I did most of ing fo r the same trophy, we're 
rivalry," said Gaines, whose club the talking and they did most of both in Division I and we're in faces USD tonight at 7:30 at the the running." the same town." 
Sports Arena. "If it was a rivalry Last year, USD won year 81- Egan says though his team is it would be a sellout crowd. 64, breaking a streak of six 2-2 so far this season, his players These kids only see each other straight wins for the Aztecs. are not as quick as he would like. 
once in a while." "The kids play for bragging "I think San Diego State has a Though the Aztecs lead these- rights during the summer," said talented team, but they haven't 
ries 15-6, this year they are off to Gaines. "If this was a rivalry gotten it together yet," said 
an 0-2 start to USD's 2-2 record there would be 10,000 people at Egan . "We have the height and 
and are entering the game as un- the arena." they have the speed." derdogs. Third-year USD Coach Hank Gaines says the USD team has 
"Sometimes it's good not to be Egan says the showdown is more it together. 
the favorite ," said Gaines. "I of a desired rivalry than an actu- "They have seven or eight know we're not the best team in al one. good ballplayers on their team," San Diego, I accept that." "There's pride on the line," said Gaines. 
San Diego, CA 
(San Diego Co.) 
San Diego Union 
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'J-j_j? h . re11ew t e1r 
noli-riv,alry 
Bragging rights, and not 
much else, on line tonight 
By !lank Wesch, si,rr w.i1tr 
The Univer.c.lli' ~r Sa n Dies;~ · San Diego S1a_1c men's 
basketball game meets the 1cllonory dcltnlllon ul a 
rivalry. 
. But SDSU coach Smokey Gaines has more exacllng 
standards. And a rivalry, USD-SDSU isn't . 
"l keep saying every year, this is not a rivalry," said 
Gaines, In his eighth season as Aztecs coach. "When It 
becomes a rivalry every year we'll be playing before 
sellout crowds - 13,000 people. l don't think it! a rivalry 
when you only gel 3,000 to 4,000 in the stands. 
Tonight al 7:30 at the Sports Arena, before an a~m; 
blage that undoubtedly will !all far short ol Ga!nes 
requirement for a rivalry, the great crosstown non-rival-
ry will be staged for the 22nd time. The largest turnout 
for a USD-SllSl l ~arue has been ~.020, in 19R4. There 
were 2,941 !or USD's 81-64 victory last seaso~. . . 
USO (2·2) is favored lo get its seventh w,n .'n series 
history. SDSU (0-2) won ~ix straight l_rom th~ 11:ne USO 
moved from 'CAA Division U to D1v ts1on I m l!Y/9 unlil 
last year. ,, . USO h 
"l agree wilh Smokey In some ways, said coac 
Hank Egan. "When I W35 at Air Force, looking al il fro~ 
a distance, 1 thought, 'Thal (USD-SDSIJ) has to be a war. 
Obviously, It isn't . 
"The kids look forward to the game. They want lo win 
for pride and bragging rights. Bui it's certainly not a big 
thing i.n the town." 
Nonetheless, tonight's game is i_mportanl to . both 
teams. USO lost twice on a Saturday-Monda~ trip lo 
Nevada-Reno and Montana State and needs a victory to 
restore any shaken confidence. SDSU needs a wm lo 
build confidence, period. . 
"You're always concerned, and it's hard lo be philo-
sophical when you lose," Egan said. "l lhought we P!~yed 
fairly well against Reno and were unlucky lo ID:I"· Ne-
vada-Reno won on a lhree-poinl field goal with lour 
seconds lefl In overtime. 
"Al Montana State, we didn't stay within th~ team 
concept, our shot sele<:tio~ was poo~ and we ~ldn I react 
the right way in certatn s1tuallons, he said. Hopefully, 
ii woke 115 up a Utile bit, and we're all, coaches and 
players aware that we have lo work a llllle bit harder. 
"We have some new guys, and cemenllng everything 
together has not been easy. Our experience has kept 115 
respectable, but I don't think we'r:e playing anywhere 
near the level we should be." 
The Torcros have been rccciving a team-leading _ 18 
poi.Dis and 6.3 rebounds per game from 7-lool senior 
--
-- _See USO OD ffage E-8 Jl/1,n '• P. C. 8 1:11. 1111 / 
~aR: .. ~~ets sa:1:.?2.~~?~~~~~!~ 
~nler Scott Thompson, but opponents have made get- ago, may start at forward. Brown came oil the bench lO gjig them dillicult score 12 J?Oints in 19 mi.nules against Arizona. 
j-c'He's played very well considering that everyone Brown would replace either Rodney Hawki.ns or Juan cks their defense to stop him," Egan said. "He was a Espi.noza, both 6-6 community college transfers, who !@e frustrated al Reno and Montana State becall5e he · have averaged 5.5 and 3.5 poi.nts. The displaced man 
i. double- and triple-teamed most of the time. But he's likely will be the first front-line reserve. lo learn lo keep figbli.ng the batUe." . Junior Gerald Murray, still tryi.ng to play himself into nior forward Nils Madden did bis share lO take shape after a se~ies of injuries, is the starting center. ~ ol the pressure off Thompson, contributing 17 Before Brown's effort agai.nsl Arizona, the Aztecs bad 
~nts and eight rebounds against Montana State. He's been counting on long-range shooting for most of their 
av.eraglng 11 poi.Dis and 5.8 rebounds. Senior point guard points. The pr!nclpal bombers are sophomore guard Josh Paul Leonard also is averaging 11 poi.nts. Lowery, the team's leading scorer (21.0), and freshman 
~Egan plaJJ.s no changes In a starting lineup that bas guard Tony Ross (12.5). Ross, who bas been limited to an 
Thompson, 4-8 Madden and 6-6 senior Mark Manor up average of 15 minutes, and Lowery have combined lo hit 
ttonl and Leonard (6-1) and sophomore Danny Means (6- 13 ol 27 three-poi.at shots. 
tfln the backcourL 
':Losses lo UC-Santa Barbara and Arizona have ex-
i!_dsed SOSU's weakness lo teams with strong Inside 
~es, and USO can be expected lO exploit its size 
~
,:e~~olng lo try lo go Inside whenever we can, but I 
ow Smokey is making some changes," Egan said. 
'!Ji'.rom looking at the films, I think San Diego Stale has a 
q,t of good players." 
: Cai.Des has indicated that 6-9 sophomore Kevin Brown, 
' 
• • • 
San Diego Stale tonight i.nillales a shooti.ng contest !or 
fans, with prizes ranging from dinners for two to an 
automobile. Six fans selected via a drawing will spi.n a 
wheel to determine what prize they will shoot for. To 
win dinner for two, a contestant must make a layup and 
a free throw. The requirement for the car is a layup, a 
free throw and a ball-court shot The contest will contin• 
ue through the season. / 
San Diego, CA 
{San Diego Co.) 
Evening Tribune 
(Cir. D. 127,454) 
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t ~~~S, Tore~~~m~:~~c~~e~ .. ,~. :.~~~~-~: 
' Tribune Sportswriter Barbara. 
Toreros coach HanJc Egan, whose 
': 
J. 
Adding another trophy to the dis- Aztecs coach Smokey Gaines 
will team struggled offensively against 
play case is one thing. Gaining use this opportunity to co
ntinue Montana State. "We've played good 
bragging rights another. But the real molding his starting unit. G
aines in spots, but we have not put it to-
LmpD~ of tonight's SOSU<llfil2--plans to move 6-foot-9 forward Kevin g
ether like I had hoped. It's frustrat-
Qg_~ke_tba!L")game is that it arrives Brown, who rejoined the team last ing. We're n
ot operating on all cylin-
jusi"vine~ach team needs the posi- week into the starting lineup and ders. 
tive influence provided by a victory. hopes to have 6-8 forward G
erald 
"Both teams are on two-game 
skids, so they can each use a win," 
said USO senior guard Eric Mussel-
man, whose Toreros claimed the 
mayor's trophy with an 81-64 win 
against the Aztecs last season. "The 
team that wins is going to get some 
momentum. 
"Plus it's a rivalry. It's for bragg-
ing rights." 
Neither team has done much to 
brag ~bout recently as they enter to-
night's game at the Sports Arena 
(7:30, KSD0-1130). 
The Aztecs (0-2), who have not 
played since losing to Arizona at the 
arena 110-78 a week ago, opened the 
Murray, who strained a hamstring 
last _ week, available against the 
Toreros. Community college trans-
fers Juan Espinoza and Rodney Haw-
kins are expected to share the other 
starting spot on the front line. 
Guards Tracy Dildy and Josh 
Lowery will team in the back court. 
The Toreros (2-2) opened the sea-
son with a win at Utah, stopped by 
the USO Sports Center for a last-sec-
ond victory last ·week against Boise 
State, then hit the road where they 
were the victims of a last-second 
shot against Nevada-Reno. USO is 
coming off its poorest outing of the 
season, a 76-66 loss at Montana State 
on Monday night. 
. USO's starting lineup has been set 
since the season opened with senior 
center Scott Thompson, senior for-
wards Nils Madden and Mark Manor 
and guards Paul Leonard and Danny 
Means. 
Egan's preseason intention has 
been to develop some depth. Senior 
Steve Krallman and junior transfer 
Marty Munn have been the biggest 
help off the bench so far. Egan would 
like to increase the roles of freshman 
swingman Craig Cottrell and junior 
forward/center Jim Pelton as well. 
SOSU holds a 15-6 advantage in the 
series and had won seven straight 
games before USO's victory in last 
year's game. 
.. -------,-
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1ioliday Musicals Celebrate Season in San Diego 
-') Cf c;'-J 
MusldJ celebrations have be- uls" \·.·ill he presented liy the Christmas Carol" at 6 p.m. The Immaculata Cathedral, sor ship of St. Stephens Church 
1·0111<' a holiday tradition in 
most parts of the wo1·lcl. San 
Diego is no except ion as there 
is a veritable pl<'thora of con-
certs to delight and entertain 
one during this Christmas 
sPason. 
In chronological ord<'r. the 
folluwlng list pr •s<•nt s some 
highlights of th<' 1986 holiday 
mus ica l season. 
December 14 
Ralph Va u g h n Williams' 
" Fantasia on Christmas Car-
~o ut hw<•s l<'rn College C ont·ert 
Choi1· and string enspmble at 
-1 p.m. in the college's Mayan 
Hall. !'00 Ola y Lakes road, 
Chula Vista. 
Also featured in the free 
concert arc the Chamber Sing-
ers . who will perform a vari-
e ty of 'h 1·is lmas songs includ-
ing "llonor a nd Glory" by 
Bach. and a barbershop quar -
tet singing "Jing le Bells ." 
The Harvest Temple Chris-
tian Fellowship presents "A 
The play is a co111bina lion of 
music. drnma a nd comedy, a nd 
will be pcrfornwd by the 
Lambs Players. 
T her·c is no charge for the 
s how a nd a nursery wil t be 
provided for babies up to 3 
:VPars o '. d . The J•'<'llowship is 
located at 12150 Woodside ave. 
in Lakeside. 
Thi:' complete set of J. S. 
Bach's Brandenburg Concertos 
will once again be performed 
during the Christmas season 
by the Los Angeles Chamber 
Orchestra in the Immaculata 
Cathedral on the Utiive1·sity of 
San Diego carrpus. This an -
nual- a ppc ar.'\nce by the Los 
Angeles Chamber Orchestra, 
which has become one of the 
best-loved and best-a ttended 
a nnual events on the San Di-
ego musical scene, will take 
plat·<' at 7 p.m. 
whid t is dceorat •d for the holl• 
rlays, p1·0\•ides the ideal setting 
for this musical feast of sight 
and sound which is a perfect 
way to celebra te the holidays 
wi th the entire family. 
Tickets for this performance 
a re $17 !10 in . . :-ction A, $15.00 
for S i•Lliun 13, and $5 for· Sec• 
lion C !behind the orchestra). 
To order tickets please con-
tact th <' Society's office a t 
459-3724 , Monday-Friday from 
9 a .m . to 5 p.m. 
December 19 
Naliona l University w i 11 
s ponsor a free performance of 
Handel's masterpiece, "The 
Messiah," by the San Diego 
Civic Chorale. T he concert will 
bE: held at 7 :30 p.m. in NU's 
Chamberlain Hall, 4085 Ca-
mino de! Rio South. 
The San Diego Civic Chorale 
was founclt•cl under the spon-
of God in Christ. The goal or 
the choir is to enrich, elevate 
a nd stimulate cultural activi-
ties in Sa n Diego by providing 
performance opportunities to 
minorities at a professional 
level. The Civic Chorale spe-
cializes in class ica l music and 
the performance of great 
works by master composers. 
December 20 
The La Jolla Civic-Univer-
sity Orchestra and Chorus pre-
sents their annual "Messiah" 
sing-along in La Jolla. This 
year the sing-along returns to 
St. James-by-the-Sea Episcopal 
Church, and will be presented 
a t 1 p.m. a nd at 4 p.m . 
The audience will be seated 
by voice, and there will be a 
brief rehearsal for singers and 
orchestra led by Music Direc-
to11 Thomas Nee. 'Then orches-
1 
tra and audience will perform 
the Chris tmas portion of "Mes-
siah ." 
The Association is no longer 
a ble to provide scores, so those 
who wish to sing should bring 
their own, or they may pur-
chase them at the door tor 
$7.50. 
Seating will be held for reg-
ular subscribers until 10 min-
utes before each performance, 
when doors will be opened to 
single-ticket holders. Tickets , 
which cost $5 for adults and 
S3 for seniors and students, 
w ill be availa ble at the door, 
or may be reserver" l-iy phoning 
the Associa tion -e at 5.34-
4637. 
La Jolla, CA 
(San Diego Co.) 
La Jolla Light 
(Cir. W. 9,040) 
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;,/Garvey ~chedules his 4th Annual Celebrity Golf Classic 
-
~ccc;-5' . 
San Diego Padres star Steve is limited. Participation will 
be 
Garvey will trade his baseball on a first come, first serve 
basis. 
bats for golf clubs when he and The fee per player is $275 and is 
friends tee off for charity at the considered a tax-deduc
tible 
4- t h A n n u a I S t e v e contribution. 
Garvey/Michelob Celebrity Golf Proceeds from the 1987 c
lassic 
Classic. will benefit" \two local char
ities, 
This year's <;lassie will be held the PACE Center for Car
eer 
on Jan. 5, 1987°.at the Bernardo Developmen 
1(PCCD) as well as 
Heights Country Club. The one the Univerili.Y of Sao Diego 
day event will begin with athletic department. 
breakfast and will also include a In previous . years, cele
brity 
golf clinic and exhibition by golf / I 
professional Dean Reinmuth; a rr-
round of golf with community . , 
leaders, corporate heads, promi-
nent professional athletes and 
celebrities and a lunch served on 
the course. The evening will con-
clude with a .banquet and awards 
ceremony. The tournament is 
open to the public, however space 
participants have included 
baseball stars Tony Gwynn, 
Graig Nettles, Rich Gossage, Tim 
Flannery, Garry Templeton and 
Steve ~ax; San Diego Chargers 
stars Rolf Benirschke and Eric 
Sievers, and .TV personalities Ed 
Marinaro, Al Keck, Dennnis 
• Morgino, and Ron Masek. 
For additional information 
about the classic, call Cori Cole 
at (619) 453-6666. 
Vista, CA 
(San Diego Co.) 
Morning Press 
(Cir. D. 7,676) 
(Cir. S. 7,967) 
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SAN DIEGOJ;.z Senior 
center Scott Jth<~ scored 
15 of his 21 points in the first 
half Thursday night in leading 
the University of San Diego lo 
an 83-67 non-conference college 
basketball victory over San 
Diego Stale. 
The Toreros, 3-2, used a 28-3 
surge lo take a 32-7 · lead mid-
way through the first half and 
weren't threatened after that. 
The 7-foot-0 Thompson 
w~rked insi?e to score eight 
points dunng the decisive 
nine-minute stretch while for-
ward Mark Manor also had 
eight points to help San Diego 
take an insurmountable lead. 
It was the second straight vic-
tory for the Toreros in the 
crosstown series. San Diego 
State had won the first six · 
meetings since the University of 
San Diego entered Division I in 
1979. 
The Toreros led 46-20 at 
halftime and the host Aztecs 
who fell to 0-3, weren't close; 
than the final margin after that. 
Manor finishe9 with 15 points 
and a team-leading eight re-
bounds while Nils Madden and 
Paul Leonard had 14 apiece for 
San Diego. 
Tracy Dildy scored all 17 of 
his points in the second half in 
leading the Aztecs in scoring. 
Juan ~spinoza added 12 points 
for San Diego State. Rodney 
Hawkins had 10 points and a 
game-high 12 rebounds for the 
losers. 
Eight of San Diego State's i6 
field goals in the second half 
were from beyond the three-
point line. 
El Cajon, CA (San Diego Co) 
Daily Californian 
(Cir. D 100,271) 
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oreras make home hoop d~but tonight 
The Unive~go w<J~im~basketball team, which has had a tough time thus far in the,Jrt-es,Mson at 1-3, hosts Portland State tonight in its first season home game at the USD Sports Center 
at 7:30. The Toreras, whose roster includes Monte Vista High ~ graduate Paula Mascari, will use the game as a warmup to 
: Saturday's game at UCLA. 
;0ndldo, CA 
n Diego Co.) 
,es Advocate 
r. o. 32,685) 
r. s. 34,568) 
rn'• P. C. B. Est. 1388 
/Exf)5er·rseeslittle impact from immigration law 
By Paula Kriner . / l{ '7 _/ · . Cornelius djscussed some of the findings of a recent




11 Wnter 'Most employers would not have to study by the Cente
r for U.S.-Mexican Studies in approved as part of the bill ...-jj only make it more 
SAN D_IEGO-'- The new immi~Ittion law will do any more than they are already which researchers interv
iewed 177 employers in San costly and difficult for peol?le to cross the border, bu~
 
' have httle effect on ~e number o und~cument- d . t I ·th h I I Diego,
 San Francisco and Los Angeles who hire Mexi- won't stop them from coming ::ere
, Cornelius said. 
. ed_w~rke_rs he_re or_ on employer~ who hll"e them, omg O comp Y WI t e . aw• can ...!!!!.!"
.i.K!..ants. The study focused on businesses, "There will be fewer shuttle -..u rkers
 going back and 
said a leading unrmgration expert this week. - Wayne Cornelius of UCS
D rattier than agriculture. . forth across the border and ::iore perm
anent resi-
Sanctions against employers who knowingly hire 
More than hal f of the e~ployers sa1? tbey ask dents. It will be more costly 
:or them to cross the 
undocumented workers will have little impact be- document can be accepted a
nd will represent a good workers for proof of legal residence, he said. b
order because they will have a greater risk because of 
cause most employers already comply with the re - faith effort." 
Cornelius said he doesn't expect many businesses the increased manpower.• he s
aid. 
guirements of the new law, said W~yne Cor~elius, ru- Cornelius ruscussed how 
the new immigration bill, to c~ange their ~iring practices because of.the new 
"There probably won't be E dramatic short-term 
rector of tbe Center for U.S.-MeXJcan Studies at the signed into law Nov. 6, will e
ffect San Diego County law. Only those ignorant employers who don t under- . 
b t h k h .11 h f
i 
University of California, San Diego. during a conference Monda
y at USO. stand how the law works may change. 
impact, u w O nows w at _.,,, appen _ve years 
· · 
In addition to sanctions aga1I1St employers who "Unless the law is changed d
own the road or there f:om_now when there has not ~een a dramatic reduc-
·"MoSt employers would not have to do any more knowingly hire undocumente
d workers, the law will is some form of national identification card, l don't tt
on 11;1 the (undocumen~d) hho: supply, an~ Con-
~an they are already doing to comply with the law," grant amnesty to illegal imm
igrants who have entered think there will be much change. g
ress.1s faced perhaps W1th pass mg more strmgent 
~e .. said. · the United States before 198
2. allowing them to apply "There will continue to be numerous employment 
laws. 
"Many employers now require workers to show for legal residence permits. A s
pecial program also al- opportunities in this country regardless of whether The
 law "very quickly fell m:o oblivion," said Kitty 
documents, and they keep copies on file . The law lows undocumented agricult
ural workers to apply for people qualify for amnesty or employers comply with 
Calavita, a research fellow 2, the Center for U.S.--
~oesn 't require them to check their authenticity. Any legal residence. 
the new law." Mexican Studies. 
Indio, CA 
(Riverside Co.) 
Indio Daily News 
(Cir. 0. 8,124) 
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Cou~!~s exchange vows 
Dawn Marie Wilson of Indio and Gregory Artliur Swajian of Palm 
Desert will exchange marriage vows Dec. 20 in an afternoon ceremony 
in Palm Desert. 
Both are graduates of Indio High School. 
-Ms. Wilson, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Duke Wilson of Indio, later 
attended Stephens College for one year and was graduated with a 
bachelor's degree in art from the Unive~ Diego. 
She is an executive officer of the Duke Wilson Company in Indio and 
bas worked for five years in the family produce business founded by 
her father . 
Her fiance, son of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Swajian of Palm Desert, 
graduated cum laude from University of Southern California. 
As an attorney and real estate broker, he was a partner in the 
Erwin Andelson and Eldred firm and now practices business and 
real estate law in his Gregory A. Swajian professional law cor-
poration in Palm Desert. _/ 
Chronic le 
(Cir. 0 . 630,954) 
(Cir. Sal 483,291) 
DEC 121986 





lucky surrcrcd Its second home Jos.• 
111 lwu tlllY"• ullhototh Imo 11h!hl'•1 
7!1-11111""" tu Coutr•I Mlrhlg•u WI" 
more humbling than Wednesday's 
dcrent lo defending nnllonul cham• 
pion Louisville. 
"We just wereo'l mentally and 
phys!cally prepared 10 play," Wesl• 
COLLl!GI' 
BASKETBALL 
crn Kc111ucky coach Murray Arnold 
suld. "I tnku responsibility ror that" 
Central Michigan (3-1), of the 
Mid-American Conrerence, scored 
the first eight poinu of the second 
hair lo lake a 12-polnt lead. The HIil· 
toppers (6-3) made just 37 percent of 
their shots but mnnagcd to reduce 
the mar~ln lo five points midway 
U1rough thq second half. However, 
...ccwnJ.Jdlchlgan,"'lblch,play~al 
later this season. made 60 percent of 
its shots and 10 stay safely ahead. 
EU1lcrn Mlchlgon, another 
Mld-Amerlcon Conrercnce learn, al-
, most pulle<I on upset as well , bul the 
llur'on (34) lost in overtime lo Notre 
D•mc, 81-76, In South Bend, , lnd. 
D11vld 11Jvcrs ,wored six or his ~nmc-
hl~h 2·1 poluu 111 uvu1·1lmu rur Nulru 
Dame l:J.t1. 
/, 
Auburn, Syra,us• •oil 
Seventh-ranked Auburn (7-0) 
scored the first 12 points of the sec-
ond half on tu way to a 115-93 borne 
victory over Auslln Peay. Jeff 
Moore made 12 of 15 shots to score 
26 points for the Tigers ... Sopho-
more point guard Sherman Doug-
las, who replaced Pearl )\'ashlngton 
as Syracuse's point guard, scored 20 
points as the 12th-ranked Orange-
men Improved to 6-0 with a 66-52 
victory over SI. Bonaventure (2-31, 
Other Games 
Sl. John'~ Shollon Jonoucorcd 
25 points, Including 10 In ii 16-7 sec-
ond-half spurt that helped the Red-
men to a 72-69 victory over Seton 
Hull in the Big East Conrerence 
opener. St. John's 15-0) extended Its 
home winning streak to Tl games 
while handing Seton Hall Its flrsl 
Joss ... Iowa Sto le won Its 21st con-
secullve game at HIiton Coliseum In 
Ames, Iowa, with a 79-60 win over 
orlhcrn Iowa . .. Toledo 15-0) 
handed Miami or Ohio its llrst loss, 
7:1-68, In holh teams' Mid-American 
opener ... Colgate l"'!t Ju 24th 
game In a ro'l'-'a-711-65 setback to 
Bosloo Unlvcrslly ., 
The West 
llod Keller bad 16 points, 11 
rebounds• aild .six blocked shots as 
USC Improved to 3-3 with a 69-62 
home victory over Niagara (3-U ••• 
Long Beath Stale, rebounding 
from a 7-'l:J. season, knocked off 
Pcppcrdlnt, one of lhe WCAC fa• 
vorlles, 86-77 ... Jose Orllz had 23 
points and Oakland product Gary 
Payton, a freshman point guard, 
had 17 In Oregon Slate's 70-52 victo-
ry over Puget Sound . . . Center 
Scou Thompson scored 15 or his 21 
points In the first hair to lead the 
University of San Diego 13-2) to an 
83-67 vlcrory over San Diego Sia le. 
/ 
Jlll~n '• P. c. e 1:s,. 1888 
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/ Toreros embarrass the Aztecs 
By Ed Zierals~ eighth installment on 55th Street, ~ his numbers because the Aztecs don't 
TribuneSportswriter gasping for air. His team has lost have a center or a power forward San Diego State coach Smokey three straight, and the losing mar- who can deal with big people. Once Gaines is right. His team's games gins - 17, 32 and now 16 - trouble again, junior center Ckrald Murray 
with SD don' onjure up images of him. had to leave the game because of a 
a great nva . "A lot of points," Gaines said. "We hamstring pull. He started, but lasted Great mismatch, yes, but rivalry? lost seven games in a row last year, just six minutes. SDSU went man-to-No way. but not to the tune of these points. man on defense for much of the 
"Basketball is supposed to be fun," It's disconcerting." game, and there was no one to fend 
said a depressed SDSU guard Josh Part of the reason for the Aztecs' off Thompson. 
Lowery after being on the short end woes is they just can't shoot straight. "Teams have double- and triple-
of an 83-67 rout by USD. "This was They ·shot a· miserable 30 percent teamed me," Thompson said. "I ex-
not fun." from the fiela with the game on the pected two or three people ·on me Thp. worst thing that could happen line in the first h~ and 37.3 percent tonight because they didn't have the 
to this annual game for the Mayor's from the floor on the evening. They height. I was surprised there was Trophy was for it to become boring. went into the game averaging 42 per- only one guy on me. And he didn't And it has, at least from the view- cent. even have weak-side help." 
point of the San Diego State season Lowery was two for 13 from the It was 57-32 when Thompson left 
ticket holders, who, bless them, are floor, Darryl Gaines two of 10. Tony with 13:09 to play. With 9:03 remain-in for a Jong and hopeless season. Ross was two for eight, all three- ing, and USD up 64-35, Egan pulled The Aztecs are 0-3, and they've lost point attempts. his other star, silky-smooth forward 
those games by a combined 65 points. How was the team on three-point Nils Madden, who finished with 14 About that '87-88 campaign. shots? How about eight for 22 (a re- points and seven rebounds. Four of The folks at USD like the way spectable 36.4 percent). Lowery ,was the Toreros' five starters scored in 
things have gone the last two times one for five and Gaines two for six, double figures as USD shot 61 per-
these teams have met. The Toreros but point guard Tracy Dildy hit three cent from the floor on a night the 
won by almost the same score last of three. USD was two for five, with team was outrebounded 39-38. year (81-64), so at least their part of Paul Leonard hitting .two of three . Forward Mark Manor had 15 
the 3,325 in the house went home specials. ' points and eight rebounds, and guard 
smiling. And the score was not nearly an Paul Leonard had 14 points and four 
· Gaines can downgrade San Diego indication of how much USD domi- · assists. Egan played all 11 of his basketball and local rivalries all he nated the Junior Aztecs. Truth is, the· players. 
wants, but USD's dominance in these Toreros locked this one up shortly Gaines saw · some positives in games is one the Aztecs used to own. after the tipoff. Gaines sensed a rout Dildy's show of leadership and over-That has to bother some people. when he called his first timeout with all game in which he contributed a It certainly had the Aztecs' fans 16:07 to play in the first half. The team-high 17 points. Gaines also 
restless last night, and many of them Toreros had built a 13-4 lead, thanks liked the inspired play of community 
weren't afraid to shout out their feel- largely to six points from Thompson,· college transfers Rodney Hawkins ings. It all sounded too Clipperesque. who mixed in some pretty left- and (10 points, 12 rebounds) and Juan Remember those guys, those games? right-handed hoo~ and soft jumpers Espinoza (12 points, seven rebounds). Same kind of stuff. near the basket. "I think Juan and I have been get-USD's players take these games The Aztecs' delay tactic only post- ting a bad rap," Hawkins said. "We 
with the Aztecs serio).lsly. They play poned the agony. With 7:55 to play, it chose this school over a lot of other 
smart, well-orchestrated basketball, was USD 34, SDSU 11, and Thompson schools, but when we came in we 
and they play with a lot of emotion. had 14. of his game-high 21 points. didn't think we'd be playing the 
"I saw where Smokey said there is With 2:38 remaining in the first half, power positions. We're going to give 
no real rivalry between our schools," the Toreros built their biggest lead of it our all, but don't judge us by two 
·uso center Scott Thompson said. · the game, 43-12. games. We're playing hard. We're 
"Deep down inside, it's a big rivalry "We didn't play ith this much en- juniors, and we're putting some 
to all us players. I noticed that Smok- ergy or intensity o'n the road," Egan things together right now. Later on, 
ey was pretty quiet tonight." said of his 3-2 team. "We came out we're going to surprise some peo-Actually, Gaines had a lot to say smoking in the first half, and I was ple." 
after the game. worried . we wouldn't sustain it. But_ _ _ 1 / 
"We just played awfully bad, so we came out in the second half and · -----••••-•■ write what you want," Gaines said. did it again." 1 
"We stunk the place.up tonight.'' T4ompson scored his 21 points and 
Say this for Gaines: He's honest. had five rebounds in just 24 minutes 
His • basketball program, now in its of floor ti?!_~ .. He cquld have named 
-----------
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• L l • Thompson Savors t. .. itecs' Height 
~SR ~nter Gets 21 Against Shorter SDSU Front Line 
B>: .CHRIS EL2o 
SAN DIEGO-At least there's season-opener at Utah, when he underneath. Twice Manor got the 
somebody in San Diego who's hap- scored 31 points. ball when he wasn't ready to. shoot 
py about the height-or better yet, "I always feel pr,etty confident I ... but nobody guarded him. 
the lack of it-in San Diego State's can score in there,f Thompson said. "No one was coming out so I had 
froritline. "We just did a go d job of getting to put those up," Manor said. 
·-~<1 Scott Thompson couldn't the ball inside." And as he continued to hit, USD 
h~.lP..contain his happiness Thurs- Thompson's task was made easi- · continued to build its lead. 
,;la1"•nigh~. er ·Thursday because USD was By the time the Toreros had 
· 'While Aztec . Coach Smokey shootingwellfrom,outside. opened a 24-6 lead, Thompson was 
Gaines sat dejectedly on the side- Forward Mark Manor had hit on real happy. On successive trips 
iin'f Thompson ... USD'.s.,1-:.foot sen-_ only. 29.% pf his &hots through the down the floor , he scored on a 
ior,· center, froliclreaunderneath ··s easoiYstirsf"fOlh; games. But he left-handed hook and a hook from 
-the basket, scoring 21 points in the made his first four~hots against the the right side. 
To'I'eros' 83-67 victory .at the San Aztecs and finished•with 15 points "You guys haven't been keeping 
Diego Sports Arena. on 7-of-10 shooting. an eye on me," Thompson said with 
. It was easy to see why USD was . "I know that I've been worried a laugh. "I can make those shots." · 
~H>k to go inside to Thompson. The about his cold shooting but I don't It's especially easy when you're 
Aztecs have nobody taller than think he has," ui;D Coach Hank shooting over smaller players. 
6-foot 9-inches up front. So Egan said. "Heck, he keeps putting "Our team wanted this game 
Thompson positioned himself un- it up." '. pretty badly," Thompson said. 
derneath, received the ball, and Manor says the .new three-point "I noticed the other day, Aztec 
turned toward the basket for easy line has caused hiip some problems Coach Smokey Gaines was saying 
Jay-ins most of the night. this season. that this isn't a rivalry, but he 
.• . "J(sure dc;,esn't bother me any "It sticks in the back of your knows it is. I didn't hear him saying. 
t~t'.'.:they don't have &ny height mind," Manor said. "Too o'rten,· I've a Jot tonight." . 
d~there,"Thompsonsaid. · been thinking -of ' the three-point Could it have been Gaines was 
rHe,began having &.n easy time of · shot and not getting my sho~ off in saying there was no rivalry be-
it' v~ry early in the game. The first the flow of the offense. It makes a cause he kFlew he was going to Jose, 
two times Toreros had the ball, big differenc;~-~h~.n you s~t the it was asked. 
they worked itin to Thompson who ball atthe righttil'rle." • ./ 1 "Yes, I think that might have 
scqred on lay\lps: After Thomp·son's fast ~tart, the been it," Thompson said. "I know 
··•·He had 15 points by halftime, far . Aztecs starte_d •.{dropping their I'm really happy we beat them." 
~~; away his best ourg since the _g_u_ar_ds_d_o_Vf_n __ -~o_.,,"---~-o-~_bl_e_-_te_am _ h_im ___ A_t_Je_a_s_t _so_m_e_bod_·_ y_w_a_s_h_a_p_p_y_. _._. 
._..,. . 
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'Loss to USD underscores SDSU's lack of weapons, experience[ 
By Brjan Brown "L q ~ c; 
Slaff Writer (l 
His team is no longer the local 
beavyweigbl Worse, it's not even a 
contender anymore.' · 
After the new local hero, the Uni-
versit¥ of Saa ~o. drubbed'""San 
Diego State last. night at the Sports 
Arena, 83-67, Aztecs coach Smokey 
Gaines offered a brief evaluation of 
bis side. 
"We just stunk the place up," he 
said. "It's as simple as that." 
What frequently follows such a 
statement is a verbal spanking of the 
leading culprits. But there really was 
nobody to blame. 
Pound-for-pound and inch-for-inch, 
USO is simply a better team. The 
Aztecs may have played poorly, but 
~e more important question is, can 
they do better? 
· Gaines' team is 0-3, and in each 
game a victory hasn't even been in 
sight. In the first, UC-Santa Barbara 
had a 17-point cushion. The winning 
margin for Arizona, which played 
here a week ago, was 32. 
The trouble for the Aztecs starts at 
center. Tbey don't have one. 
Gerald Murray, who is a tad small 
at 6-foot-8 and at least 10 pounds too 
heavy at 265, might turn out to be a 
decent center. But he bas suffered a 
string of injuries since the start of 
practice, the latest a pulled ham-
string. 
Murray, playing last night with his 
left thigh taped, was no match for 
USO 7-0 center Scott Thompson, who 
scored 21 pomts playing barely half 
the game. 
"I was trying to deny him the ball, 
box him out so we could get our run-
ning game started," Murray said. 
''But he was bitting those baseline 
jumpers. He's a very good player." 
The Aztecs might be able to com-
pensate for the lack of a dominant 
center if there was a dominant play-
er elsewhere on the court. Instead, 
what SDSU has is mostly a group of 
well-meaning, inexperienced players 
who need a bit more polish. 
SDSU was in a hole very early 
against USO, trailing by 32-7 midway 
through the first half. The Aztecs 
may be slightly quicker than the 
Toreros, but even that meager ad-
vantage is meaningless because a 
transition game starts with a re-
bound. 
Because USO shot 62 percent in 
the first half, there weren't a lot of 
rebounds to be had. But that was al-
most incidental. The Aztecs, lacking 
size, will find it difficult to dominate 
the boards this season. 
Making a bad situation worse, 
SDSU lost its patience after falling "We'll do one thing right and then 
behind so far so early. USO's defense all the other things will be missing,'! 
gets partial credit for rattling the forward Juan Espinoza said. ' 
Aztecs, but the losers compounded Afterward, a reporter suggested to 
their problems by firing away while Gaines. that be was in for a long sea! 
off-balance or in traffic. son. 
By halftime, SDSU had shot 30 per- The coach smiled briefly and said1 
cent. In the second half, USO coach · "I knew that. Heck, Ray Charles tol<I 
Hank Egan was merciful. At the end me that six months ago." __.i,/ 
of the game, he had his fourth guard .,,,.,-- : 
and third-string center on the floor. ~ . . , 
"We just have to work hard," said Mok~ o wise inve~tment by 
Aztecs guard Josh Lowery, who hit r~oding D~n Bauder ,_n The Son 
only two of 13 shots. "We just have to Diego Union. Subscribe today 
go back in the gym and work even - call 299-4141. 
harder." 
San Diego, CA 
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San Diego 
NAMES IN THE NEWS: 
Barton Thurber, a professor of 
English at the University of San 
Diego, received a $1;000 grant 
for=worl< 'on his hlstorlcal novel 
about the creation of the Salton 
Sea. i •• . 
CHILDREN'S EVENTS: • 
"Breakfast with Santai" pan-
cake bteakfast, tomorrow, . 8 
a.m.-noon, La Jolla YMCA, 8355 
Cliffridge Ave. Cost: . Adults 
$2.50, children $1.50! · · 
· Children:s --Christmas films, 
Saturday, 2 p.rn., San Diego ' Ll-
brary, 820 E' St. Free . . 
Holiday .Mime 'Class, ages 6-
12, Dec. 13, 11-am.-noon, Lyce-
um Theatre in Hoi;ton Plaza. Fee: $5. .,, -:~. . • . • 
MISCELLANEOUS: • •. 
"The Singing .Christmas Tree," 
free concert, tomorrow, Sunday, 
and Dec. 20, 7 p.m., and Dec. 21 , 
4 p.m., Embarcadero Marina 
Park adjacent to Seaport VIiiage. 
"Day At The Docks," free wa-
terfront festival and sp(?rtf_lshing 
extravaganza, Sunday, 10 a.m.-5 
p.m., at the hitersectlon of Har-
bor Drive and Scott Street. 
" Compulsive Overeating and 
the Holidays," free seminar, to-
morrow, 10, a.m.-noon, Center 
for Women's Studies and ·ser-
vices, 2467 E St. · 
Claxton fruit cake sale and 
fundralser, Monday-Friday, 8 
a.m.-3:30 p.m., Arrow Center, 
3035 G St. Sponsor: ·Association 
for Retarded Citizens. ' Price: $3 
per pound whlle supplies last. 
Gate· Gordon nar~~tes "B.ah 
Humbug!" today, 8 p.m., ·North 
Park Theatre, 29th and Universi- •. 
ty. Sponsor: California Perform-
ing Arts Centre. Tickets: $8-$15. 
" Ceremony of Carols," per-
formance by San Diego Men's 
Chorus, tomorrow and Sunday , 
8 p.m., St. Paul's Episcopal Ca-
thedral, Fifth and Nutmeg 
streets. Tickets: $7.50. 
WEEKEND MEETINGS: 
■ Single Speakers Toastmasters, 
Saturday, 6:45 p.m., 7474 El 
Cajon Blvd. 
■ Romance Writers of America, 
Saturday, 1 p.m., University City 
Library, 4155 Governor Drive, 
University City. 
■ San Diego Single New-
comers/ Newly Singled Club , 
su·nday, T-9 :30 p.m., Point 
Loma. Information: 222-0772. 
ROAD CLOSURES: 
Northbound 1-805 auxili ary 
lane from Clairemont Mesa Blvd. 
to Route 52 will close for four 
months, beginning tomorrow at 6 
, a.m. A detoor will be used during 
the period. Also closed tomor-
row: the northbound 1-805 off-
ramp to westbound Route 52 
until 1 p.m.; the westbound 
Clalremont Mesa Blvd. on-ramp 
to northbound 1-805 from 9 a.m. 
to noon. Construction of the 1-
805/Route 52 interchange should 
be completed In June. 
Send item• for publication to 
F. Y.I., The San Difl(JO Union, 
P.O. Box 191, San Difl(JO, Calif. 
92112. Forty-eight hou,. written 
notie11 needed. Compiled by 
Terri FowllH and Robbi Whitt. 
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US!l WoDJel). Defeat Por.tland St., 7 4-69 ... ,.• ., 
S.A'.N ? n~O-Four players as with 16 points and forward Kelly 
scored in double figures Thursday Schroeder added 14. USD improv.ed 
to lead the University of San Diego -to 2-3 while Portland State fell .to 
to a 74-69 nonleague women's 4-3. ·- ,:1,: , 
basketball victory over Portland USD, which led 39-36 at the·half, 
State. p'ulled to an 11-point lead midway 
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to topple Aztecs 
By Donna Balancia 
T11T1es-AdYOC1te S;;icttswt1ter 
SAN DrEGO - It's clear which 
basketball team is the best in San 
Diego this year after Thursday 
night's display at the Sports Are-
na. 
Before a crowd of 3,325,.llJilir.er• 
sity of San Diego defeated San 
Diego St.ate 83-67 with a strong in-
side game, using its best weapon -
height. 
"Tonight we came out and we 
shot well; said seven-foot USO 
center Scott Thompson, who bad a 
game-high 21 points. "We knew in 
the first five minutes when we got 
the ball in side we were going to 
win." 
Mark Manor, a 6-foot-6 for -
ward, scored 15 points for the To-
reros, and 6-8 forward Nils Mad-
den and guard Paul Leonard each 
contributed 14. 
"Scott did a great job tonight," 
said USO Coach Hank Egan , 
whose team handed the Aztecs 
their third loss in as many outings 
this season. It was the Toreros' 
third win in five games. 
"We have more power inside and 
we got inside a lot." said Egan . 
"The rivalry plays a factor in this. 
We were really together." 
for another year. Last year. the Az-
tecs lost to CSD 81-64. 
In the losing locker room, for-
ward Juan Espinoza shook hi s 
head. 
"I don't know why we didn't go 
to our inside game more," he said. 
Espinoza had the second-highest 
point total for the Aztecs with 12. 
Tracy Dildy had 1 i. 
"We were impatient." added Es-
pinoza, who fouled out with 19 sec-
onds left. "We didn't make their 
zone work.'" 
Several times the Aztecs rushed 
shots, resulting in turnovers and 
subsequent points for the Toreros, 
who took t ime setting up their 
plays. 
"We have to learn when to t.ake 
and when not to," he said. "We've 
got to change. We'd talk about get-
ting inside and the next thing you 
know. we·d be trying to shoot from 
far out.'" 
In lhe firs . half, Espinoza got in-
side and mede all four of his at-
tempts. 
"In the first half we were going 
inside and in the second half we 
stopped doing that," he said. "I 
thought the middle of the zone was 
wide open.· 
In the second half. the Aztecs 
The ANoall«I Prns 
so·s Scott Thompson hooks a shot over Aztecs' Juan Espinoza. 
The Toreros' win gave them 
possession of the Mayor's Trophy Please see Hoop, age CS OEC 12 1986 
Jl l/,n'• P. C. 8. EJO. 1111 
.,..- • ( 
t!~ ~ ~!,f, 
started bitting on three-point at-
. tempts, amassing 24 points bv hit-
. t.ing eight of 22 attempts. ln the 
first half, they made none o: four 
tries. 
. What killed the Aztecs wa, their 
. first -half shooting - they ,.,,. 9-
for-30 - and their failure to capi-
. 1.alize on U~D errors. 
"We stun the place up tonight," 
. Aztecs Coach Smokey Caine; said. 
"There's no beating around the 
bush . We played poorly, but we 
played hard. If we had played the 
whole game like we did the last five 
or 10 minutes ... . I don't think it 
was a lack of effort." 
Gaines said there was no gelling 
around Thompson. 
"We'd try to double-team Scott 
and he'd still be making these 
shots," said Gaines. "We had four 
good days of real good practice. I 
thought for sure wed do well." 
In the opening two minutes. the 
Toreros took the lead 6-4 and were 
never again threatened. . 
They jumped out to a 24-6 lead 
within the first 10 minutes, paced 
by Thompson's 10 points and 
Leonard's two 3-poinl field goals. 
The Aztecs were down by 31 
points with 2:38 remaining in the 
first half. Al half the score was 46-
20. 
The closest the Aztecs came in 
the second half was the final score. 
"Everybody makes a big deal 
about the rivalry, USO versus San 
Diego State," said Gaines. "Well, 
this isn't Georgetown and St. 
John's, you know. They (the T ore-
ros) get more fired up for this than 
wedo." 
Gaines added that he did see 
some good from the loss. 
"I think Juan and (Rodney) 
"Hawkins responded in a positive 
way tonight," he said. Hawkins 
fouled out of the game with 4 7 sec-
onds to go. "What we need is ag-
gressiveness." 
Egan thinks with San Diego 
St.ate·s talent, the Aztecs v.~11 get it 
together when they need it most. 
"By the time the conference 
TIMES-ADVOCATE. Esconc C 
comes. I think they'll have every-
thing sorted out," he said. 
That would include a solid 
st.arting lineup. This time, Kevin 
Brown was the st.arting cent.er, re-
placing Gerald Murray , who 
moved to forward after last Thurs-
day·s 110-78 loss to Arizona. 
The change bumped Espinoza to 
the bench. 
"Were still trying to get it click-
ing," said Gaines. "We're trying to 
get the chemistry going and it's go-
ing to take a while. What we need 
is a win ."" 
-------------------------------------------------,-/ 
. 0 ·1:7 .. 
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Tracy Dildy said. "It's pitiful. , I 
don't think that team is that much 
better than we are. I can't under-
stand why we can't get a win." 
· •,Scott Thompson, USD's 7-foot 
center, was one of the reasons. 
Thompspn dominated inside 
against the much smaller Aztecs, 
hitting 10 of 14 field goal attempts 
to -finish with a game-high 21 
points. 
"I think we have more power 
inside than SDSU," Egan said. "We 
got the ball inside a lot and Scott 
really had a good day. When he 
does like he did today, he's a 
handful." 
SDSU (0-3) had its problems 
from .the beginning. USD scored 
nine unanswered points twice early 
on, taking leads of 13-4 and 24-6. 
The Toreros' biggest lead was 
43-12 with 2:38 remaining in the 
half~ . 
USD (3_.2) led at halftime, 46-20, 
and extended its lead to 30 points, 
70-40, with 7½ minutes remaining. 
The Aztecs actually wouldn't have 
come so close if not for eight 
successful three-point shots in 18 
attempts the second half. · 
"We just prayed bad, and that's 
it," Gaines said. "There's nothing 
else to say. Write what you want to 
write because we stunk the place 
up. There's no beating around the 
bush." . 
Actually, Thursday's game was 
the closest SDSU had come to 
winning this season. 
"We expect to get beat this year, 
but not by 32, -1rand '1 points," . 1 
Gaines said. "That concerns me a 
little bit. We need to .get a win 
under our belts." . · 
USD was coming off consecutive 
road losses against Nev:ada Reno 
(81-80 in overtime) and Montana 
State (76-66). 
The Toreros dominated inside 
from the outset, taking their first 
six shots within the lane. It typified 
how the night would go. 
USD forward Mark Manor had 15 1 
points and a team-high 8 rebounds, 
and forward Nils Madden· scored 
· 14. Guard Paul Leonard also scored 
14points. 
SDSU forward Rodney Hawkins 
had 10 points and a game-high 12 
rebounds. However, forward Ger-
ald Murray was held scoreless in six 
minutes and center Kevin Brown 
had 5 points in 17 minutes. Dildy 
led the Aztecs with 17.points. 
USD hit ·33 of 54 field goal 
attempts (61/ 1 % ) and SDSU was 
25 of 67 (37.3%). The Toreros were 
2 of 5 from three-point range and 
SDSU was 8 of 22. 
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)' s 7-foo,t center, Scott Thompson, goes up for a shot against SDSU's Tracy 
y and Gerald Murray {right) in first-half action. The . Toreros won, 83-67 . 
USD fills Cit{' . 
. Braggi~g RiglitS 
~--· With .83-67 Roiit 
d2-q S- --- \ . . 
By STEVE ~OLAN, '.fimes Staff Writer 
SAN DIEGO-Perh' 'ps Smokey Gaines wij~gl)t. 
There does hot appear ~o be a rivalry betw'een'lils1San 
Diego State Aztecs a· d the Uniyersity of San Diego 
Toreros. ,.·11 
Rivalries are supposed to feature cross-town.teams, 
close games and sizabl~ 'crowds. •. , . _ 
The last two certain}y weren't evident whe . DSU 
and USD met Thursday night in the ,Sports ·Arena. • • ' ., ' I' ! i. , I I 
■ Aztecs' size proves big problem. Story, Page 22~ 
..... 
USD was a runaway ·winner, 83-67, in front. of.3,325 
fans. · J . • • •. ,: ,.1 · 
' I ~ .. ,r i .'\' When was the game qut of reach? . · -;. • ... , 
Maybe it was when USD hit -its first eight field'gdal 
at~empts, includi~g,twp'three-pointers, to take antl~-6 
lead: Maybe--it•wafl\v1n the Toi:eros scored 19' of 20 
points midway through the half, taking a 32-7 leaa. •·. 
Or maybe the game was over beforehand when USD 
Coa'ch Hank Egan called lt very important and Gaines 
said it was no big deal. · ·~ ·' · 
"I'lVtell you what...: his is a rivalry," USDl,~ard 
Eric Musselman said. !'J1think it means sometnin~ ~ -be. No. 1 in San Diego. I don't care what anybody ~a,Y.s,._We 
beat them last y~ar, sot would hope they'd want,tp_get 
, us back this year. •If more people said.it was a rivalry, 
maybe more people wou.l~'ve been here. If a. b~a 'neia-
man picks up the Raper and sees their coach say ,isn't 
a rivalry, why woyld thelbuslnessman want to c'orri,e?" 
Gaines reiteratep his~iginal statement. . •~ ,. · · 
"Everyone wants to ake a big deal out of-USD,'' he 
· said. "It's not Georget wn-St. John's or Michigan 
State-Michigan. I think' USD ·gets much more J4'.ed up 
than we do." , , .. :v, .. ,• 
Afterward in the Azt c locker room, players,:were 
anything but fired up. 'Dhey went quietly about their 
business, some saying t ey didn't want to talk about 
the game. •.• ·• · 
"This is as down as , 've been in my life,'1itiard 
Please see ROUT, i•1e'22 
QEC 12 ,986 
The S.o Dlqo Union/Russ Gilbert 
Toreros center Scott Thompson (52) puts a halt to a drive by the Aztecs' Kevin Brown. 
Toreros blast 
?--'1[ '5 Aztecs, 83-67 
USD races to 31-point lead, 
coasts to 'bragging rights' 
By Hank Wesch 
StaUWrhtr 
When lbe Univessily ol San Diego 
exercises its bragging rights as lhe 
cily's lop college basketball learn 
during the coming year, there will be 
no arguments. Again. 
Can anyone argue with 83-67! 
Thal was lhe score ol USD's victo-
ry over San Diego Stale lasl night 
And lhe score was misleading. 
USO led by as much as 31 in lhe 
first half (43-12) and was up by 70-40 
with 7:32 lo play belore SDSU man-
aged lo save face after Toreros 
coach Hank Egan cleared the bench. 
"You bel I think ol the olher coach 
(when holding a big lead)," Egan 
said. ''I've gone ugainsl (SOSU coach) 
Smokey Gaines I don'l know how 
many limes and he's ahead by a 
bunch." 
Since coming from lhc Air Force 
Academy lo USO, however, Egan is 
2·1 againsl San Diego Slate. Lasl 
year U1c Torcros won by 17. 
Last night's game was close for 
only two minules. Then USO (3-2) 
broke a 4.4 lie with a run ol nine 
straight points. After SDSU's Kevin 
Brown slopped the streak with one 
basket, USO scored 11 points belore 
lbe Azlecs' Josh Lowery hll a free 
throw. 
The next eight points were USD's, 
and so it went unlil the Toreros hit 
their high-water mark (43-12) with 
2:38 to go in lbe half. 
"We really gol alter I~ we came 
out smoking," Egan said. "Then I was 
worried we couldn't sustain iL ll was 
a combination ol executing well in• 
• Smokey Gaines says his Aztecs 
" lust stunk tho placo up" - C-3. 
side and being hol outside." 
The Allees ROl eight points from 
Juan Espinou in the closing minutes 
ol lhe half, hut the only qU<'<lton !or 
the final 30 minut~ was ho" h1i; a 
roul ii would be. 
SDSU had n~ dcknsr - man-10-
man or zone - lo slop Scull '111omp-
son, USD's 7-lool senior center. He 
gol several easy shnb near 1hc ~as-
kel, and when he wa~n·t dro?otng in 
virtual layups, he lul hoo~ shuts, both 
Jell- and right-handed. 
''The lasl couple games, teams 
have double and lripir-lram ,i me," 
Thompson said. " I ex()l.-ctcd lwo or 
three people on me tonight, since 
they didn't have the height. I was 
surprised there was only one guy 
guarding me most ol lhe lime. And 
he didn'l even have weakside help." 
Before being scnl 10 the bench 
with more lhnn 12 minutes remain• 
Ing, Thompson had a game-high 21 
points and five rebounds. 
The Toreros also got IS points 
lrom forward Mark Manor and 14 
from Nils Madden. Egao had them 
oul ol the game wilh more than eighl 
minutes le!l. 
Thompson was llf.ol-14 io field· 
goal shooting, and the USO starling 
fronl lhrce was 22-ol-~ 
If lhe Toreros' inside ollense 
wasn't enough, lhey also gol good 
perimeter shooting lrom guard Paul 
Leooard, who hil lwo ol lhree lrom 
See USO on Pa/e C-3 
I 
U$D: Aztecs 
come tip7§ hort 
Continued from C-1 
three-point range in scoring 14 
points. 
"Everybody contributed and that 
means a whole lot to us," Thompson 
said. "We read in the paper where 
Smokey said this wasn't a rivalry. 
Deep down inside, it's a big rivalry to 
all us players. 
"I looked over a couple times and 
noticed Smokey wasn't saying much 
tonight. He was real quiet." 
What could he say? 
• "We just played bad and that's it," 
Gaines said. 
SDSU was led in scoring by guard 
sophomore Tracy Dildy, who was 3-
for-3 from three-point range in total-
ing a career-high 17. 
The Aztecs also got 12 from Espi-
noza, the former Grossmont Commu-
nity College player's highest output 
as an Aztec. 
Tony Ross had eight points on 2-
for-8 from three-point range. 
Three-pointers accounted for the 
Aztecs' first 12 points in the second 
half and 24 in the game. 
Lowery, who carried a 21-point av-
erage into the game, scored only six. 
He hit the first basket of the game 
but wound up 2-for-13 from the field 
for the night, 1-for-5 from beyond the 
three-point line. 
Thompson became the No. 10 ca-
reer scorer at USD with his second 
basket of the night, moving past 
Toreros assistant coach Gus Magee's I 
977. / 
Los Angeles, CA 
(Los Angeles Co.) 
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/4cL,'.).,W~~iay U. of San Diego in Basketball 
UCL~6eaten women's bas- junior guard Dora Dome, who is 
ketball team will meet the-Uoiver- averaging 19 points a game. The 
sif¥-of Sao Diego today in a Toreras (2-3 ) are led by junior 
non-conference game at John guard Jane Gilpin, a transer from 
Wooden Center at 2 p.m. Penn State, who is averaging 17.3 
The Bruins (3-0) are led by points a game. 
San piego, CA 
(San Diego Co.) 
San Diego Union 
(Cir. D. 217,089) 
(Cir. S. 341,840) 
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~D§JJ, U_fil) back in action 
Azfecs seek first win; Toreros on road 
By Hank Wesch 
Staff Writer · 
San Diego State's men's basketball 
team, still searching for its first vic-
tory, takes on an NCAA Division II 
opponent, and JJSD goes back on the 
road tonight. 
SDSU (0-3) faces Los Angeles State 
(2-4) at 7:30 at the Sports Arena. USD 
(3-2) meets UC-Santa Barbara (2-2) at 
the UCSB Events Center in Goleta, 
also at 7:30. 
For San Diego State, tonight's 
game completes a home stand in 
which the first two games - a 110-78 
loss to Arizona and an 83-67 loss to 
USD - simply were extensions of an 
87-70, season-opening defeat at UC-
Santa Barbara. 
It would appear, however, that the 
Aztecs will not be physically out-
manned tonight, for the first time 
this season. 
SDSU, which has been outrebound-
ed by an average of 11.3 per game, 
will have a height advantage over an 
L.A. State front line that features 6-
foot-7 junior Sean Sells, 6-5 senior 
Marty Heede and 6-7 junior Curtiss 
Bradley. Bradiey leads the Golden 
Eagles in scoring (17.8) and rebound-
ing (7.5) after a 32-point, 13-rebound 
performance in an 89-77 victory over 
Fresno Pacific last week. 
L.A. State's other victory came 
against West Coast Christian College 
of Fresno. The Golden Eagles have 
·1ost to Cal Baptist of Riverside, 
Dominguez Hills State, Western Ore-
_gon and Biola of La Mirada. SDSU is 
L.A. State's only Division I opponent place would let us off. So we had to 
this sea.son. cancel one of our home games." 
Sophomore guard Josh Lowery re- UC-Santa Barbara has played only 
mains San Diego State's leading one home game, against SDSU. 
scorer (16.0) despite an off-night (2- Coach Jerry Pimm's Gauchos also 
for-13 from- the field , six points) have defeated Eastern Washington; 
against USD on Thursday. Sopho- they have lost to Santa Clara and 
more guard Tracy Dildy (10.3) and Oregon State. 
freshman guard Tony Ross (10.3) are The Gauchos feature 6-6, 230-
the only others averaging in double pound senior forward Khris Fortson 
figures for SDSU, which has been (17.5-point average) and 6-8, 210-
forced to rely on outside shooting for pound senior Brian Vaughns (13.0). 
most of its scoring. They also have a scoring threat in 6-6 
"I've never seen a team shoot the junior swingman Brian Shaw (9.8), 
three-point play like San Diego State who played on the Pimm-coached, 
does," USD coach Hank Egan said gold medal-winning U.S. team at the 
after Thursday's game. "There are World Championships in Spain this 
some guys out there that the :llBA summer. 
should draft." Egan said he was re- UCSB is capable of defensing 
ferring to Darryl Gaines, Ross and Thompson with players such as 6-10, 
Lowery. I 230-pound sophomore John Westbeld 
All three are underclassmen, how- and 6-8, 215-pound freshman Greg 
ever, and when NBA scouts' eyes are Trygstad. 
on San Diego collegians, they likely Thompson, averaging 18.6 points 
are focused on USD's 7-foot senior and six rebounds, needs four points 
center, Scott Thompson. to becqme the 10th USD player to 
Thompson scored 21 points in 24 score more than 1,000. He would be 
minutes against the Aztecs, helping the first to do so since the basketball 
USD halt a two-game losing streak program obtained Division I status in 
built in games at Nevada-Reno and 1979. 
Montana State. Tonight's assignment ~ 
is, technically, the fourth of six - ----'--------: 
straight on the road for the Toreros, · I A 
since San Diego State was the home 
team Thursday at the Sports Arena. '£ 
"We knew we were biting off a big 
1
, 
chunk with all these road games," ~ 
Egan said. "We wound up with too 
many games on our schedule and 
none of the teams that had us at their 
Chula Vista, CA 
(San Diego Co.) 
Star News 
(Cir. 2x.W. 24,418) 
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/ 1if Toreros hit 
,., road against 
Santa Barbara 
By Kirk Kinney 
™-Sporlswftu 
Aller two sub-par perfor-
mances on the road, playing a 
pseudo road game Tbunday 
night may have been just what 
the USD men's basketball 
l~ 
Considering the San Diego 
Sports Arena is closer to USD 
than San Diego Slate, the 
Toreros were almost right at 
home in their 83-67 win against 
the Aztecs. II came at a time 
when the Toreros were looking 
to recover from recent road 
losses against Nevada-Reno 
and Montana Stale. USD hopes 
lo pat lbat -success found 
against SDSU lo a real road 
lest tonight al UC Santa Bar-
bara. 
"We've been looking for a 
good game from everybody,'' 
Toreros coach Bank Egan said. 
"Hopefully, this will be a posi-
tive dfecL" 
Against the Aztecs, the 
Toreros (3-2) shot nearly 63 
percent from the floor on the 
way to 4&-20 balllime lead. 
• Aller coming back from 
that road lrip, we came oul 
fired up against Sao Diego 
State.· senior forward Nils 
Madden said. "We got back 
some confidence. Now we have 
lo go 0111 and work a little oo 
our man-lo-man defense. We 
have to go to the boards better. 
I do anyway. And we have lo 
get a little better movement on 
offense.• 
USO center Scott Thompson 
scored a game-high 21 points, 
moving within 14 points of 
1,000 for his college career. 
Jolninc Thompson In double 
figures were teammates Mark 
Manor with 15 and Nils Mad-
den and Paul Leonard with 14 
each. Their early efforts en-
abled Egan to give his. reserves 
their longest workout of the 
season. 
M bas been the case In most 
of their games this se.ason. the 
Toreros will have a size advan-
tage against UCSB. However, 
the Gaocbos (2-1) will attempt 
to coanter with the speed of 
guards Brian Shaw and Car-
rick DeHart, amooc others. 
San Diego, CA 
(San Diego Co.) 
San Diego Union 
(Cir. D. 217,089) 
(Cir. S. 341,840) 
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fr?r~s stave of! a late rally, 
,win on road against Gauchos 
• By Hank Wesch career-high 18 points, and center that way." I Staff Writer Scott Thompson had 17 points and USO played patiently against a GOLETA - On Wednesday, Uni- nine rebounds. Thompson, with 1,013, Gauchos mixture of collapsing zones versity of San Diego basketball is the first Torero to score 1,000 and man-to-man defenses in expand-coach Hank Egan said his team, then points in his career since USD gained ing its lead to the halftime margin. on a two-game losing streak, was NCAA Division I status in 1979. The Toreros shot 62.5 percent in ·struggling and not playing near its Krallman, whose career high was the first 20 minutes (15-for-24) and potential. 14 points two years ago against San with Leonard's 3-for-3 were 4-for-5 But four days and two victories Jose State, came off the bench when from three-point range. can make a big difference. forward Nils Madden was called for USO didn't attempt a three-pointer "I'd say we've taken some giant his second foul less than five minutes in the second half, preferring to work steps," Egan allowed after~- into the game. Working well with the clock. The Toreros shot 58.7 per-on to defeat UC-Santa Barbara, 77- Thompson, Krallman scored 12 cent (27-of-46) for the game. 71, last night at the Campus Events points (three field goals, 6-for-6 on UCSB shot poorly both from the Center here. free throws) to help USO build a 43- field (ll-of-25) and free-throw line (6-"The biggest step was made 28 halftime lead. of-11) in the first half. But the Gau-against San Diego State (an 83-67 vie- "I like coming off the bench as the chos got stirred up when 6-8 forward tory Thursday)," Egan said. "But this sixth man because I can see what the Brian Vaughns stole a pass and exe-was a much tougher game than San other team is doing before I go in," cuted a behind-the-head dunk with Diego State." said Krallman, a 6-foot-8 senior from 12:57 to play. That made it 54-43, and And much tougher than it Hacienda Heights. , "I noticed that the Toreros - with Madden and appeared it would be when the they were sloughing and not protect- Manor both fouling out - faced tense 'l'oreros held a 54-37 lead with 14:27 ing the weak side when the ball went moments before earning their third to play. to Scott. road victory. Winning on the road is seldom "He got it to me, and I was for- Leonard twice missed the front 'easy, even when the "hostile" crowd tunate to get the shots and get fouled, ends of one-and-one free throws, then is only 1,171. And UCSB twice trailed too, a couple of times. My parents made two with 47 seconds left to by just four points in the final five drove up for the game, so it was nice make it 73-66. minutes before USO (4-2) prevailed. to have a big night." USD broke a frantic UCSB press Mark Manor's 15-footer kept the UCSB scored the first four points, for Krallman's easy baskets in the Gauchos (2-3) at bay when they had but Leonard's three-pointer kept the closing seconds. closed in with five minutes remain- Gauchos from getting any bigger "Seventeen points isn't that big a ing. Two free throws by point guard jump. Another Leonard three-pointer lead, especially with the three-point Paul Leonard and two breakaway 2:20 into the game gave USD the lead shot," Leonard said. "We got a little baskets by Steve Krallman, one on a for good, 8-5. nervous when I missed those two dunk, carried the Toreros after · "I'm just looking for the open shot, free throws. But I don't think we pan-UCSB had crept close again with 2:56 but I like to get th~t first one down," i~ked at all. remaining. Leonard said of his three-pointer. Guard Brian Shaw was the Gau- • i "We did a couple of antsy things ·• "Against San Diego State y;e came chos' major bright spot. Shaw, a 6-6 Uiat helped them come back, but I out fired-up and played hard from senior, hadn't improved on a nine-thought we really gathered ourselves the start. Sometimes after a big win point average of last year in the and showed a lot of poise.at the right like that, you're not as fired-up the early games. But last night he scored time," Egan said. next game. But we tried to keep our 13 in the first half and finished with a ' Leonard and Krallman each had a poise and concentration, and do it game-high 21. ; 
I 
El Cajon, CA (San Diego Co) 
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,Toreras stzp by unbeaten UCLA 
I Jaime Bro d 14 points and Sandra VanEmbricqs added 
:13 Saturday on to pace UCLA women to a 65-42 women's 
·basketball victory over the University of Sao Diego at Pauley 
:Pavilion in Westwood. VanEmbricqs also had six rebounds, and 
:srown had five as UCLA upped its record to 4-0. Julie Evans and pane Gilpin each had 12 points for the Toreras, who dropped to 2-4. ;UCLA shot out to a 10-0 lead at the start of the game and was in 
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Talent , alone does not Ia.Iid players on this team 
.:i..q~S 
. Picking all-league thing any scribe I've ever known ever did for a good linebacker, Servite's Brett Valmassei Other Servite players nominated fot the football teams is a community was to move away from it. also helped organize a SADD (Students prestigious awards were defensive Jinenien tough enough job As for good grades, well, about the only Against Drunk Drivers) chapter and another Dana Zupke and Gary Giese, defensive ~a~k when you're using time a sports writer checked in with a 4.0 one called Student Awareness Involvement Mike Hirou and tight end Pat Boultinghoµs~ . talent as the Jone cri- GPA, it turned out to be cumulative. Committee ? He also worked with Tijuana Re- We can't tell you who made the final team. terion. But when Nevertheless, a small cadre of writers, lief Service, a blood drive and a YMCA sum- That will be announced at the 6th aniiual somebody hrows in along with a couple of college football mer camp. He did all that and still carried a Faith, Family and Football Banquet, Feb:S at 
other variables, such coaches, waltzed into the Big A Sunday morn- 3.05 GPA. the Anaheim Hilton. · as grades and service ing to pick the annual Faith, Family and Foot- John Stephens, a Mater Dei defensive back, Ageless Angels pitcher Don Sutton wili -em-to the community, ball team. does volunteer work with Alzheimer Disease cee the event, while Dick Butkus will be on then the task be- It was easy enough to get us there, even at patients, works with Special Olympics kids, hand to pick up the organization's Man of the comes almost Hercu- 1.1:;1;iu.:...= ~::W:!.i.l!J!J the unholy hour of 10 a.m. The organizP.rs serves as a lector at team Masses and man- Year Award . Jean. 
-------- knew what they were doing because they pro- ages to tote a 3.5 GPA in the process. Delivering the keynote address that night 
It's one .thing for a 
group of sports writ-
Jim Ruffalo vided us with free food . Besides being an Eagle Scout with Silver will be Pat Haden, who, had Faith Family and 
Palm, Servite defender John DiGiambattista Football got into business earlier than it did, 
ers to sit down and make up a mythical team. 
After all, each and every scribe is an expert 
on any given subject, with football being the 
sport than brings the most quasi-experts 
crawling out of the woodwork. 
Who among us has ever done much in the 
way of community service? About the nicest 
Joining us were Cal State Fullerton football 
coach Gene Murphy, Long Beach State 
counterpart Mike Shepard, and ~sity of 
S~an Fogarty. 
Once there, we were inundated with reams 
of copy extolling the virtues of 63 amazing 
young men. 
Did you know that besides being a pretty 
put together a youth group that refurbished would have been honored at a similar banquet 
the Cypress Chamber of Commerce building, as a quarterback at Bishop Amat. • 
participated in Project Hope, was elected The banquets have always been first-cla-ss 
president .of the county's American Lung affairs, worth every dime. .: 
Association, organized a blood drive at Ser- But more important than that, the banquet 
vite and participated in the Friar Run fund- takes time to honor some young athletes who, 
raiser for four years. In the meantime, he also bless them, learned early that even braw.n 
earned a 3.46 GPA. needs brains to be successfuy _ 
San Diego, CA 
(San Diego Co.) 
Dolly Transcript 
(Cir. D. 7,415) 
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Uun tl~oJcrlck nlwnye ' seemed tinue with the programs that past Mickey ' McGuire and Dave 2:30 p.m. on Channel 61. 
to do well in math and science:.:. in presidents and boards have fash- Monahan. ·1 < Helen Rowe ·will discUBS email 
elementary and Catholic ' high ioned - -including some 50 com- By his own admiaeion, Broderick bueineae and the law from 10 to 11 
school in Pittsburgh; and later at · mitteee and sections, credit union can be impatient. "I don't like to a .m. Dec. 23 on KSDO . . • Notre · Dame, where , his four membership, the lawyer referral see someone rein'{imt the:1vheel in • . • .• 
brothers also went. '·"' •••· ·•·-, · • • . and sports programs. ; front of me.", ' .. , ! ,.,. ,·.,On The Rise: Gordon Gerson, So it was natural that he think .'.'Lhope to maintain tradition," He's goal-oriented - ,"I ,really a graduate of USO Lew ~hool, is a 
about being a doctor;' n . ·· , •: he said, althoi.igh the Bar is look- like to accomplish things'.'.,- and partner at Lorber, Grady, Farley & But somewhere along ·the dine ing into the. P,Oaeibility ,of offering wants to "be ·regarded well by my Volk. 
----------------,_.,,.~-.- ,c-_--,-,-,-
0
-,, -_ .,,.,.,-, ---,---,-- peers." , J1, Engle is ' preside~t and Law nn·e~s ,. ,~ : .. ' •;.• •.-l!/; . . As a kid growing up comfortably managing partner of ·Fredman, 
, ~- . , :u . , 1, ,,· . 1, ,,,,:., , •. , ,.. in Pittsburgh, Broderick never did Silverberg & Lewis. He was grad-b Mart' Kr · • · work in the steel mills like his uated from New York University 
~ , · . ~ ,. lil _,urning -·_•._,_--· . .. .'' . .- friend Bartolotta. ' Law School. 
. . 
1 • , "I heard that .Pittsburgh had David Snyder has joined Luce, during four years at Cornell Medi-, professional . liability insurance to steel mills," deadpanned Broderick Forward, Hamilton & Scripps as a 
cal School on Manhattan's up~r · ~embers.' . ,~· · · before cracking a smil!l, -He and his · partner in the busineae depart-
east side, Broderickch11ng\ld. •- . ·-. B~oderick also .puts speech mak- friends were kpown as the _ :'cake ment. He graduated from Cornell 
" I dl!Cided I would · rather be a , , ing _, J:\igh '.,on ~hii agenda, saying, ,eaters.'' . • •, · • .. ,. ,, Law School and was previously 8 lawyer. I'd much rather be _arguing . ·; ','1'1.1 talk to anybody at any time." •• • • partner at Aylward, Kintz, Stiska, 
with people," explained the preei- ·' · · · Senior.citizens, legal secretaries, On Monday night some folks Wassenaar and Shannahan. dent of the San Diego County Bar Volunteers in Parole, UCSD medi- from Luce, Forward, Hamilton & 
Association. ' '·· • '· ···· cal studeQ~- .He'll evep talk to his Scripps put $1,178 in their poc~e..--i""" 
He choose Harvard over Stanford son's elementary school claae o~ and headed to Ralphs on Sport 
and UCLA. "I had the same bias th~ dangers of shooting paper clips Arena Boulevard for some grocer-
about Harvard (tha_t. a· lot of people ,i~nd B_B ~ •,· , , ' ies. . •.• : , .. r . , ! , "· . ; ,. 
have). I went there fol' 'the ·reputa- · . ,Thoughts abo.ut the general By the time. the spree was over 
tion. It ' was 1 the •best' law school public'sperceptionoflawyersi they had •bought food ·for 118 San 
there was_'t·>, · i ~'. ''h 111w• ·'(! '; .,.n ; :~We'_re ."perce,ived as advocates; Diego famHies , representing 128 
At 42 and after 13 yel'l"s of ilAc; ~atJ'1e' la~4/! ~,ill eay whatever people. 
t ice; Broderick today , ls one_ of"Sl{n r~r:,es tho c}iont's interest .. There'/1 . They'll leave it all - along with 
Diego's finest trial lawyers. · ·• • a natural skepticism towarda law- 22 trash cans filled with ·'!"rapped 
"Law is ' as rewarding and I en: x.~ni: Pro~pbly !"lw~ys will be." I presents and four bikes ...., for the joyable a profession as I kpow," he . ' ; l;li:~~rick:s ;. sol,ution? "Be, an Sa!vation Arm•( to ,pick,.1;1p this 
said receqt/y, ~urin~ .a, n!X)n•tif1e · ~pn!!Bt and fa~r person. Represent weekend. . . , 
interview at ·his spacious office ·on iourselfand,~eprofeaeionwell." It's all part of Luce, Forward's 
the 12th floor of the Fi.r,s~ ,National '1There are more than 4,700 coun- Christmas greetings to the leas for-
Bank Building with,, a gl_orious ty Bar members out of some 7,000 tunate. 
view of the harbor. "~get. to repre- attorneys in San Diego, a figure 1 , ~hile man,Y at. the firm ~hipped 
sent people .who,are ;victims of oth- wh,ich is expected ,s<>p" _to exceed : l in, ,thesei JM!Ople 1spearheaded 'the 
er people's negligence'.',., .: ,.11., 6,000 . •. n I. I. ·• l · ' J • r 'drive: ·Linda· Williams; Virginia 
Broderick's practice is primarily ,'_'Belonging to the Bar is very Zober, Rosa Galvez, Letty Por-
personal injury , ans! medical important," said Broderick, who ras, Phyllis Nichols, Pat Baoling 
malpractice',- although: one , of',!iis gets 95 perc~nt" ~f his work from and Gin~.Rodriguez. 1 . · · , · · 
clients is KCST-Ch8lllle! 39, whic,\i other lawyers._,'.'That,'s true of most . Nic~-~~c~I , ;' · ' · .. ;·' .. , .. 
he has had since leaving _1p5ay, .• · litigators .. You have1,~ ,g~t know" .. ,,'. • -~. • . ; . ' Cary, Ames & Frye in 1978., by other a~~-~eys.''. ; · News · Media Watch: . ACLU 
Additionally, he'~ testi.Ge(\ a'a an " Broderick Pl!~ in 12- ,to 15-hour _legal dii;ector Greg Marsh . and 
expert witness for both,, plain;iff~ daY,s, .. starting ;at 7:30 a.µ, . an~ ~r~l!>r '.Linda Hills will be ~he 
and defendapts but .not~ an !lX• winding well in,to the night.' This guests .on Pam Plotk.in';9 '_'A~ the 
pert in medicine bec11use1 as~. ex- on l?P ~fbeing a .s\ngle parent (he's Bar" p~og~~IT! , th.is .. ~atur
1
da.r at 1 
plains, he'd be "eaten alive.",.,.,11 .. • divorced) with four kids at home,:;___ ·, _ _ . · 
Broderick joined Gray, Cary . as Kim, Lee, Danny and Rhett. 
an associate in 1973. Afier .doing ' To ' unwind · he ' skis. Broderick 
business litigation and , some, in- and · his ' brother, ' Larry, a com-
surance defense work, lie decided modities dealer in Denver, own a 
to strike out on his own five years condominium in Colorado. 
later to make better use of the He •also likes· to be 11,round attor-
medical background. . Recently. he neys - both ' in ·the · courtroom 
took on Bob Vaage, formerly '!'ith where I he goes · against the 
Hollywood and,, Nl!il,: .as ,, an "brightest, mo13t competitive ad-
mumcinte. . 1 11 , ·-,, . 1 , , 1 vcrsurics" und sociully. There's o 
Don't expect any dr~a.t_i~ -~~!!!':. ski trip on· ~p next year th\l\ in-
8~/3 ~P. ~~)3,Wi p~.l\\ yea!-: •,(·1~•~ 1 : · , cl ~des '"Ke~,:~c~ve?ey, · Bt'l~_n 
Broderick·. aunply1 b..o~~.~ _to i ~cm• M~~-~~h_lli1; ' ;"llice· 'Bat-tol'Otts; . 
I 
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engagement of Linda 
I osi and St~ven Francis 
; announced recently at a 
1 the home of the bride- · 
a rents. 
bride-to-be, daughter of 
I Mrs. Robert D. Josi of 
I crdes Estates, is. a 1979 
c of Palos Verdes High 
where she was affiliated 
he Ticktockers of the 
11 Charity League. She is, 
tion, a 1983 graduate of 
here she received a bache-
.cience degree in business 
s tration/ marketing, a 
r of Pi Beta Phi sorority 
c USC Guest Relations 
a nd participated in a 
r honors program at Cam-
University, Cambridge, 
d . 
hridc-clcct is employed as 
unt associate for Union 
Bank. 
The groom-elect, son of Mrs. 
John D. Ball and the late Dr. John 
Ball, is a 1974 graduate of Foothill 
High School, Santa Ana, and a 
1979 graduate of USC, where he 
received bachelor's degrees in 
business administration / finance 
and biomedical engineering, and 
was affiliated with Phi Gamma 
Delta fraternity. 
He is a 1982 graduate of Loyola 
Law SchoQL;illended the Omver-
sity of Exeter, Exeter, England, 
and is a member of the California 
Stale Bar. 
He is employed as a subdivision 
manager/ attorney for the First 
American Title Insurance Com-
pany. 
A date of June 27, 1987, has 
been ch·osen for the wedding at 
the California Heights Methodist 
Church of Long Beach. Linda Josi and Steven Ball 
Bryant- Faubion--------
, M,r. and Mrs. Ken McNeill of 
Rancho Palos Verdes recently 
announced the engagement of 
their daughter, Kathleen Dawn 
Bryant, 'to Robert Carl Faubion 
or Lll8 CrllCC8, N.M. 
Miss Bryant is a 1979 graduate 
uf llulli1111 llill• lli11h School, 
where she was active in student 
government and was selected to 
attend an honors art program at 
Art Center College of Design in 
Pasadena. She attended the Uni-
versity of Arizona, where she 
majored in marketing and was a 
member of Kappa Alpha Theta 
sorority. Recently, she has been 
employed as assistant manager of 
the Regency Club in Westwood. 
Mr. Faubion is the son of Mr. 
and Mrs. Carl Faubion of Las 
Cruces. A 1980 graduate of New 
Mexico State University, he 
racoivod boch lor of nrl8 dcgrm 
in agricultural economics and 
1111i11111I h,uhnnclry , He wn~ 
selected as a fellow by the Rotary 
Club International and partici-
pated in an exchange program in 
Australia. He is a farmer, rancher 
and pilot, and owns an aerial 
chemical application business in 
Las Cruces. 
The couple will reside in Las 
Cruces after a Jan. 24, 1987, 
wedding. 
Sheridan- Rose--------
The groom-elect, son of Mrs. 
Kathleen Bryant and Robert Faubion 
Mr. and Mrs. John Joseph 
Sheridan of Rancho Palos Verdes 
have announced the engagement 
of their daughter, Paula Joan, to 
Mr. Charles Wellington Rose II 
of San Diego, Calif. 
Jean Ann Rose of Salt Lake City, 
Utah, and Mr. Charles W. Rose 
of Atlanta, Ga., is a graduate of 
Bishop Moore High School in 
Orlando, Fla. He has attended the 
University of Central Florida, and 
University of St. Louis, in St. 
Louis, Mo. He is currently serving 
in the Navy aboard the U.S.S. 
Pollack, stationed in San Diego. 
The bride-elect is a graduate of 
Miraleste High School and the 
, University of San Diego, where 
, she received a degree in business 
, administration, and was affiliated 
, with Alpha Delta Pi sorority. She 
• is employed by General Dynamics 
• in San Diego as a senior financial 
• analyst. 
The couple will exchange mar-
riage vows on May 2, 1987, at 
_Founder's Chapel on the campus 
. of the University of San Dieg/ . 
Coronado, CA 
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~ginia Nelso_,P. _ 
Attorney Virginia C.-~ls~, a 
Coronado resident, was installed 
as a member of the San Diego 
Bar Association's 1987 Board of 
Directors Dec. 5 at the Bar's An-
nual Dinner held at the Sheraton 
Harbor. Island. 
A member of. the bar associa-
tion for the ·past seven years, 
Nelson currently serves as 
treasurer for the San Diego Trial 
Lawyers Association and as 
- director for the San Diego Inn of 
·~ourt and the San Diego School 
· of Law Alumni Association. 
Nelson is a graduate of the 
Univers~hool· 
.. of Ciwand specializes fn medical 
malpractice -and personal injury 
litigation. Her involvement in the 
... San Diego legal community in-
. c)udes m~mbcrship in the Bar-
- risters Club; Lawyers Club and 
. the Ethics and Fee Dispute Com-
mittee of the bar association . 
. Nelson is also a mcmqcr -o - tq.c 
California State Bar · n 
and the C~lifornia Trial L~er's 
Association. ,..... "l-~ 5-~ .____ r / 
,./. 
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teonard 
By Ric Bucher -1_ ~ 'J) 
Staff Writer CT 
Dozens of nicknames have been 
hung in, on and around Paul Gerard 
Leonard's name during his basket-
ball career, but "Pistol Paul" never 
has been one of them. 
That could change before the Uni-
versity of San Diego concludes its 
1986-87 season. 
"Molasses" Leonard, the Toreros' 
slender 6-foot-1 senior point guard, 
has emerged as Coach Hank Egan's 
long-range threat, replacing the 
graduated Pete Murphy; a 6-4 guard 
who never met a jump shot he didn't 
like. 
"G-Rock" Leonard's ability to turn 
that threat into a promise might be 
crucial against Long Beach State (4-
3) tomorrow in the first round of the 
Albertson's Classic at Boise, Idaho. 
The 49ers will be the first team the 
Toreros (4-2) have faced that can 
match them in size inside. 
Host Boise State (5-1), which plays 
Southwest Texas State (4-2) in the 
other first-round match, is one of six 
USD opponents so far this year that 
can describe "Little Waterbug" 
Thursday, December 18, 1986 
~-i ;, gunning for a new name , 
'Without Murphy, 
Coach said before 
the season I was 
going to have to fill a 
few roles - like 
shooting and doing 
more play action 
stuff.' 
- Paul Leonard 
Leonard's jurr~ shot, but it probably 
won't be too c ncerned about it if the 
two meet in e final on Saturday. 
The Toreros beat the Broncos, 54-52, 
for their second win, but Leonard 
was only 2-of-7 from the field. 
The Broncos may have been 
misled. Leonard had a career-high 18 
points against UC-Santa Barbara on 
Saturday and appears to have found 
his shot again after a foot injury put 
it in storage for the summer. 
"(The layoff) , worried me a little," 
Leonard said, "because ·10ut Mur-
phy, Coach said before the season I working on his three-pointers. 
was going to have to fill a few roles Still, Egan was not worried Leon:: 
- J.ike shooting and doing more play- ard couldn't take over Murphy's role,. 
action stuff." "Paul had done some of that in 
Leonard's usual role, at Damien practice last year," Egan said. "We 
High in La Verne, Mount San Antonio knew he was capable, · but Murphy 
Community College and .._USO last was our designated gun, so we didn't 
season, was the passer who also was need him (Leonard) for that in 
assigned to closing down the opposi- games. And Paul was usually too 
tion's shooting guard. The only time tired from playing defense to shoot." 
he threw the ball up from three-point · Now that sophomore guard Danny 
range was for, if anything, an alley- Means has taken over as the defen-
oop to a teammate. sive specialist, Leonard's scoring av-
"Last year I knew basically my erage has improved from 6.7 to 12.7. 
role was to keep everybody moving "(Means is) a very big factor,"· 
on offense and then just hit the sbot Leonard said. "It really takes a lot 
when I was open," Leonard said. out of you concentrating on defense;· 
"That's pretty much what I'm doing because you're trying to stop this' 
now, but I'm also moving to get open guy. Now that we have Danny up 
a lot more." there, it really takes a great burden 
Most of that movement has been off of me." · . 
around the perimeter. Leonard leads That leaves him free to use his 
the team in three-point attempts and quickness - 'he· was tagged "Molas: 
percentage, hitting 14-of-23 (60.9 per- ses" for his off-court speed - to ball: 
cent). , hawk as well He has 12 steals this 
The three-point range is newer to year, half of his 28-gar;ne total last 
Leonard than most, and not only be- season. His assists average is up, too, 
cause of his previous role as a play- from 3.4 to 4.2. 
maker rather than a scorer. The bro- If this continues, look for his nick-
ken right foot in April prevented ~ name count to increa· '> well. / 
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· U_§_g_.offers seniors gr_am 
ALCALA PARK - 1 rsity of the Third Age, 
a program of the University San Diego without exams, papers or grades, will run from Jan . 5 to Jan. 22 at the Manchester Executive Conference Center. The program, " ·hich pro\·ides a daily physical Jitness class and a dive1·se curriculum of lectures for ·those 55 years or olde1·, is beginning it~ eighth season. Some of the lectures offered arc: Romantic Islands of the South Sea Islands, Nutrition in Ht:alth in 1987 and Film Analysis - Class Discussion . 
. The Univt:rsity of the Third Age is sponsort:d by the School of Graduate and Continuing Education. Cus1 for the 24-lt:c:Lun! S<.:t·ie::s and physical fitness c:lass is $55 . For more information call 260-5682. 
· 
Los Angeles, CA (Los Angeles Co.) 
L.A. Today (Cir. 2xM.l 
OEC 1. 91-986 







j q 5'~ by Therese Brophy 
Sp,cial to Calif. Prrss Btmau 
LOS A 1GELES - The Sout 
ern California Law School Plac 
ment co'nsonium and the Barr. 
ters of the Los Angeles County B 
Association will sponsor its thi : 
annual spring legal hiring pr 
gram in March. 
-,...:-• The program - the only one, 
its kind on the west coast -
designed to serve the hirng nee< 
of small to medium law firm 
government agencies and corpor 
tions. 
The program offers an innov: 
tive approach to· in terviewing st1 
dents from a large and diver. 
talent pool in an easy, economic 
and efficient manner, said Joa 
Profant, assistant dean Southwes 
em University School of Law. 
Participating employers wh 
plan to hire new associates or la 
clerks will be able to take advar 
tage of a unique opportunity t 
interview students from five ABJ 
approved law schools in one Joa 
tion on one day. 
Schools include Californi 
Western, Pepperdine, Southwes 
t'rn, Universi~ of San Diego, an 
· Whittier. - ·- ·-
The program -is scheduled fo 
-M_arch 6 at the Ambassador Hott 
in Los Angele~. 
El Cajon, CA 
(San Diego Co) 
Daily Californian 
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$DSU, USD shove off for bcitsketball tournaments . : . 
: San Diego ~td the University of San J)iego ville with even one win. SDSU h~d to struggle to in scoring and rebounding last year, is averaging If me host Broncos get their way, they will m.:...:. • 
head to diverse parts of the coun~_kend, beat CSLA, which rallied from a 12-point de~cit in 11.8 points and 7.3 rebounds a game this season. ~e Toreros in the championship game Satur4Q:: 
but each basketball te~ hope~ to end up on victory the 5ee?nd half and almost ~ole the game m the Forward Ronnie Bellamy (12.4 points per s.ame) is rught. To reach the finals the Broncos will hav11.t!Z:: 
lane when they participate m tournaments this fin~. rrunu_tes. The Aztecs will face stronger com- shooting 59 percent from the floor while Dan defeat Southwest Texas State (4-2) this evening i -
·weekend. pention this weekend. Plondke (10.1) is hitting at a 56 percent clip. Guard Wh B • St t • •t d uso · 1- • ·h· ~ 
. SDSU t UNCC . th 1985 H J"d B I K "th Will" (113 · t 4 9 ist) ds t en oise a e visi e . ear ier m .t, ~. ' : The Aztecs journey to Knoxville, Tenn., to play in . . me . m · e . 0 1 ay ow ei . ian:i,s · po!Il s , · ass s roun <?U season the Toreros escaped with a 54-52 victory, '. 
· the Volunteer Classic. SDSU meets North Carolina- Classic m San Diego. The 49ers won that game the startm! lineup._ Seruor center Ray Gromlowicz Boise State (4-l) erased a IO-point deficit in the fioal": 
: charlotte today at 3 p.m. (PST). Tournament-host 77·76· (2J blocke shots) is the first player off the bench. minutes to tie the game at 52, but USD hit the final 
· Tennessee plays Ball State in the other portion of UNCC is 6-2 overall and has won three in a row. Tennessee (2-1) and Ball State (3-4) play at 5 p.m. basket. :-
· the bracket. The team's only losses came against New Mexico (PST). Friday's losers meet at 3 p.m. Saturday, with . •-
The Toreros will meet another California team in 
the Albertson 's Classic in Boise, Ida. USO takes on 
· Long Beach State tonight with the winner advanc-
• ing to face the victor of a game between Boise State 
: and Southwest Texas State. 
: The Aztecs enter the tournament still savoring 
their first victory of the season. After opening the 
year with three losses, SDSU defeated Cal State Los 
Angeles, a Division U school, 64-60 Saturday night. 
. The Aztecs may be hard-pressed to leave Knox-
(74-72), in the season opener in the Silver Sword the winners playing for the tournament cham- But first the Toreros must get past Lo_ng Beactr:: . 
Classic in Hawaii, and California (80-63) in pionship at 5 p.m. ~tate ~4-3), a team that has won four m a row, . 
Berkeley. The Aztecs h I dB 11 S t twi b . . including upsets of Bradley (80-74), Houston (71-65) 
The 49ers, coached by former NBA guard Jeff the Cardinals st.;~ ln al!n orego ~u~g ~ee l;;g~y and Pepperciine (S6-77). ' ' 
Mullins, were 8-20 last year. This year they have season. The Aztecs lost 75-73 at Ball State in Torero 7-foot center Scott Thompson, the team's 
improved to the point that all five starters are 1968-69. Tennessee beat SDSU 96-77 in the Cabrillo leading scorer with an 18.3 average, will have his 
averaging in double figures . Classic in 1979 in their only meeting. hands full with DeAnthony Langston, a 6-10 juajor 
Sophomore guard Byron Dinkins leads the team The Toreros enter tonight's contest with a two- who is averaging 14.3 points and 6.6 rebounds pe,: ~ 
with a 15.6 scoring average. He has hit 24 of 49 game winning streak. USO, 4-2 overall , has defeated game. Forward Mel Braxton (10.7 points, 9.0 i"e- ~ 
three-point shots this season. Mike Milling, a 6- SD$U (~·67) and UC Santa Barbara (77-71) in their bounds) and Guard Morion Wiley (14.9 points)~~~ 
foot-7 senior guard who led the Sunbelt Conference last meetmg. other 49er standouts. ./ I 
t 
,/ Gospel infancy narratives show 
different aspects of the Savior 
. / 
~C/3';; 
'By V cronica Garcia 
ALCALA PARK - A religious studies professor at the 
Uni,·ersity of San Diego wishes people would nut blend 
1he two Gospels dealing with the birth or Christ. 
The story line in Matthew·s infancy narrative is 
different from Luke's because they present different 
statements of who Christ is, said Lhe Rev. Jack Lindquist, 
a Lutheran minister who instructs St:rip1ure classes at 
IJS12:_-
Thesc two Gospels describe "two different sides of the 
Christ reality . Christ is l,>oth lowly and majestic," said 
Lindquist, who taught a three-pan course on the infancy 
narratives for USD's Institute or Christian Ministries this 
month . 
"In Matthew, Christ is presented as the Messi_an of 
Israel, the light of the Gentiles." This Gospel upc~'s with 
a gcneology that traces Christ back to Abrahah1, the 
father of Jewish faith, he said. . , 
Joseph makes the decisions and receives the angchc 
messages in Matthew's Gospel. 
This narrative also features the Wisc Men who visit the 
10 - Southern Cross, December 19, 1986 
1-ycar-uldJc,u, at hi house, bring-ing- him 1h.: ·· ,wahh ul 
nations,·· Lindqui t said. lkcausc :'--l.1tthc\\ purtr,,} > 
J.:sus as king. --wh.:n th<: Wi ,.: /\Jen co111e 1hq "r.: nut 
coming tu 1h.: ·1. \ "im:cnt de l'aul !Shelter,·· he ,aitl . 
Luke ' s (.;u,pd highlight> lu"liness and hu111ilit ). h,· 
explained. It i, the ,wry ufa lu"I)" , Hebrew girl ul 15 "hu 
gives birth IU (.;ud ' s son , a 11,an whu reaches out tu the 
poor, weak and helpless . 
The night of Christ's birth is detailed in Luke, 
Lindquist said. Tu obey the ccnsu_s, the ~••_111il)" tra,_cls 
from Nazareth to lkthlclm111 lU register . · • I hey an: hke 
the refugees seen un the T\" news today ... ThC)··re 
little people \\ho hm·c lU du what they're told by the big 
people." 
Although the infancy narra1i,·cs arc different , 
theologically they arc nut contradictory, Lindquist saitl . 
Rather, these Gospels present different Chriswlug-ies 
(doctrines of Christ) tlcscribing who and what Christ is. 
Lindquist nutetl that Jesus Christ was nut bum Oil Un:. 
please tu rn to p7c 11 
I 
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Infancy ~tories ,,--1 
show two views 
continued from page 10 ;2C(,!:)<5' 
25. If Luke, chapter 1wo, is to be given any significance, 
the !Son of God was probabl)" burn sometime in the spring 
near Passover. This Gospel passage describes shcphcrtls 
watching over their Docks the night Christ w"'! burn, a 
springtime acti,·ity , he saitl . 
In ancient Roman pagan religion, Dl-c. 25 was the fcasl 
or Sol bwitus, the invincible sun. This day celebrated the 
recmergencc of the sun god and the incrcasc in daylight, 
Lindquist said. The feast \\as one uf joy, happiness anti 
gift 1,,iving. 
"All the things our secular Christmas is ' were 
contained in this ancient Ruman holiday, he said. 
Because the church "cuuld nut gc1 rid uf this old pagan 
holiday, it Christianizx:d the l~n an<l frivolity.· • ·11,e li:ast 
of 1he sun god became the bi11hday ur the son or t;od 
during the lilih L-cntury, he explained. 
The Feast of the .Epiphany, . com111cmorating the 
coming of the /\ lagi, is actually an o lder cclebration .tlian 
Christmas bccauSl' it dates from the third ce111u1y, 
Lindquist said. He atlclcd 1ha1 c.;,-..-.:k Orthodox ur 
Eastern Christian churches give mo"re signilicancc 10 this 
li:ast than dues the \\'cstcrn church, 
The !Scripture professor noi.cd that the (.;o,µcl n:atling 
for Dec. 25 dcmonstnues that date i~ nut supposed t;, uc 
the feast ul"Chri>1 's binltda)". "Juhn I : 1-14 is thc(.;uspcl 
read that day. It is al.x,~t the inc.:arnativn uf the eternal 
word in Christ, \\henc,·cr that uccwTcd, .. he said . Luke ·s 
nativity is reatl vn Christmas Eve, he added . 
Lintlquist explainL-d that 111a,1)' pagan practices 
worldwide ha,·e been Christianized . 
·rhc ChrislllliJ.) ll"Cl" :stCIIIS fro1i1 ~orsc: ll'CC wor:i.hip anU 
the practice uftlecunuing the sacn:cl ~rv,es with lii;hts, he 
said. These tree, ,\l:rc fc11ility symools. 
Christians cu1 the 1rce down and brvught it insitle 
where it is suppu.><:tl tu rcprcsc111 the tr,·,· vn which Christ 
will be crueilietl . 
V\lrc,uhs wcrl· usccl l,) aridcnt Ru111ai1> IUr 111any things 
including as dour tlL-..ura1iuns to >)"111oolizc l,i11h ;ind 
death, Lindquist said . 
"Eve1y lunn vi Cl11i >11;;init)" ha pre-<..hri,tian ,·ustu111s 
that ha,·e lx:e11 baptiLed antl u-.ctl !,,r fJUrpmn ul 
lt1111111unit ·a1i1 w ·, C, ~ ,d ·· lw , •,I,;. I 
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/ 6range County Area Roundup 
Three Skaters to· Compete in National Championships 
~s-s 
Three area girls will compete in □ 18. The registration fee is $5 ($12 Valley High School, ia closing In ori some the U.S. Figure Skating Champion- Winter League play in an 18- with T-shirt). Applications for the school football records. A wide receiver, ships in Tacoma Wash Feb 1-8 team slow-pi·tch softball league for run are available at both schools at he had ◄9 catches for 813 yards this paal . . . • ·• . . · . ' season, though he wu Injured for the lul after qualifying in the Pac1f1c Coast players age 55 and older has begun. local sporting gqo<Is stores or by two games. He has 78 career receptions sectionals at Phoenix recently. The league, which consists of calling 675-6782. Runners also can and, barring injury, should break the teams from around Orange County, register on the day of the race. career mark of 101 during his senior year. Joan Colignon, 16, o{ La Mirada 
will compete in her first national 
championships in the senior ladies 
division. She was fourth overall at 
Phoenix. 
In the junior ladies division, 
Karen Terry, 14, of Garden Grove 
finished third in the sectionals. 
Last year, she finished second in 
the ladies novice division in the 
nationals. 
Sr<>nnon Caudill, 12, of Tustin 
qu id for her first national 
chai •. ,..,onships by finishing second 
in novice ladies. 
... Chapman volleyball players Tammy includes two from Costa Mesa that The 5K and IOK Run For Aca- Llsbt of Portland, Janet Jeuoa of Ana-practice at 9 a.in. Saturdays at demic Excellence will be held Feb. heim and freshman seller Dau Buruley Te Winkle Memorial Park on Ar- 7 by the Academic Bo9sters' Club or Chula Vista ha:--e bee~ . voted to th,e Jington Avehue, across the street of Edison High School. The All-Southwest Region Dlv1S1_on II ~o!'len s f th O C ty F ~;r • . f h " h . team by coaches ... Senior nudf1elder rom e range oun = - pre-reg1strat1on ee, w . 1c m- Doar Neely and junior forward Riek grounds. Contact Peter Similuk at eludes a T-shirt, is $13. Race day Sayder of Chapman College have been 957-2515 for more information. fee is $13. Entry forms are availa- named to the NCAA Division II All-Far 
□ 
Two runs to benefit school 
groups are scheduled for early 
1987: 
A 5- and 10-kilometer run to 
benefit the Roy 0 . Andersen and 
Harbor View Elementary Schools 
in Newport Beach will be held Jan. 
ble at Edison High School and West socce~ team ~ well as fi:9t team AU-Cal1forma Collegiate Athletic Assn. sporting goods stores as well as by Junior Seott MeCrlmmon was named to calling 968-7530. Profits will be AU-CCAA second team ... Chapman's used to fund scholarships and aca- Valarie Hartlfleld has been named aa a demic activities for Edison stu- basketball player to watch on the Ameri-dents can Women's Sports Federation's 
· All-American checklisL Hartsfield, a 5-11 Area Notu senior, is averaging 17.6 points and 6.1 
.Jeff Manaukbanl, a junior al the.Jlnl.;_ rebounds a game after eight games lhis versity of San Diego from Capistrano season. / 
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CHRISTMAS PLAY - The UniVErsity at £a,r0iego English and Campus Ministry departments joined 
with the O~eatre Dec. 11-13 to present 
' 'The Mysteries, From Creation to Christmas." The 14-act performance enlisted several USO students, 
alumni and professors as well as Old Globe 
pbolu by S.m l..uc\:N 
performers. Pictured in a scene from Bethlehem are 
three kings played by Stephanie McCullough, left, Hartzog Clamon and Ursula Bugembe. Lori Tawnser,d portrays Mary and Zachary Hitchcock plays Joseph. The play was directed by David Hay. . 
Los Angeles, CA 
(Los Angeles Co.) 
Los Angeles Times 
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U. of San Diego Defeats 
CS LorutBeach in Boise 
~i~CA,-Pressure fr~-throw shoot-
ing down the stretch by center Scott Thompson 
carried the University of San Diego to a 60-55 
victory over Cal State Long Beacn1i'riday in the 
Albertsons Holiday basketball tournament. 
In tonight's final, San Diego will play Boise 
State, which defeated -Southwest Texas State, 
82-63. 
The 7-foot Thompson made eight straight 
foul shots in the last 1:41, and teammates Mark 
Manor and Danny Means sank three of five in 
the same span, enabling the Toreros to hold off 
the49ers. 
Three-point baskets by Morion Wiley 'and 
Tony Ronzone, and a driving jump shot by 
Wiley in a ~-second stretch kept the 49ers 
close late in the game. 
"Our shot selection was fairly good tonight, 
but we failed to convert the shots we got," Long 
Beach Coach Rod Palmer said. "We can't.. afford 
to be missing eight-footers. We also can't affor9 
to go to the free-throw line only six times while 
they go 28." 
San Diego raised its record to 5-2. Long 
Beach is 4-4. 
/ USJ}'s ace trumps 49ers 
~1th clutch free throws 
still recovering from the flu, played 
Tribune S'4H Report just 17 minutes, but collected a THE USO basketball team de- game-high nine rebounds and scored pe~ cente~ Sc~tt 12 points. Toreros guard Danny Thompson for his dorrunatmg Means added 10 points. Long Beach 
presence under the basket, but it was State was led by 14 points each from 
the senior's presence at the free- forward Andre Purry and guard 
throw line last night that enabled the Tony Ronzone. . . 
Toreros to defeat Lo?g B~ch State USO which has played SIX of its 
60-55 in the Albertson s Holiday Clas- seven games on the road, improv~d 
sic at Boise, Idaho. to 5_2 with the win. The Toreros will Thompson, who scored a . game- meet Boise State for the tournam~nt 
high 23 points and collected_e1g~t re- championship tonight at 7:30. Boise 
bounds, was 9-for-10 at the !me m the State (5-1) defeated Southwest Texas 
game including 8-for-8 when the State 82-63 in last night's se~?nd 
Tore;os wer.e turning back a Long game at the Boise State Pav11lon. 
Beach State charge in the second Long Beach State (4-4) will play 
half. Southwest Texas State ( 4-3) in the 
"I've been shooting free throws consolation game at 5:30. 
well all season," said Thompson, a_ 73 . USO will be playin~ Boise State 
rcent free-throw shooter enter~g for the second time thts season. The 
:e game. "I'm glad they kept foulin_g Toreros defeated the Broncos 54-52 
1 think it was a mistake on their at the USO Sports Center three 
:;t. 1 guess they
11 
got a bold of the weeks ago when Madden hit_a 17-foot 
wrong stat sheets.. M dd who is _ Pleaseiee TOREROS, B-8 USO forward f<i1ls a en, ' 
*Toreros~.----------------------
Coatiaued From B-1 -7.'.A ~ jumper at the buzzer. ,r-J\., 
Last night, Means scored the 
game's first six points to help the 
Toreros to a 10-0 lead with less than 
three minutes played. USO bad its 
biggest lead at 14-2 when Thompson 
hit a 10-footer at 15:21. Long Beach 
State got back in the game with a 9-0 
run later in the opening half and 
closed within four by halftime at 30-
26. 
"The opening surge probably hurt 
us," USO coach Hank Egan said. "I 
think we got to standing around a 
little and lost some of our intensity. throws by Thompson, who had 14 sec-
In the second half, we moved the ball ond-half points, tied the score 45-45. 
around better and got our post peo- When Thompson scored underneath 
pie moving a little more and it with three minutes to play, the 
opened things up for Scott." Toreros had a 47-45 lead they would 
- not relinquish. A 15-foot jumper by T~e teams _traded baskets through USO guard Paul Leonard and two 
the fl.l'St 10 rrunutes of the seco~d half more Thompson free throws made it 
before the 49ers grabbed their first 51-45 with 1:41 remaining. Long 
lea~ o! the game 38-37 on John Hat- Beach State cut the lead to 54-52 with 
te~ s Jump shot at 9:53. A ·three- Morion Wiley's three-pointer at 1:03, 
pom~ by _Ronzone gave Lon~ ~ch and the 49ers immediately called State its b!gg~t lead 45-41 with Just their fmal timeout · less than six mmutes to go. 
A Madden jumper and two free Long Beach State's plan was to set 
up for the three-pointer on offense, 
and foul on defense. The Toreros 
foiled that-strategy by hitting six of 
their final seven shots at the free-
throw line. For the game, USO out-
scored Long Beach State 20-3 at the 
line. The Toreros also had a 40-32 
rebounding advantage. 
''We're used to the band not play-
ing for us after six road games," said 
Egan, whose team is 4-2 away from: 
home. "When things got tight in the 
second half, we didn't quit, we didn't 
drop our beads. We just got after it." 
San Bernardino, CA 
(San Bernardino Co.) 
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Ngs-18 Kentucky fights fay past Iona, 75-59 
Center Rob Lock scored a ca- COLLEGE . the San Gorgonio High School North Carolina-Charlotte's lead to eer-high 19 points to power No. •·' gr?.duate, and En9ch Simmons 57-50 on a pair of buckets by for-8 Kentucky to a fight-marred 7~ BASKE·TBALL ha~ 15 points each and Victor Laz- ward Rodney Hawkins but the 9 victory over Iona in the Ken- ------------- za etti added 14. 49ers answered with a six-point 
ucky Invitational Tournament UNC-Cbarlotte 81, San Diego St run of their own. ' 1 
'riday night at Lexington. straight foul shots in the last 1:41, 66: Forward Mike Milling . scored Milling hit an eight-foot jump-A bench-clearing scuffle began and teammates Mark Manor and 16 J>Pints to lead five 49ers in dou- e~. guard Byron Dinkins followed ietween Kentucky's Irv Thomas Danny Means hit three of five in hie-figures as North Carolina- with 3 la~p and wingman Reggie nd Iona's Tony Wright with 8:41 the same span, enabling the Tore- Charlotte (7-2) downed San Diego Barnes hit a short jumper to open 
eft in the game and Kentucky ros to fe nd off ha rd-charging Stat~ (1-4) in the first round of the 3 63-~ lead for the 49e~. 
ading 57-33 Both players were Long Beach state. Volunteer Classic at Knoxville, Dmkins finish~ Wlth 15 while ~ . Th i t b k ts b M I 6-7 forward Ronrue Bellamy and 6-Jected from the game. ree-po n as. e Y or on Tenn. 8 center Dan. Plondke added 14. K ky (4-1) d I Wiley and Tony Ronzone of the entuc outscore ona 49ers and 3 driving jump shot by ,Milling, a 6-foot-7 senior, hit a Barnes, a 6-4 sophomre contrib-
.3 in the first four minutes of the layup and two free throws to uted 10. ' 3cond half to go up 41-24. The big- Wiley in a 37-second stretch kept spark •a second period charge that Freshman guard Tony Ross hit est lead was 25 points, the last the pressure on late in the game. helped the 49ers open a 55-44 ad- 14 for the Aztecs including 4 of 5 
me at 58-33 on James Blackmon's Thompson's 23 points led San vantage after leading by only from the three-point range. 
·ee throw with 7:44 remaining. Diego. He also had eight rebounds three at halftime. Gaines hit 5 of 9 from the three-The closest Iona (4-3) came was and an important blocked shot fibe Aztecs, led by sophomore point distance. Je final Score. during the frantic final moments. 1 g ard Daryl Gaines' 16 points, cut - From Sun News Services Guard Rex Chapman added 16 Ronzone, 3 for 7 from three- - , 
oints, including four three-point point range, scored 14 points to 
askets, Blackmon had 14 and lead 49ers' scoring. 
uard Ed Davender 13 for Ken- Loyola, -Ill. 115 .. Loyola-icky. Marymount 93: Keith Carter scored 
a career-high 28 points as host Iona was led by David Wagner Loyola of Chicago (3--3) raced to a 
•ith 20 points, followed by guard non-conference win over the Li-ichie Simmonds with 12 and for- ons (~). · , 1 
ard Jeff Wilder with 10. Carter paced a first-half spurt 
Kentucky, sparked by Lock's that pulled Loyola from a 24-23 
,ve points, led 10-4 with 15:25 re- deficit eight minutes into the 
1alning in the first half. Iona slic- game to a ~ lead just before 
1 the margin to 1U on Wagner's the half. He had 21 of his points in 
asket at 12:59 and trailed only 22- the first half. · 
i on guard Alvin Lott's 18-footer Loyola led 68-47 before the Li-
e 6:15. ons made a comeback attempt to 
But consecutive three-pointers cut the margin to 76-60 early in 
/ Blackmon and Chapman over the second half. Carter then hit 
ma's zone defense increased three straight baskets, including a 
entucky's lead to 28-16 with 5:05 three-pointer, as Loyola outscored 
, go. The Wildcats went on to the Lions 16-2 over the next four 
ad 33-21 at halftime. minutes to build a 92-62 lead that 
San Diego 60, Long Beach St. 55: 
ressure free throw shooting 
>wn the stretch by center Scott 
ompson carried the University 
· Sanlll.ego (~2) over Lo'iig"Beach 
,ate(4-4) at the Albertsons Holi-
1y Classic in Boise, Idaho. 
The 7-foot Thompson hit eight 
was never threatened. 
Carter got help from Bernard 
Jackson with 24 points and Gerald 
Hayward and Andre Moore with 
16each. 
Mark Armstrong paced Loyola-
Macymount with 18 points. Mike 
Yoest had 16, while Darryl Carter, 
San Pedro, CA 
(Los Angeles Co.) 
News Pilot 
(Cir. D. 14,248) 
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BOISE, Idaho (AP) - Pres-
sure free -throw shooting down 
the stretch by center Scott 
Thompson carried the ~rsi-
ty of San Diego to a 60-55 vic-
tory- over Long Beach State in 
the opening game of the Holi -
day Classic basketball tourna-
ment Friday night. 
The 7-foot Thompson h it 
eight straight foul shotd in t"1t' 
last 1:41, and team=.11:u 1 1ark 
Manor and Danny !<.1eP.!1!'1 hit 
three of five ,n t~e Rame span, 
enabling the Toreros to fend off 
harcLd111:-6ing Long Beach 
State. 
Three-pornt. baskets by Mor-
101 Wiley and' Tony Ronzone of 
the 49ers and a driving jump 
shot by Wiley in a 37-second 
stret ch kept the pressure on 
late in the game. 
San Diego raised its record to 
5-2 with the victory, while Long/ 
Beach State fell to 4-4. / 
.I. UJ \;l U~ / 
. '\, tS" ') 
advan~e-
to final 
Beat Long Beach; 
Boise State next 
By Scott Peyron 
Special to The Union 
BOISE, Idaho - Don't typecast 
Scott Thompson. He may be big and 
a bit slow, but he shoots with the 
feathery touch of a man far smaller. 
_Tho~pson, the Uni~ 
Di~ 7-foot center, hit eight 
straigITTree throws in the last 1:41 
and the Toreros fended off Long 
Beac_h State, 60-55, last night in the 
openmg game of the Albertsons Holi-
day Classic college basketball tour- · 
nament. 
The victory, USD's fifth in seven 
gai_nes, set up a rematch with host 
BoISe State in tonight's championship 
game. Boise State, beaten, 54-52, by 
th_e Toreros earlier this month in San 
Diego, advanced with an 82-63 win 
over Southwest Texas State. 
T_hompson carried the Toreros 
dunng the last 4:25, when he scored 
12 of his 23 points. 
But his contribution went further 
than that. Several of his eight re-· 
bounds came in the crunch, and he · 
blocked a shot in the frantic final 
seconds. 
"W 't e weren executing," USD 
coach Hank Egan said. "We were 
kin~ of flat, I thought. But we hung in 
· ~d managed to get the job done 
. without playing real well." 
Th?mpson's deadly free-throw 
shootmg turned back a rally by the 
. ~II-hawking 49ers, who were gumm-
mg up the USO-offense by slapping at 
the ball as Thompson turned to shoot 
See TOREROS on Page C-8 
Associated Press 
USO'~ Paul t:eonard leaves 49ers gaping. I· 




~. Continued from C-1 . 
in the low post. 
Thompson thought he was being 
hacked all along, but it wasn't until 
the end that he started getting the 
whistles. 
"I don't know what kind of stats 
they had, but I don't know why they 
were fouling me," said Thompson, 
who was 9-of-10 from the free-throw 
line. "I've been shooting the ball well . 
all year. Ive been feeling it. 
Though ill with the flu, USO for- t 
ward Nils Madden contributed 12 
points and a game-high nine re-
bounds. Danny Means, who helped 
the Toreros open the game with a 14-
2 burst, added 10 points, seven re-
bounds and five assists. I Three-point field goals by Long 
Beach State guards Tony Ronzone 
and Morlon Wiley and a driving jumper by Wiley in the last 1:17 
made every last USO free throw 
vital. 
Ronzone, clearly comfortable in 
the Boise State Arena from his days 
with Big Sky Conference rival Neva-
da-Reno, scored 14 points. Forward 
Andre Purry also scored 14, and 
Wiley was 3-of-4 from three-point 
range . Long Beach State, which had won 
three of its last four, is 4-4. -4 
Escondido, CA 
(San Diego Co.) 
Times Advocate 
(Cir. D. 32,685) 
(Cir. S. 34,568) 
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Turnovers ,/' ball tournament in Boise. ?-1 ~ 'J Boise State's Hayes scored eight 
h U rt US D ■1 n of his 16 points between 18:40 and 9:23 of the second half, and the 
-
Broncos' aggressive defense forced tournament seven early sec?nd-hal[turnovers by the Toreros m the title game. 
BOISE, Idaho (AP) - Forward 
Eric Hayes sparked an early sec-
ond-half surge that carried Boise 
State to a 71-56 victory over the 
Univer~it& of San Diego Saturday 
night in t e champ10nship game of 
the Holiday Classic college basket-
BSU forward Arnell J ones, the 
tournament's m'ost valuable play-
er, scored 22 points and pulled 
down nine rebounds for the 
Broncos, now 7-1. 
Joining Jones on the media's 
all-tournament team were team-
-
mates Hayes , and guards Chri s 
Childs and Doug Usitalo, and USD 
center Scott Thompson and for -
ward Nils Madden. 
Childs added 16 points for the 
Broncos, who forced 25 Torero 
turnovers. 
Thompson, held without a field 
goal for three -quar ters of the 
game, still managed 13 points for 
USD. 
USD, which two weeks ago beat 
Boise State in San Diego, is now 
5-3. 
B~e State avenges 
loss to USO, 71-56 
By Scott Peyron 
Special to Tbe Union 
BOISE, Idaho - It's not quite like 
being undefeated, but the Boise State 
-Broncos exacted some satisfaction 
last night by getting even with the 
only team to beat them this basket-
ball season - the University of San 
Diego. 
front of 6,047. 
"They put a lot of heat on," said 
USD coach Hank Egan, whose team 
committed 25 turnovers. "They got 
us out of what we wanted to do, and I 
don't think we responded very well, . 
especially early." 
San Diego, CA 
(San Diego Co.) 
San Diego Union 
(Cir. D. 217,089) 
(Cir. S. 341,840) Boise State, pumping up the defen-
sive pressure to force seven early 
second-half turnovers by the Toreros, 
·di broke away, 71-56, to win the Albert-
sons Holiday Classic .Tournament in ' 
Long Beach State beat Southwest 
Texas State, 83-75, in the tourna-
ment's consolation game earlier. 
Boise State is 7-1. San Diego;which 
two weeks ago at home beat the 
See USD on tge H-2 
~ll~n '• P. C. B Esr. t 888 
I 
·usn: Erlors hurt Toreros I 
Continued from B-1,,,,a t:fi'j 
Broncos, 54-52, is 5-3. PW 
The championship game partici-
pants dominated the media all-tour-
nament team. From Boise State 
came forwards Arnel Jones, the 
MVP, ~nd Eric Hayes, and guards 
Chris Childs and Doug Usitalo. Cen-
ter Scott Thompson and Nils Madden 
of USD also made the team. 
· Jones, a transfer from San Jose 
City College, helped Boise State neu-
tralize the bigger Toreros with 22 
points and nine rebounds, and the 
swift Hayes scored 16 points with 
. five rebounds, four assists and three 
:steals. 
: Boise State, aided by ballhA'ldliag 
~errors, put on an 11-4 run to take 
: command, 43-28, by 15:01 of the sec-
: ond half. Hayes and Childs, who con-
tributed 16 points, were instrumental l 
in the charge. . I 
Equally as important was the I 
physical play inside, which harnessed i 
the 7-foot Thompson, USD's leading I 
scorer. Only 10:25 was left to play I 
when Thompson scored his first field I 
goal. 
Thompson was 9-for-9 on foul · I 
shots, but he didn't get to the free- I 
throw line enough to suit Egan. I 
"The guy gets the stuffing kicked I 
out of him an awful lot, and he just I 
doesn't get the whistles blown," Egan I 
said. 
Guard Paul Leonard scored 11 of I 
his 13 points in the second hall to I 
hold things i.ogether for the Toreros. I 
Madden, p~ying with the flu, hit I 
five of six field-goal attempts and j 
finished with 12 points and nine re-
bounds. · . .■ 
■ 
San Diego, CA 
(San Diego Co.) 
Evening Tribune 
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.,..-,(Bartp)l ,'.lll}lfber, an English pro-
"!essor'-a:r,.ttle Yi\iversity of San Diego 
and resident of Golden Hlll, was- re-
cently awarded a $1,000 grant for 
"Desert Sea," his near-complete his-
torical novel about the Salton Sea. 
He received the award from the 
Combined Arts and Education Coun-
cil of San Diego County.~ 
------------- - -
n Diego, CA 
in Diego Co.) 
enlng Tribune 
Ir. D. 127,454) 
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C-7 
roreros will tinker with fundamentals at home 
, Kirk·kein~,S-- Sat~day nighl 
bune Sportswriter "Boise State had the be
st linebackers I've seen 
rhe most demanding portion of the usp basket- since the New York Giants," Egan said.
 "They 
II team's pre-conference schedule is behind it, were very, very physical.
 Boise State is not near 
1ving the Toreros to make adjustments during as good on the road as at home. 
: four home games that precede the team's Jan. "It's always better to pl
ay in familiar surround-
VCAC opener at Portland. ings. It's nice to be back
. We have to work on 
'The road games have done two things, toughen execution and that's easier
 to do at home." 
and pointed up the things we needed to work USO has struggled at time
s when teams have 
....1id USO coach Hank Egan, who considers tried to deny 7-foot Toreros
 center Scott Thomp-
ensive balance one area in which the Toreros son fhe ball. Thompson to
ok just five shots from 
ed improvement. the field against Boise St
ate, hitting two. He was 
The process of eliminating that weakness and 9-for-9 from the free-throw
 line to tie guard Paul 
1ers exposed during the past month - which Leonard with a team-high
 13 points. 
1tured seven of eight games on the road - con- Boise State collapse
d on Thompson, who 
ues tomorrow night at 7:30 when the Toreros (5- received little offensive support from his
 team-
host Rice (4-4) at the USO Sports Center. mates as the Toreros committed 25 turno
vers and 
The Toreros returned from the Albertson's Holi- shot 40 percent (16 of 39) from the field . US
O was 
y Classic in Boise, Idaho, yesterday after losing just _one for 10 from three-point range. 
tournament host Boise State 71-56 Saturday Thompson leads the Tor
eros with 18 points a 
ght. USO defeated Long Beach State 60-55 Fri- game. Leonard and forwa
rd Nils Madden are the 
1y to advance to the championship game. team's only other playe
rs scoring in double fig-
The Toreros held on to defeat Boise State 54-52 ures, each averaging 11 po
ints a game. 
their only home game earlier this season, but In Rice, USD faces an
other quick team that 
II to the Broncos' quickness and physical play likes to pressure its op
ponents. The Owls, who 
have won four of their past five games, are led by 
6-3 senior forward Greg Hines. 
Hines is supported by a young cast that includes 
6-8 sophomore center Andy Gilchrist, 6-7 sopho-
more forward Richard Holmes, sophomore guard 
Ronald Robertson and freshman guard O'Wayne 
Tanner. 
■ ■ ■ 
Parking at the Sports Center has been limited 
by construction work, but additional parking for 
the Toreros' game against Rice may be found 
across the street at University High. 
■ ■ ■ 
The USIU basketball team, which earned its 
first win of the season with a 74-64 victory Satur-
day night against Bethune-Cook.man, will play 
host to the Wildcats again tonight at 7:30 at Golden 
Hall. 
The Gulls (1-6) are led by senior guard Joe Yez-
bak. Yezbak, the nation's third-leading scorer last 
season, scored a game-high 23 points against 
Bethune-Cookman. USIU junior forwards Russel 
Riecke and Kelly Andrews each added 15 points. 
- - -
--- --~- .......... . 
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~oreros hoping 
to bounce back 
vs. Rice tonight 
By a Staff Writer t.7-9s5 
Boise State was not the only team 
to collapse on Univ~Ll.L.San 
Diego center Scott Thompson on Sat-
urday. 
The Broncos, beaten by 54-52 by 
USD on Dec. 4, avenged the loss by 
smothering the Toreros' 7-foot center 
en route to a 71-56 victory iD' the 
championship game of the Albert-
sons Holiday Classic in Boise, Idaho. 
Thompson's teammates, drained 
by the flu, exams and USD's schedule 
(seven of its first eight games on the 
road), also folded around him. 
Thompson, who leads USD with an 
18-point average, was 2-of-5 from the 
field Saturday. 
"Offensively, ·you have to take 
what's given," said USD coach Hank 
Egan, "and we didn't really do that." 
The Toreros were only 16-of-39 from 
the floor. 
Egan said he expects the Toreros 
(5-3) to bounce back against Rice to-
night (7:30, USO Sports Center). The 
Owls (4-4), who have wo·n two 
straight, are led by 6-3 senior for-
ward Greg Hines, 6-8 sophomore for-
ward Andy Gilchrist, 6-4 swingman 
Ronald Robe.rtson and 6-6 junior 
Mike Girardi. I 
El Cajon, CA 
(San Diego Co) 
Daily Californian 
(Cir. D 100,271) 
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T~!Pros hang on to down Rice 48-4~ 
from staff ana wire reports grabbed five rebounds, but it was nected on a three-point field goal simply batted th~ ball down coy ct 
The University of San Diego 
basketball felillrltas been -on the 
road so long, they almost forgot 
that the USO SportsCenter is the 
place for the Toreros to win close 
games - not lose them. 
But veteran center Scott 
Thompson remembered just in 
time, preserving USD's 48-47 
non-conference .victory over Rice. 
The senior scored 22 J?Oints and 
the rebound that he didn't grab with 10 seconds remaining. The as the clock expired. :~~~'-
which clinched the triumph. Owls promptly called a timeout. Nils Madden had eight pot({W,~ 
The Toreros led 31-13 at USO guard Paul Leonard then and eigl?,t rebounds • for ,-t~e · 
halftime and were on top the rest dribbled the ball off his foot and Toreros, who were playing o'rily 
of the way, but the Owls barely out-of-bounds, giving the visitors their second home game of •qte•• 
mis.sed on their comeback at• · · from the Southwest Conference season. They stand at 6-3, wniftr ' 
tempt. six seconds to pull out a dramatic Rice 's record fell to 4-5. •,;-r_-: 
Rice was never closer than the win. USD continues its four-galhe~ '. 
final one-point margin in the Again, Hines got the ball inside, homestand_ Sa~urday, hostj~)r '. 
second half. Greg Hines, who but he missed an eight-footer as Loyola Umvers1ty of Maryl~:· 
scored 20 of his game-high 23 Thompson leaped to intimidate The Greyhounds boast a 4-1 · re-
points in the second half, con- the shot. The seven-footer then cord. Tip-off is at 7:30 p.m. " ':" " J,',O;; 
A~el To The Property Owners 
3!;;~ Donald Worley Sees City's 
'Historic' Sites Differently 
By ANDREW KLESKE 
Su Di~10 D.Uy Transcript SIJl/f Wri~r 
The~e's no mistaking where 
Donald Worley stands on land-use 
issues. 
Whether it's attempting to get 
approval to knock down the rustic 
Green Dragon· Colony cottages in 
La Jolla or trying to win the OK to 
build a multi-purpose building at 
the San Diego Mission site, the 
48-year-old attomey believes that a 
property owner has the right to do 
what he wants with his turf. 
This, combined with a belief that 
no genuine tourist-drawing histor-
ical sites exist in San Diego, makes 
his job easier. 
Another man might feel a bit 
guilty about suggesting the demo-
lition of the his-
toric Klauber 
House ; Worley 
merely picked a 
brick from the _, _:J... 
r u b b ~ e a s . a =zi:11 
souvemer of his 
efforts and embellished it with a 
plaque stating 'Klaubered.' 
Another man might have 
nightmares of folks waving "Save 
our Neighborhood" signs at him 
but Worley sleeps soundly. 
"Very often the cases I get in-
volved in are controversial or I 
wouldn't be involved in them in the 
first place," Worley said. "To me 
the system is far more important 
than any particular localized in-
terests." 
And when matched in defense of 
a development against an adamant 
crowd of property owners before 
one or more councils or commis-
sions, Worley stands his ground 
and usually comes out a winner. 
"I'd say, almost without excep-
tion, most neighborhood groups 
grossly exaggerate the detrimental 
impact of a project. Most of it is 
simply an 'I'm aboard, pull up the 
ladder' type of thinking. 
"The opposition ranges from the 
purely selfish to the legitimately 
concerned," he said. "They oft.en 
attempt to try and cloak that self-
ish attitude with all the buzz words 
of environmental concern and so on 
to try to wrap around them a man-
tle of public interest. 
"So, • no I never wake up with 
nightmares. I believe totally in 
what I'm doing because, as a per-
son who believes in a minimum of 
government regulation philosoph• 
ically and p_olitically, I see my 
function as helping my client deal 
with getting their projects through 
with a minimum of hassle. I find 
that most opposition is con-
siderably collectivist in nature." 
From his sparsely decorated of• 
fice on the 13th floor of the Bank of 
California building or his bay-view 
home in the La Playa area of Point 
Loma, Worley sees San Diego from 
a different perspective than most 
anti-growth proponents. But he 
says he has never represented a 
development without doing so pro• 
udly. 
"I believe in most development 
projects," he said. "I think it's a 
balancing process. Every project is 
going to have an increment of 
something, be it increased traffic or 
what have you and somebody is not 
going to like that increment. 
"But we have Jaws that general-
ly allow a person to make reason• 
able use of his property although a 
lot of legal road blocks are put in 
the way. I see my job as assisting 
and helping the person who wants 
to make reasonable use of his 
property go through those road 
blocks. 
"Most development projects have 
positive elements to bring to a 
community. Part of my responsi-
bility in putting together a per• 
suasive presentation is to point out 
those positives and those contribu-
tions. Then it's up to the decision 
makers." 
Worley said preservationists 
rarely are willing to come up with 
the money needed to compensate a 
property owner or preserve what 
they feel is historical and attempt 
to use mob rule of government 
pressure in saving it. 
He said that with the Klauber 
House, as with the Green Dragon 
cottages, the owner was willing to 
donate the structure to whatever 
group was willing to relocate it but 
the preservationists didn't come 
through with the funding. 
"You try to get your client to ac-
commodate legitimate concerns 
where possible and where econom-
ically feasible until you reach a 
point where you can't go any fur-
ther for design or economic 
reasons." 
Worley divides his time between 
(Continued on Page 3PJ 
,_onun11ea 1ran1 r, ,_;t;- Jo 
appearances in court and before 
administrative bodies. He charges 
$150 an hour. 
" I would guess that for a lawyer 
in land-use that is a pretty com-
petitive fee." 
He's married to Tricia · Craven-
Worley, the daughter of state Sen. 
Bill Craven whom be met at a sup-
porters' picnic when Craven was 
running for the Assembly. 
Tricia is also vice president of 
programs for the San Diego Histor-
ical Society, a position which 
Worley says hasn't caused any 
friction. 
"We discuss issues a lot. Ob-
viously I can't discuss incidentals 
because of confidentiality, but 
we've never had any disagreement 
over my practice or relations with 
my clients.'' 
Worley left his home town of 
Grosse Point, Mich., an affluent 
Detroit suburb, to attend Yale 
University. Aft.er graduating he 
came to San Diego for 4½ years as 
a Navy communications officer. 
Worley clerked for Seltzer, 
Caplan, Wilkins and McMahon 
while studying at the University of 
San Diego Law School. Upon 
graduating, at the age of 32, he 
joined the firm as an associate. 
Since then he has practiced with 
McDonald, Riddle, Hecht and 
Worley and most recently with 
Hahn, Cazier and Smaltz. He now 
is a partner with Worley, Garfield, 
Schwartz and Rice. 
Clients include Teleklew Pro-
d uctions, developer of the 
Lawrence Welk community pro-
jects in Escondido, and the Hunt 
Brothers' RPI Development Co. in 
Carlsbad. 
Worley, with a master of law 
degree from the McGeorge School 
of Law, sits on the county's Inter- : 
national Trade Commission, on the 
Real Estate Advisory Committee to 
the city manager, on boards of the 
International Visitors Council and 
the Arthritis Foundation and is a 
founding member of the Young 
Connoiaseurs. 
He also has taught courses at 
every law school in the county and 
is presently writing a hook on 
foreign investment restrictions in 
the United States, one of his hob-
bies. Next year he'll chair the 
McGeorge International Law Con• 
ference in Salzburg, Au.stria. 
"It's hard to tell where the pro-
fessional life and the personal life 
begin and end," said Worley. "I've 
.dreamed_ of having the financial 
independence to engage in my in-
terests without regard for how 
much money I make. 
"But I'm not' interested in going 
off and laying on a beach. I don't / 
think I ever will be." 
San Diego, CA 
(San Diego Co.) 
Daily Transcript 
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r--156-Apartment Student Ho'usingComplex Under Way At University of San Diego 
;onstruction has begun on a $7.3 million, 156-apartment complex to 
1ouse 582 students on the campus of the U~iego. 
>esigned by Schoell & Paul Inc. and being built by C.~. Larsen 
'.onstruction Co., the project will include 21 one-bedroom and 13S-
wo-bedroom garden apartments - each with living room, dining 
oom, kitchen and bathroom facilities. The units have been orga-
1ized into six three-story buildings, forming two large courtyards 
.ear the new Student Union building. John Zeterberg, physical 
plant director at the university, said the intent is to increase the 
opportunity for students to live on campus - not to increase 
enrollment. ' 'The university believes that living on campus con-
tributes greatly to the student educational experience at USO,'' he 
said. Architect Donald Schoell, a principal in Schoell & Paul, said 
the project will serve "as a visual gateway to the university and has 
been designed as a strong example of the Spanish Renaissance 
style of architecture which characterizes the USO campus." 
Vista, CA 
(San Diego Co.) 
Morning Press 
(Cir. D. 7,676) 
(Cir. S. 7,967) 
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/~!¼~t~Y ~?! s:~m~}:~e~o:,~~s N~Ydd~~~lv~!~t over Rice. 
Sc~tt Tho'11pson scored 22 attempt. and eight rebounds for San 
pomts and grabbed five re- Rice was never closer than the Diego, which now has a 6-3 re-
bounds_ Tuesday night to lead final one-point margin in ' the cord . · 
the Uruversicy_oi.San...Diego to a second half. Greg Hines of the Hines led Rice, which fell to 
48-47 non-conference college Owls connected on a three-point 4-5, with 23 points and eight 
b~sketball victory ovei: visiting field goal with 10 seconds re- rebounds. Hines scored all but 
Rice. maining to complete the scor- three of his points in the second 
The Toreros led 31-13 at _ing. half. 
halftime and were on top the 
rest of the way, but the Owls 
CVI'hursday, December 25, 1986 Star-News 
'uso offers unique seniors classes ~ U~i~fsity of ~~~g:.d:e.: .. :~~~,~~: ::::i: i~mn~ 
~ sangfortbem. Therewereabout75 makeyourpresentasmile,a
wann you'll think of something to 
Seniors 
Audrey Matula 
Here's a real "gift" to you if 
you're interested in the University 
of the Third Age. 
The winter session begins Jan. 5, 
1987, 9 a.m. at the Douglas F. Man· 
chester Executive Conference 
Center on the campus of the 
Univers~ of San Diego. 
PhySJ fitness class is scbedul· 
ed Jan. &-Jan. 22, Monday through 
Thursday, 8 to 9 a .m. 
The courses are varied -
everything from Making Sense of 
Drugs and Alcohol Today, to Ap-
plying Social Psychology to Solve 
Societal Problems. 
Other selections are How the 
Two Career Family is Coping To-
day , Ancient Symbolism in the 
Modern World, Avoiding the Twin 
Evils of Inflation and Unemploy-
ment, to It's All in Your Head: 
Stress Management in the '805, 
Forty Years of U.S. and Middle 
East Politics and Outdoor 
Gardening. 
Cost is $55. For more information 
call 260-4585. 
The University of the Third Age 
is now in its eighth year, and offers 
a program of physical exercise 
classes and a variety of lectures for 
thoi;c 55 or older. 
All clnsmis ore held on the cam-
pus and provide an academic at-
mosphere without the pressures of 
exams, papers or grades. 
Applicants must be able to 
transport themselves to the cam-
pus and be in reasonably good 
health. 
How about treating yourself to 
this marvelous opportunity? You'll 
be glad you did. 
* * * Well, here we are the day before 
Christmas, and I'll bet you're all 
very busy scurrying around for last 
minute Yuletide details. Or maybe 
you're taking it easy just listening 
to some nice seasonal music. 
Or, of course, you could have 
picked up your issue of the star-
News and found the many wonder-
ful things that are happening in our 
community. 
* * * Readers in the northern part of 
the city ... I hope you are aware 
that the Clairemont Friendship 
Center Day Care Program has 
received a certificate showing that 
they are now a . member of the 
California Association for Adult 
Day Services. 
Congratulations I This is a 
marvelous honor. I'm sure our 
readers will be duly impressed. 
If you want to learn more about-
Clairemont Friendship Center and 
it's program, call 483-5100 for 
information. 
* * * Members of Northminster 
Presbyterian Chuch senior adult 
center recently enjoyed a day with 
children in all. Then seniors had a handsh
ake, an errand for a less for- brighten the d
ay tomorrow. 
Christmas party and potluck, and tunate pe
rson or tea and cookies Merry Christma
s, everyone! J 
they donated baby gifts for worthy 
/ 
cauaes,' too. In addition, some of ~ 
the seniors also worked on a quilt I I 
together this year and donated it. I 
The seniors meet again in 
January at 4324 Clairemont Mesa 
Blvd. 
* * * Beacb area news includes this 
item for your agenda: On Jan. 7 
there will be a showing of "The 
Eyes, The Mouth" (San Diego 
premiere). It will be screened at 
Sber,wood Auditorium at the La 
Jolla Museum of Contemporary 
Art. 
Seniors can get in for $2.50. The 
box office opens at 7 p.m. Sherwood 
Auditorium is located at 700 Pro-
spect St. in La Jolla. 
. On Dec. 30, Chatsworth Adult 
Center will have an 11 a .m. discus-
sion on "How to Get More From 
Less" with J . J . Ford, an inspira-
tional · young woman who has 
triumphed over tragedy. 
The 12:45 p.m. forum will feature 
Dorothy del Castillo. Her program, 
"Buttpn, Button, Who's Got the 
Button?" will feature a wonderful 
collection that has won competi-
tlons.' Sbe will tell of button history. 
The center Is at 2128 Chatsworth 
Blvd. 
And to top off the year ... the 
Orchard Senior Center at 4040 Han-
cock St. will bid farewell. to 1986 
with a potluck nt noon on Monday, 
Dec. 29. 
Bet those attending will still be 
talking about all the wonderful pro-
grams at the Orchard. The 
December calendar was brimming 
with doings like the Chamber 
Singers, a tree trimming; a sing 
along, a holiday cake walk and 
much more. 
* * * And may this be a wonderful 
season for each and every one of 
you, too. One of the gifts you could 
give yourself Is one you probably 
can't find under your Yuletide tree. 
It's the gift of giving of yourself in a 
volunteer position. 
You can, however, decide now · 
that you can give some of your time 
to help others. One place to start is 
with the Peninsula Shepherd's Of• 
flee. John Tisdale at 223-1640 will 
be happy to tell you how you can 
help telephone shut-ins who need 
reassurance calls or do some 
minor clerical work and answer 
telephones in the office on Friday 
mornings. What a real blessing 
that would be. 'Keep the above 
telephone number handy and give 
him a call and get your new year 
started off great and new 
direction ! 
Remember that your holiday 
~
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J's Nils Madden looks for a way out of the trap sprung 




Egan says Toreros 
'lucky' to beat Rice 
By Ric Bucher, Sw! \\'ri1or 
Th~ University of San Diego may just have to change 
its nickname - from Toreros to 1omads - for its men's 
basketball team. 
"We play better on the road bec~use we're used to it," 
said Coach Hank Egan after his rsn squad stole away 
with a 48-47 victory o,er Rice at the USD Sports Center. 
After staking them.<clves to an 18-point first-half lead 
- 31-13 - the Torero:; were in jeopardy of losing before 
7-foot center Scott Tl:ompson grabbed a loose ball away 
from several Rice p ayers clawing for it underneath 
their own basket with three seconds left. 
Thompson then hea,ed the ball downcourt as time ran 
out and Egan let out ~ audible sigh of relief. 
USD (6-3) was playing at home for only the second 
time this season. 
"How lucky we are," Egan said. "How absolutely 
lucky we are." 
The Toreros establl.shed their early lead by using their 
height advantage dov;n low, hitting 14 of 21 high-percent-
age shots. Thompson and 6-8 forward Nils Madden, hit-
ting turnaround four-footers, had six and nine points, 
respectively, in the iirst half. 
Sophomore guard Danny Means, meanwhile, was 
doing a formidable job on the Owls' leading scorer, 6-3 
senior forward GreE Hines, who was 1-for-i from the 
floor at halftime and had only three points. The Owls 
followed Hines' example, hitting only 5-of-26 as a team 
in the first half. 
Egan wasn't exactly sure what happened in the first 
9½ minutes of the second half. 
See l'SD on PagJ C-3 
I 
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■ USD: Nips Rice despite : 
■ seco·nd-h~lf problems I 
, ..2.. q5j 
· Continued from t-1 Thompson, who finished with a = 
Things started out well enough, as team-high 22 points, revived the ■ 
Madden countered a Rice basket Toreros momentarily by following 
with a two-handed dunk with 18:14 his own shot and sinking a free throw ■ 
remaining to give the Toreros a 33-15 at 10:25 to boost USD's lead back to ■ 
lead. But it was one of only three nine. ■ 
second-half shots taken by Madden, The Toreros, however, after play- ■ 
who finished with eight points and ing man-to-man defense for most of ■ 
grabbed six of his team-high eight the first half, went to a zone in the ■ 
rebounds in the first half. . second. Hines, who had been posting 
"Boy, did we go flat," Egan said. up in the first half with little effect, ■ 
"Nobody wanted to take a chance. moved outside to get the ball and • 
Why run (the offense) if you're not then drove through seams in the ■ 
running it to score?" Toreros' zone for 20 second-half ■ 
While the Toreros ran meaningless points. ■ 
circle drills, the Owls were busy "He scored against the zone," said ■ 
scoring the next 12 points, most of Egan. "He didn't score against the ■ 
them from the outside. man. We just flat stopped playing de-
Hines, who came into the game fense. When our defensive intensity 1 
with a 20.5 scoring average, contrib- goes down then we play offense I 
uted eight of his game-high 23 points scared." 
in that stretch, including a double- The Owls finally closed to one with 
pump drive from the left with 11:19 10 seconds left on a three-point jump-
remaining to cut USD's lead to 33-27. er by Hines from the left wing. USD 
"It's not a lack of effort," said senior guard Paul Leonard took the 
Egan, who has seen his team build inbounds pass, but Rice's D'Wayne 
solid first-half leads several times Tanner forced him out of bounds 
this season only to let them dwindle along the left sideline and the Owls 
away in the second half. "I really got the ball back, only to lose it to 
think (we believe) we're not supposed Th9mpson. 
to lose. That's bull." The Toreros finished 19-for-38 
Losing was almost a reality last from the floor after hitting 14-of-21 
night. (67 percent) in the first half. 
( 
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·('Steve Ga_!Ye,..Y Celebrity Golf Classic Jan. 5 
The £oi::niq ihndal Steve Garvey/Michelob Celebrity Golf 
Classic will be staged Jan. 5 at the Bernardo Heights Country 
Club. The one-day event will begin with breakfast and will also 
include a golf clinic and exhibition by golf professional Dean 
Reinmuth, a , round of g~lf with community leaders, corporate 
heads, prominent professional athletes and celebrities and a 
lunch served on the course. The evening will conclude with a 
banquet and an awards ceremony. 
The tournament is open to the public, however space is limited. 
Participation will be on a first-come, first-serve basis . The fee per 
player is $275 and is considered a tax-deductible contribution. 
Proceeds from the 1987 classic will benefit two local charities, 
the PACE Center for Career Development (PCCD) as well as the 
University of San Diego Athletic Depactment. 
For additionaTiiiformation about the golf .classic or becoming a 
sponsor, call Cori Cole at 453-6666. 
Tragedy, triumph: The 
deaths of Len Bias (above) 
and Don Rogers from drug 
overdose stunned the sports 
world. Jack Nicklaus (left) won 
the Masters at 46; Don Coryell 
(below) was forced out as 
Chargers coach. 
, IN SPORTS 
By Tom McMillan 
Staff Writer 
T he old man and the young man summed up the year in sports, a wondrous year, a 
tumultuous year. The old man and 
the young man gave us triumph and 
hope, tragedy and despair. Out there 
on the horizon we had the Mets and 
the Bears and the Celtics and the 
Canadiens, and a 17-1 long shot 
named Ferdinand winning the 
Kentucky Derby, and a babe of 20 
slugging his way to the heavyweight 
title, but no o~e cut the year to its 
essence as they had. The old man 
and the young man. 
Jack Nicklaus won the Masters at 
age 46. 
Len Bias lay in a coffin at age 22. 
The old man himself said "I kept 
reading that people 46 don't win the 
Masters, and I kind of agreed with 
that, rm afraid,': but then he went 
out and beat the pants off a lot of 
guys who were sucking their thumbs 
when he was winning his first 
Masters in 1963. We got all choked 
· up about it. 
Bias? He was a big, happy bear of 
a man with a piercing smile and the 
kind of moves that made Red 
Auerbach froth at the mouth, but 
two days after Boston made him the 
,• 
No. 2 pick overall in the NBA draft J 
he went limp in a dormitory room at 
the University of Maryland - ·· 
having died of an overdose of 
cocaine. 
The old man and the young man. 
It was a year we never will fo~get. ·'3 
J ANUARY - You knew it t'J would be a Super Bowl to cherish when the spiked-up, 
punked-out quarterback of the 
Chicago Bears showed up in New 
Orleans to talk about acupuncture 
treatments for a "sore behind." 
Later, Jim McMahon had to fend off 
a bogus report that he referred to 
iocal females as "sluts." A grand 
time was had by all. 
There was intrigue for a while -
McMahon, the Fridge, Walter 
Payton and the budding dynasty of 
the Bears against the young, 
improving New England Patriots. 
The Pats, in fact, had celebrated the 
AFC playoff game win over the L.A. 
Raiders with a tag-team match 
featuring their 33-year-old general -
manager, Patrick Sullivan, against · 
the Raiders' Howie Long and Matt 
Millen. Long later dubbed Sullivan 
"the wimp of Foxboro." 
But the Bears ma( e big bowl 
S~e YEAR on rage E-4 
Year: Not all 
the big losses 
came. on field 
Continued from E-1 
a laugher after spotting New 
E!igland a 3--0 lead, and their 36-
point margin of victory (46-10) was 
the largest in Super Bowl history. 
William "The Refrigerator" Perry 
scored a 1-yard touchdown in the 
third quarter to please all the fal 
people in America, and, later, 
different packs of Bears carried 
Coach Mike Ditka and his 
rambunctious assistant, Buddy 
Ryan, off the field. 
Then the laughter stopped. In the 
days after the game, storm clouds 
gathered over New England, the 
NFL and sports in general when a 
Boston newspaper reported that 12 
Patriots players, including four 
starters, bad drug problems. It was 
a sign of things to come. 
The month bad other highlights, 
lowlights and in-between-lights. 
Oklahoma won the national college 
clwnpionship by drubbing top-
ranked Penn State, 25-10, in the 
Orange Bowl New Year's Day; 
UCLA (Rose), Texas A&M (Cotton) 
and Tennessee (Sugar) won the other 
major bowls; Bill Veeck, 71, the 
promotional genius who operated 
three major-league baseball teams 
in his lifetime, died of cardiac 
arres~ Sweetwater running back 
Terry Rodgers was named 
California's high school player of the 
year, the first San Diego County 
athlete to be so honored since 
Marcus Allen in 1977; Calvin Peete 
shot a tournament-record 267, 21 
strokes under par, to win the MONY 
Tournament of champions in 
Carlsbad; and Mira Mesa High 
wrestler America Morris blossomed 
into a national media sensation after 
becoming the first girl to pin a boy 
in a scholastic match. 
F EBRUARY - You knew it would be a wrench'ng year for the Padres when 
Manager Dick W'"' •ms failed to 
show his face in a the day 
before spring tra.111.uJg opened. The 
San Diego Unioa went so far as lo 
-1• •· .... , ...... 1- .. " ........ . 
Notre Dame, but the fun didn't stop 
there. Cleveland State made the 
Final 16 and Navy made the Final 
eighl At a news conference called 
expressly to talk about basketball, 
Louisiana State coach Dale Brown 
got around to other subjects and 
finally called Adolf Hitler "El 
Sicko." Huh? . 
Purists were offended that Navy 
and Cleveland State survived longer 
than such traditional powers as 
Kentucky, St. John's aod North 
Carolina, but order was restored by 
the Final Four - in w'hich 
Louisville, Duke, Kamas and I.SU 
showed up in Dallas. Louisville beat 
Duke for the title, riding the 
coattails of center Pervis "Never 
Nervous" Ellison, who scored 25 
points and became the first 
freshman to be named .MVP of the 
Final Four since Arnie Ferrin of 
Utah in 1944. 
The Univmity of San Diego went 
uninvited by the1fational Invitation 
Tournament, but its hustling coach, 
' Hank Egan, was named co-coach of 
the year in the West Coast Athletic 
Conference. 
Trouble was brewing at San Diego 
State when assistant track coach 
Kent Pagel was suspended in what 
Athletic Director Fred Miller called 
"an internal personnel matter." 
Later, with rumors swirling about 
the use of steroids, Miller 
temporarily suspended the track and 
field program. 
More distressing news arrived 
when a federal judge ruled in favor 
of the Los Angeles Clippers in a $25 
million lawsuit filed by the NBA. 
The league contested the Clippers' 
move north from San Diego in 1984. 
A PRil.- You knew it would be a swell year for old age when Nic)(laus stormed 
from four shots behind on the last 
five holes to win the 50th Masters at 
Augusta, Ga. The squinting Golden 
Bear shot a 7-under-par 65 on the · 
final round but admitted that bis 
caddie - son Jack II, who has 
"-••-- ---t-ht - ..,.,..,_.,. him -• ♦ h 
That 'pest,' Lenny Dyks-
tra, helped the Mets win the 
World Series. 
San Diego fell behind, three games 
to one, in the best-of-seven final 
series, then rallied gallantly to 
defeat Minnesota for the Major 
Indoor Soccer League crown. 
A crowcl of 12,888, the first sellout 
of the season at the Sports Arena, 
watched the Sockers dump · 
Minnesota, 5-3, in Game 7, as playoff 
.MVP Brian Quinn got· two goals and 
one assist. Afterward, defender 
Fernando Clavijo concluded, "This 
team was made to win 
championships." 
A second pro title was decid 
before Memorial Day when the 
upstart Mootreal Canadiens rode the 
(Oallending of 20-year-old Patrick 
The Sao J?iego Union/Humberto Ramirez 
The Sockers got one for the thumb, a fifth .MISL title. 
But even as the sympathy peaked, 
medical investigators were proving 
that cocaine was involved - that it 
had, in fact, been th~ cause of death. 
It shook the sports world to its very 
foundation. 
Lives cqanged. Ma.ryland coach 
Lefty Dricsell lost his job in the 
backlash, although the school 
reassigned him to other duties . 
Prince Gcprge's County state 
attorney Arthur A. Marshall Jr., who 
sought much publicity in the case, 
lost his bid for re-election later in 
the year. Iri the swirl of negativism 
on campus, Athletic Director Dick 
Dull stepped down. Ma.ryland began 
a time of self-insoection that 
brain; a headline in the sports 
section blared, "Trader Jack says 
Padres aren't using their talent"; 
Canadian sprinter Ben Johnson 
stunned Carl Lewis at the Goodwill 
Games by winning the 100-meter 
dash in 9.95 seconds, the fastest time 
ever at sea level; Greg LeMond 
became the first American to win 
the Tour de France; and, in a story 
headlined "Coryell weighing 
retirement in '86," Chargers coach 
Don Coryell was quoted, "I do not 
want to die on the football field. If 
it's a bad season, I'm not going to 
bang it up. I may get fired, but I'm 
not going to quit. I never quil" 
LaMarr Hoyt was in and 
out of trouble all year long. 
used, plain as day. M-o-n-e-y. It's all 
about making money for the 
university"; and four-time champion : 
John McEnroe was ushered from the 
U.S. Open in four sets by unseeded 
Paul Annacone. 
SEPTEMBER - You kn6Y. it would be a hot time at the -Orange Bowl when Brian 
Bosworth and Oklahoma met Vinny 
Testaverde's Miami team to settle 
two small SQuabbles: the Heisman 
. Trophy an 1 in the polls. 
Suffice to i... .o one shook bands. 
Testaverde, the street-smart 
quarterback from New York. hit 21 
;tt;; e;~ght~_:_~b;i.;i'iti;; with guauenwn g 0 1 :tv-year-010 t"'11 trac ,c. a u me ot se:u . u,,apecuon t.n•t A t:GUST - You knew it or 28 passes for ZGI yards and (Our call 1L "lug.o.ly unusual." Roy lo a Stanley Cup victory over continues still. 
touchdowns as Miami bea l the 
The Poer Padres. The next day, at his club selection. Calgary. It was the 23rd league title No sooner had the Bias furor would be a horrid month fo~ 
Soooen, 28-16, before a surprising 
a news c:oaference'wbereile'W'll3"-.. Said the old m~o beat out tor hockey's most fabled franchise. settled down than the identical Lhe Padres once team 
non•selloul crowd. The day was 
photograplled kissing learn owner Tom Kile and Greg Norman, "I got Intriguingly. Roy was only one year tragedy struck again. Don Rogers, president Ballard Smith opened his 
punctuated by a bench-clearing 
Joan Kroc, Williams announced be pretty emotional about il I just sort older than Pervis Ellison, the callow the promising young defensive back mouth. Whal resulted was a series of brawl in the fourth quarter and 
would not return for the season. of welled up." Final Four MVP. for the National Football League's charges, counter-charges, team 
Bosworth's uncharacteristic 
Kroc bad sided with her manager The Padres' LaMarr Hoyt agreed At the Brickyard in Indianapolis, Cleveland Browns, had ingested too meetings. official statements and post game silence. Said The Boz in a• 
during a December tempest over bis to conditions - including a guilty balding Bobby Rabal won a rain- much cocaine. He died on the e\'e or one well•publicized 30-day prepared statement, "Teslaverde 
employment that some in the plea to a misdemeanor charge of delayed Indy 500 at the fastest speed bis wedding day. suspension. Can anyone here just played great. Mistakes killed us. I'll 
Padres' troubled front office bad being a public nuisance - for ever: 170.722 mph. The race also Back in the world of fun and play the game? 
have no trouble forgetting this one." 
fried to play down. Veteran Graig having several charges against him produced the closest three-car finish games, dynamic soccer star Diego Smith went on record decrying Gee, thanks, Brian. 
Nettles spoke for the players when dropped. They included possession of ever, with Rahal winning by 1.4 Maradona led Argentina lo a 3-% drug use among pro athletes and Back borne, as the Padres plunged 
be said, "Everyone seems to be marijuana and carrying a seconds over Kevin Cogan and 1.8 ~ictory over West Germany in the said be would offer no multiyear 
more than 20 games behind first-
pretty happy about il A lot of guys switchblade. seconds over Rick Mears. World Cup final at Mexico City; the contracts without a drug-testing place Houston in the NL West, 
were uptigllt playing for him." Meanwhile, all sorts of wondrous The NBA got a jolt when the Angels' Don Sutton became the 19th program - which was fine until he Gossage got his wish and was 
The nut day, the Padres named things were happening out there in young, hungry Houston Rockets pitcher in major•league history to dragged Tim Raines of the Montreal reinstated to the roster. In exchange,. 
minor-league instructor Steve Boros the mainland, including: Roger spoiled the anticipated Boston•Los win 300 games, stopping Texas, 5-1, Expos into Lhe mess. Of Raines, the be agreed to donate $25,000 of his 
as their 111th manager in 17 years, Clemens' record 20-strikeout Angeles matchup in the finals. Ralph at Anaheim Stadium; Raymond eventual l',L batting champ who 
salary to charity, and apologize to 
and everyone smiled about it. performance in a nine-inning game Sampson popped in a desperation, Floyd, 43, became the oldest became a free agent after the Smith, Kroc and the McDonald's 
General Manager Jack McKeon said against Seattle that Boston Red Sor over-the-shoulder jumper at the champion in U.S. Open history by season, Smith said, "We would not Restaurant Corp. (Among Gossage's 
of Boros, "Be bas tremendous manager John McNamara called, buzzer, and the Rockets eliminated shooting a fi nal-round 66 to beat go after Tim Raines or any player 
other crimes had been accusing 
·baseball knowledge, tremendous ''The most awesome piece of the Lake rs in the Wes tern Lanny Wadkins and Chip Beck; and who bas bad a drug problem for that Kroc of "poisoning the world with 
communications skills." pitching I've ever seen," and no Conference Finals, 114-112. Said the the Celtics, led by three-time MVP reason alone. It just sends the wrong her hamburgers.") 
: The ugly side of sports showed its wonder; Michael Jordan's Lakers' center, 39-year-old Kareem Larry Bird, stomped Houston in the message." Raines, of course, was The Los Angeles Ra.ms swung the 
s'carred-up face once more. In overwhelming 63-point effort Abdul-Jabbar, "I was happy he NBA finals for their 16th league title flabbergasted. He is a model trade of the NFL season, shipping 
Atlanta, a federal court jury against the Boston Celtics, an NBA threw up a bad shot over his in 30 years. rehabilitation project. Pro Bowl guard Kent Hill and two 
awarded $1.57 million in damages to playoff record; Rob DeCastella's shoulder. Then the darn thing went At a team meeting, Smith backed No. 1 draft picks, among other 
,ian Kemp. a former University of victory at the Boston Marathon in 2 in." J ULY - You knew it would be off the Raines statement but properties, to Houston for the rights ~rgia English instructor who said hours, 7 minutes, 51 seconds, the Bill Shoemaker, 54, took bis cue a month to remember - for reiterated his push for a drug- to rookie quarterback Jim Everett. she was fired for speaking out third-fastest time ever; and Michael from Niclclaus and rode the long the bar association - wbeo testing program. Meanwhile, Padres 
"We had to pay a healthy price, but 
against academic favoritism for Spinks' successful defense of his shot Ferdinand to victory in Lhe the USFL's anti-trust suit against outfielder Tony Gwynn said he 
we feel it's worth it," said Rams 
athletes. In East Rutherford, N.J., International Boxing Federation Kentucky Derby at Churchill Downs. the NFL was decided in a New York might not return to the team when coach John Robinson, who once 
Giants lineback.er Lawrence Taylor, title against Larry Holmes, who Favored Snow Chief finisbed 11th, 19 courtroom. "It's like a death in the his contract expires in 1990. thought his quarterback of the 
an All-Pro in each of his sir seasons, said, ''Was it fair? Is there fairness lengths back. Shoemaker, who had family,'' USFL commissioner Harry More bell broke loose when Smith, future was Dieter Brock. Ouch. 
tras admitted into a drug• in the world? Is Reagan fair? Is won 217 stakes races at the time, Usher said after bis league was reacting to a stream of criticism by Meanwhile, the Dodgers' 
i;ebabililatiao center. In Boylston, Kbadafy fair?" called this "the best one of the whole awarded$ (trebled to $3) in relief pilcber Goose Gossage, tried Fernando Valenzuela two-hit 
Mass., Holy ~ football coach Up north, the Edmonton Oilers group because I'm in the twilight of damages. But Donald Trump of the to suspend Gossage for 30 days Houston to win 20 games for the 
Rick Carter committed suicide by blew their dream of three straight my career." young Jeagi\e's New Jersey franchise without pay. Among Gossage's first time in his sir-year career; 22-
banging. Stanley Cups when defememan found reason to call it, "a great crimes was calling Padres year-old Jimmy Jones one-hit the 
: Baseball commissioner Peter Steve Smith whipped an errant J UNE - You knew it would be moral victory." You wonder management "Gutless, spineless, Astros in his Padres debut; a Ueberroth tben rocked the boat by clearing pass that hit lbd skate of a month to remember - but sometimes about Trump. worthless," after it banned alcohol headline alerted readers "Underdog conditionally suspending seven goaltender Grant Fuhr ~d skidded not fondly - when the news The Los tf eles Raiders made from the clubhouse. After yet Aztecs get their chance at prestige," players witll former drug problems. into his own neL The Oilers lost, 4-3, crackled out of the radio June 19. waves by s1 ng fourth-round draft another team meeting, when the but, alas, San Diego Slate flopped Each of the players agreed to the in the seventh and deciding game of Len Bias, the first-team All- pick Napoleon McCallum to an NFL players asked Smith to reinstate 
against UCLA, 4~14; the New York 
conditions, including a donation of 10 Lbe Smythe Division finals against American from the University or contract. M~um's availability Gossage, pitcher Andy Hawkins said, Meis, baseball's hottest team, 
percent of llis salary to a drug- Calgary. Maryland, the second pick overall in was still in uestion because of a "We agreed not to blast (Smith)." 
clinched their first division title 
preventioo program. Back east, the Pittsburgh Pirates the NBA draft two days earlier, bad five-year o~ligation to the U.S. Later, Hawkins said, "It's 
since 1973; Mike Scott no-hit San 
Of course, there were bright spots. created a legal stir when' lbey died of a heart attack. Navy. Mea while, overseas, a depres.,ing. real depressing. It's a 
' Francisco to clinch the NL West 
Little Isiah Thomas slithered announced they were suing fonner Damn. hastily assembled U.S. national good indication of w~ere our title for Houston; the Los Angeles 
through the forest of 7-footers to get outfielder Dave Parker t; bait $5.3 How? team Jost tq Argentina but rallied to organization is heading." Raiders wobbled to an 0-3 start; Lou 
30 points and 10 assists and win the million in deferred pa~ts. The It took time to sort througb the win the World Basketball Beyond the Padres' inner turmoil: Holtz lost his Notre Dame debut, 24-
MVPawardattheNBAAll~tar team charged that Parkers details, lime to heal the pain, the Cbampionslrip, 87-85, over the Soviet The Navy gave McCallum 
' 23, to Michigan; linebacker Billy 
Game; Bob Tway held off Bernhard "improper, illegal and heavy use of anguish. Rumors rose almost Union. It was the first such U.S. title permission to play for the Raiders Ray Smith became the first Charger 
Langer 011 die final day to win the coca1ne," seriously affected his instantaneously that traces of since 1954. I on weekends if it did not interfere in two years 'to win the NFL Shearson Leaman Brothers Andy performance on the field. The battle cocaine bad been found in Bias' Elsewbe;, teen•aged Boris with bis official duties; Buffalo defensive player of the week award; Williams Open at Torrey Pines rages still urine, but friends and loved ones and Becker of est Germany won his made USFL refugee Jim Kelly the 
and the NCAA restored the 
South; a tne Yankee, Geoff Bodine, And in the NFL draft, Auburn teammates said that was an second W~ledon men's title, NFL's highest-paid player, signing 
eligibility of 60 Nebraska football 
won the Daytona 500; and San Diego running back Bo Jackson was the impossibility. Bias was described as thrashing I n Lend! in the final; him to a five-year contract for $7.5 players who were temporarily 
State's AntJiooy Watsoo scored 54 top pick but shunned Tampa Bay to a born-again Christian. """"Nf fil"• ~•-l million; John Henry, the 11-year-old suspended for improper use of game points, an NCAA higb last year, as sign with the Kansas City Royals. The Rev. Jesse Jackson was stumped lb women's field; The gelding who won $6,597,947 lifetime, the Aztecs thumped U.S. among the speakers at a public Great Whi Shark, Greg Norman. limped bad into retirement with passes. lntematiooal, 138-93. M AY - You knew it would ceremony to mourn Bias' death at shot a final- ound 69 to win the strained leg ligaments; Whlle I In a quick-fir money move, the be a month of bead- the Cole Field House on Maryland's British Ope~ by sir strokes; the pitching for the San Francisco 0 CTOBER - You knew it Sockers sold the great Steve Zungul shaking amazement if the campus, and be told of the young American U ague beat the NatioBa! Giants, Steve Carlton became the would be a month of to Tacoma for $175,000. Sockers were involved. Tbe :earn power forward being at peace now, League, 3-2, Jn baseball's All-Star second man in major-league history instability when the Padres M ARCH - You knew it that bad woo four straight "slam-0unking with the angels." Red Game as MVP Clemens threw 21 10 strike out (,000; USFL owners and Chargers lost lb~ field t,,,-<es woold be a funky NCAA professional indoor soccer league Auerbach of the Celtics presented strikl"" •~ 25 pitches; Kansas City voted oot to play the 1986 season; 
.,.,  ~ - "'ff,,"' Bias' parents with the jersey their Roy nager Dick Howser had a James Bias. Len's grieving father, ba:sketbaA 11ament titles, and grown rather bored with son would have worn in the NBA. mali "-"l tumor removed from h.i:s said in an interview, "I think he was See YEAR age E·5 when Arkansas-Li ,ck beat it, tried a different lack this time: 
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7-FOOT CENTER SCOTT THOMPSON IS TOREROS' TOP Gl' 
With USD at home, 
clo_se game is likely 
By Kirk Kenney 
Tribune Sportswriter 
If the)JSO-basketball team's penchant for exciting finishes continues 
at the USD Sports Center, Toreros coach Hank Egan may want to have 
a mobile cardiac unit on standby for the remainder of the team's home 
games. 
USD has watched large llalitime leads evaporate in winning its two 
home games tllis season by a combined three points. The Toreros 
defeat r.:d·Boise State 54-52 three weeks ago on a jumper by forward Nils 
Madden at the buzzer. USD center Scott Thomspon preserved a 48-47 
victory Tuesday night against Rice wllen he corralled an errant pass 
under the Owls basket. 
The Toreros (6-3) continue .a lour-game homestand_ tQnig~t ~t 7:30 at 
the Sports Center when they host Loyola College of Maryland. 
USD forward Mark Manor isn't proud of the Toreros' inability to 
maintain a lead, but he believes the team has learned from the experi-
ence. 
"I think we'll overcome it just because it's happened to us a couple of 
times," said Manor, adding, "I tllink we probably need a little more 
movement once we get the ball into tile big guys. We also need to hlt a 
few outside shots to keep them from sagging on the big guys." 
Loyola (4:1) has 10 lettermen back from last season's 16-12 team, 
including four senior starters. The Greyhounds enter the contest with 
senior guard Michael Morrison (19 points a game) and senior forward 
David Gately (18.4 ppg) leading four starters in double figures. Loyola, 
averaging 86 points a game, suffered its first loss of the season Monday 
against Towson State 98-82. 
Thomspon leads the Toreros with 18.6 points a game and 6.0 re-
bounds. He is shooting 85 percent from the free-throw line aitei: hitting 
26 of 27 attempts lhe past three games. Madden is averaging 10.7 points 
a game and a team-high 6.4 rebounds. Guard Paul Leonard is averaging 
11.3 points. , 
I 
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Madden leads USO past Loyola, 87-6 
By The Assoclat~ig --
-
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· · · 
,._}l/len ', P. C. B Eu r SU 
Nils Ma~den scored 22 points 
Saturday !}lght and the U~rsity 
of San . Diego opened a big 7ead 
early ~ :so victory over 
Loyola of Maryland in a non--
conference college . basketball 
game. 
l 
~an Diego ran off 11 unanswered 
pomts to take a 20-7 lead and then 1 
followed with a 23-5 spurt to lead 
4'.7-19 with four minuts left in the 
first half. 
West basketball 
The Toreros made 22 of 30 shots 
(?3 percent) from the field in the 
first half. 
Martr Nunn added 13 points for 
San Diego, which improved its 
record to 7-3. 
David Gately scored 16 points 
and Tommy Lee added 14 for 
Loyo!a, which fell to 4-2. 
\\;Ir. ::,. ~41 ,IS4 U) 
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COLLEGE BASKETBALL '86 
l,I~rushes Loyola, 87-60 
Madden hits 22 as Toreros build big• le~d and keep it 
I • 
By Steve Brand 
Staff Writer 
A magician performed at halftime 
of the University of San Diego-Loyo-
la College of Maryland game last 
night, but by then the Toreros had 
already done their own disappearing 
act. 
Riding Nils Madden's season-high 
22 points, the Toreros romped to an 
87-60 victory before 660 at the USD 
Sports Center. 
As it has done most of the season, 
USD (7-3) jumped out to a lopsided 
52-23 halftime advantage. 
Veteran Toreros followers refused 
to get too excited. USD has had a 
penchant this season for bolting out 
to early leads, then barely holding 
on. 
Not this time. What the fans saw 
before intermission is what they got 
after the break. 
"At halftime, Coach (Hank Egan) 
told us to go after it like it was 0-0, 
instead of letting up," said Madden, 
who was successful on 11 of 14 field-
goal attempts, all from in close. 
"He told us to jam it in the hole, to 
go strong. It helped that we were bit-
ting outside. When we don't, they 
triple-team inside, they collapse." 
Collapse is a nasty word at USD. 
That's exactly what the Toreros have 
done in the second half all season. 
But when the score jumped to 72-
37, the starters got a chance to watch 
the reserves finish up. 
The 87 points was a season-high for 
the winners, who host the University 
of Colorado on Wednesday. USD is 3-
0 at home this season. 
Egan could find little about last 
night's game he didn't like, including 
.the fact he could use reserves like 
Marty Munn, who hit four straight 
shots in the first half and finished 
with 13 points. • • 1 . 
Munn didn't play at all in USD's 
48-47 victory over Rice Tuesday. 
"What's most imPQrtant is that it's 
a win," Egan said. "!rhat's not news,-
but it's what counls. What people 
don't realize is that il you shoot 60 
percent in the fjrst half and the other 
team shoots '19 percent, you know 
that will change. 
"Look at the two football games 
today. Both winning · teams had big 
leads and the other teams came on 
strong. When you're behind, especial-
ly when you're way behind, you're 
loose as you can be. 
"The thing is, you can't panic. They 
(the Greyhounds) closed some to-
night, but we continued to play, to do 
the things we did in the first half." · 
What USD did in the first half was 
dominate. i 
Two spurts of 11-0 and one of 13-0 
before halftime led to a dizzying 73-
percent shooting performance. 
Scoring was just half the story, as 
Egan's team played tenacious de-
fense against smaller Loyola (4-2), 
dominating the boards, 18-11. Loyola 
hit only eight of 30 first-half at-
tempts from the field. 
Madden was especially impres-
sive, scoring 16 points - one below 
bis previous season high - in the 
first 20 minutes. 
•we saw their size (the tallest 
Greyhound was 6-foot-7) and knew 
we could go after them," said Mad-
den, who bas been fighting a flu bug. 
'Td rather play against bigger 
guys. though. We just did what we 
were supposed to do. You play a 
smaller team like this and you're 
supposed to dominate." 
The Toreros balanced Madden's in-
side game by hitting six three-
pointers early on. 
By game's end, 10 USD players 
scored, with Paul Leonard (10) join-
ing Madden and Munn in double fig-
ures. The Toreros shot 60 percent 
from the field for the game. 
David Gately, who hit just two of 
eight shots in the first half, led Loyo-
la with 16 points. The only other 
Greyhound in double figures was 
Tommy Lee with 14. 
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USD's Scott Thompson towers over Loyola's Tommy Lee looking for a place to pass. / 
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"Sesf& Jackson among the dignitaries:~ 
~q ~ , 
set or state Democratic convention-
Sen. Joe Biden of Delaware, U.S. Rep. Bill Gray 
and Rev. Jesse Jackson have confirmed their ap-
pearances at the state Democratic convention Jan. 
30 through Feb. l in Sacramento. Still to be heard 
from are governors Mario Cuomo and Bruce Bab-
bitt, senators Bill Bradley and Barbara Mikulksi, 
Rep. Richard Gephardt and Gary Hart. 
The convention will be the first official party 
gathering since the re-electio11 of Alan Cranston and 
it will be the first held under a new party structure 
that establishes one set of statewide officers. 
* Political headaches: Before joining the_Univer~ity 
of Sall..Die~o's law faculty, Robert Fellmeth was a 
deputy district attorney in San Diego, specializing in 
consumer-oriented white-collar crime and anti-trust 
cases. Today, as head of USD's Center for Public 
Interest Law, Fellmeth and his center are giving 
headaches to local politicians. 
The center was responsible for writing and 
sponsoring AB-2674, an amendment to California's 
Brown Act which requires government agencies to 
post agendas of regular meetings 72 hours in 
advance, and prohibits them from acting on non-
agenda items. 
Though the amendment doesn't take force until 
Jan. 1, it already has generated criti~ism from some 
quarters, specifically El Cajon City Attorney Lynn 
McDougal and members of the City Council. They 
believe it may erode the public's right to swift 
government action. 
Fellmeth, who became involved in consumer 
causes in 1968 when he was recruited by Ralph 
Nader to help compile a report on the Federal Trade 
Politics 
MannyCruz 
Commission, may address those concerns when he 
and his center sponsor a Jan. 8 seminar on the 
Brown Act and AB-2674 for local journalists and 
other interested parties. It 's set for 6:30 p.m. in 
Grace Courtroom of USD 's School of Law. 
* Internships: College students yearning for op-
portunities to learn more about a broad range of 
issues and how they're dealt with by politicians may 
be interested in internships being offered by U.S. 
Sen. Pete Wilson. Up to 25 interns, both full- ahd 
part-time, will be chosen for Wilson's offices in San 
Diego, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Orange County 
and Fresno. 
Students interested in the program should call the 
office in which they would like to work. 
* Major speech: Gov. Deukmejian's fifth State of 
the State address will be delivered Jan. 7 at 5 p.m. in 
the California Assembly chamber in Sacramento: 
Deukmejian will be sworn in for a second term and 
deliver his inaugural address Jan. 5. The 11 a.m·. 
ceremony will be held on the west steps of the 
Capitol. / :_ 
SANDORJ. STANGL 
• Occupadon: Hotel later-
CoaW>llltal ttK!onal v;.. prw• 
dent,..opera.t.icms for the wetUrtl 
United Sta,.. and aenenl aWI· 
a,a- al Hotel loter-CootineaW 
Sano;..,. 
• Edacadoa: Hotel School ol 
Vienna. Gnduate or Stanford 
Unlvenity u-=utive procram.. 
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DENNIS L. RUSSELL 
• Occupation.: President of 
Den-Ed Ruaeell, ·tnc. , coacrete 
construction. 
• Education.: Wichita CK.a.n-
u.a) Un.ivenity. 
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oould chue rebbite In the....._ 
• Fa.mlly: Wife Barbara and 
clauahter Denia. 
• lntvule: Golf (10 or 11 
handicap) and •ltiJna. Hu a 
private piloc.'1 lice.n.te.. Pre.ideal 




· Immigration Reform Law 
San Diego Focus is a monthly feature of the Tran-
script which explores issues in business, finance, Jaw, 
real estate, architecture, construction and a wealth of 
areas in between. Du.ring round table discussions with 
editors of the Transcript, San Diegans discuss issues 
and trends that affect our community. 
Q Whatconcerns do you have about the new 
immigration law? 
Vargas: What is going to hap-
pen in the enforcement of the act in 
the bilateral relations between the 
U.S. and Mexico? 
This is going to turn into a very 
sensitive issue. If the INS adopts a 
very harsh interpretation of the 
act, human rights violations, 
aspects of personal safety, con-
stitutional rights of aliens in this 
country are going to be affected. 
Mexico is going to respond to that 
situation. 
Mexico is terribly concerned 
right now because they don't know 
what's going to happen and they 
feel there might be massive depor-
tar of Mexicans. What's going 
to an to the Mex.ican economy? 
As far as I know the Mex.ican 
Minister of Foreign Affairs has al-
nady ·issued instructions to the 
embass_y in Washington and to the 
consulates all over the country to 
have a special consular official in 
charge of the protection of Mexican 
nationala. 
The Mexican government is go-
ing to be monitoring how the INS is . 
going to enforce this. This also 
covers employers. 
Now Americans an! going to go 
down to Mexico to explott to what 
extent it's going to be more eco-
nomic for them to use land in Mex-
ico for agricultural purposes; then 
export the products to the United 
States. 
Many Americans are going to 
start contracting workers in Mex-
ico to bring them hen. There are 
going to be some centers for hiring 
Mexicans. 
Badger: The bill ruffinns the 
traditional right of an American to 
have his property free from u.nlaw-
ful search and seizure. 
Also, in agriculture for years we 
have been regulated and ngimen• 
ted out of business. Now you people 
(construction, hotels) are going to 
get some taste of what we've been 
having for years. 
Stangl: As an employer, I now 
have to verify that you have a 
Social Security card, you are an 
all.en, you have a driver' a. license. 
I'm actually responsible to assure 
that this documentation is a fact. 
For somebody who is com-
puterized it's all fine 'and dandy. 
But my industry is a cottage in-
dustry. You have 40,000 hotel 
rooms in San Diego of which 15,000 
are of hotels which are bigger than 
20 and 30 rooms. 
When I have a big function in the 
hotel, I hire 400 waiters ( ne in 
at 4 o'clock in the aftenl l'bey 
start setting the tables because I 
am giving a dinner for 2,000 peo-
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CHARLES E. BADGER 
• Occupation: President or 
R.E. Badger & Son, Inc., a citru• 
and avocado rrove management 
aerviceinRanchoSanta Fe. 
• Education: Univenity of 
Ari.Jona. 
• Experience: Took over the 
bu.aiae11 Crom hi• father, who had 
,tarted it in 1922. The company 
maint.aina 1,000 ac::ru in Rancho 
Santa Fe area. 
• Early yean: Dom in Rancho 
Santa Pe. 
• Family: Wife Sue; clauahLere 
Kathy, Lori and Sbanin; eon 
Chuck. 
• lnle....U: Backpacltlna and 
fooina. Ptuidenl or the S.n 
Dieao Coun\y Parm Bureeu thl> 
year. 
pie. I have to screen those 400 
waiters and I have to ve~ that 
those 400 waiters are all legal 
workers. How do you do this be-
tween 4 o'clock and when the party 
startsat6? 
I 
Russell: More work is being 
done in San Diego County that is 
non union. They (Mexicans) can 
come across and have a job open 
because the guy will give him $5 or 
$10 an hour. The lowest paid union 
guy is about $22 or $23 an hour up 
to $30 an hour by the time you pay 
all his benefits. 
The lowest guy on my payroll is 
about $8 an hour up to about $40 or 
$45anhour. 
Vargas: Recently a friend called 
me from Mexicali on the Mexican 
side because now farmers are mov-
ing down to Mexico in order to start 
renting land in Mexico for agricul-
tural purposes. They think the 
salaries are going to increase here 
so much that they might be out of 
business. 
Badger: I graduated from the 
University of Arizona and many of 
my compatriots in the late 40's and 
early 50's are now the owners and 
managers of large ranches in Baja 
California and even down into 
Mexico. 
Stangl: It's not conducive to our 
industry that we should carry the 
role of the government to secure 
the borders and that we shall allow 
dissension among the employees. 
It's already happening now. 
sonal properties do in hiring labor 
on a short-term basis. 
When I sell a room for $100 I ob-
viously have to assure my cuSU>m• 
er that he gets fresh linen but that 
he is surrounded by people we can 
trust. . 
We believe there are some out 
there who employ illegal aliens. 
We don't think that the industry as 
a whole, however, is going to be af-
·fected too much except that the 
burden of making them legal em-
ployees will increase the cost. 
The means of doing business will 
be more expensive. 
Vargas: If you analyze the his-
tory of immigration to this country 
you' ll see that those who come from 
Mexico fear la migra - fear the 
INS. With this new act, which is so 
technical, so complicated, I don't 
feel all these undocumented per-
sons will go to INS to try to get in• 
formation. One of the alternative 
channels for communication in 
disseminating all this information 
is church groups. 
Q Wbatabout American workers? How do they perceive 
this new act? 
Russell: In my industry we're 
getting a lot of people in from out of 
state - Texas, Oklahoma, where 
the economy is very bad. It's so 
competitive out there. They'tt not 
qualified to do the kind of work 
that we have to pay $20 or $30 an 
hour. 
We can go to the people out of 
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laborers, then they're good labor-
ers. If they're motivated then 
they're better labottrs.. 
Russell: There's a big dilfere.nce 
between the attitude of people 
coming from out of state versus the 
people from Mexico. The attitude is 
tremendous. The people from Mex-
ico want to work; they really go out.. 
and do it. 
The people coming in are saying, 
'I don't want to do this. This is a 
little too hard. You owe me some-
thing.' No, I don't owe you any-
thing. If you want a job I've got a 
job but you've got to perform. 
Badger: These people ,are 
motivated and are happy people. 
They know bow to work; they know 
how to perform. You've got to put 
that in context with what your 
local labor force is. Sometimes your 
local labor force falls t.erribly short 
of these people coming up from 
south of our border. 
Vargas: For Mexicana the Unit-
ed States is ttally the land of op-
portunity; the land aC democracy. 
It's where hard working people are 
going to be elevated socially, 
educationally. When they come 
here they are highly motivated in 
the sense that they do th'lir best. 
Q Hr- much can a 1 ,rmake ii. __ ,xico compared 
with In this country? 
'The Fence Divides Our Hearts' 
By RICHARD J. GAMBINO 
Speciol To TbeSaa D1e10 Dally Tmllcript 
There is a well-worn saying that I hesitate to use, but 
in this case I truly have been on both sides of the fence. 
The fence I write of divides parent and child, rich and 
poor, night and day. The fence we call our national 
border does not divide two nations, it divides our coun• 
try from a mass movement of people from around the 
world. The fence divides our hearts. 
I spent a good deal of time in my high school years on 
the south side of the fence when I was involved with a 
church group that worked in the orphanages around 
the Tijuana area. 
I was introduced to ring worm on the bodies of 5-
year-old children, to having my arm crawling with 
head lice while bathing the children, and to scraping 
the insides of more plugged up toilets thlln I want to 
remember. I can still recall the tales of some of the 
children's lives and that some had parents who simply 
could not afford to feed them. The parents had dropped 
their children off to have the orphanages take care of 
them. 
What I remember most about the south side ~f the 
border is walking through a shanty area we Americans 
called "Cardboard City." I was there to look for a 
runaway orphan. A river of sewage ran through the 
middle of the shacks and children played in it. 
I looked north through the fence and wondered how a 
country as great as America could allow such misery to 
exist within ~ew of our own homes. 
Now at twice that age, I stand and look south at a 
fence that plays a key role in the future ofmy own live-
lihood. To help bolster this fence our government had 
mandated a new immigration bill that comes as a 
breath of fresh air to myself and my co-w~rkers and in-
forms the world that our job market is not open for all 
who can get here. 
I work in the construction industry as a drywaller. 
The relati.vely few Americans left who are doing this 
trade hope that these new laws may return the jobs 
that have been given away back to the American 
workers who deserve them. ' 
I have sat idly by as developers, contractors and sub-
contractors have used illegal aliens to drive down the 
wages, working conditions and in the end the quality of 
the homes that people are buying today. 
I work in places that aliens have slept in, cooked in, 
and defecated in. Because illegal aliens will work 
under any conditions to make more than the two or 
three dollars a day they would make back in their own 
country, I am also forced to work in conditions that are 
physically dangerous. My wages have fallen 25 percent 
in the last fom years and yet we all kno~ the price of a 
home has gone up consistently. · 
I watch on the job sites as the Border Patrol raids my 
place of work. The illegal aliens usually have spotters 
that whistle in unison from the tops of buildings as the 
Border Patrol is sighted long before they arrive. 
When the Border Patrol does make it on the job site 
undetected, the aliens run to any place they can hide. 
Very few get caught because there has not !icen the 
manpower needed to apprehend the numbers of people 
who have obtained jobs illegally. 
One of the compan''" ( worked for had over 30 illegal 
aliens (as admit my boss) working for them. 
When the Border Pa, .. , raided our job sites it would be 
hke a ghost town when they left. Most of the aliens that 
escaped would gather around and boast of their escape 
and then leave for the day for fear of repeated raids. 
Towards the end of my employment with this com-
pany the aliens were overheard by my partner, who is 
an American-Mexican, that they felt one of us was call-
ing the Border Patrol on them. 
Recently I was laid off, while other illegal aliens 
were retained, and was forced to go look for work. My 
psrtner a"nd I spent several days going from job site to 
job site looking for work. 
On every construction site we wen~ to we did not find 
one person who spoke English and found it difficult, 
even with my partner translating, to obtain any in_:- . 
formation as to the person hiring in om trade. Two 
other Americans that had worked with us, who were 
also laid off, experienced the same thing my partner 
and I had. 
During this time I would see on television or read in 
the paper about the movement th~t had begun to fight 
for the illegal alien. I saw how they would be displaced. 
I read how they would be discriminated against. I 
heard how there had to be vigilance to protect 
whatever rights they had. 
Ironically, they could have been talking about me. 
Lately I have come to be concerned about our 
children north of the fence . What kind of employment 
opportunities are we going to leave for them? Will they 
be able to maihtain the living standards that I was 
taught to strive for and that I am teaching my son? 
Not all of our children are college bound and we 
cannot give away the blue collar sector to anyone until · 
those jobs are filled with Americans. I for one can attest 
to the fact that those jobs are being denied to Ameri-
cans. 
Many times I have had fathers come up to me looking 
for work and I have had to tell them that there are il-
legal aliens doing the job. Parents have asked me to 
train their sons and I have had to refuse because the 
wages are too low for me to afford to train an appren-
tice. 
If the builders of this city start immediately, the op-
portunity to train an American work crew is at hand. 
By using the few journeymen left, a work force can be 
started to replace the illegal aliens. 
However, if the builders wait until they are forced to 
do so by the immigration bill , they may find them• 
selves paying out of their pockets for it. 
If you wonder how the laws can be enforced; look to 
the men on the job sites who are starting to realize 
these jobs could go to their relatives and friends. 
I have seen first hand just what the illegal alien is 
trying to flee from . The eyes of the children on the 
south side of the fence still haunt. me when I look into 
the eyes of an alien and they look to be that of a face I 
knew ten years ago. 
Now I look into the eyes of the children on the north 
side of the fence and I realize the leaders of this country 
must not let them down. 
Richard J. Gambino is chairman of the San Diego 
County chapter of Federation for American Immigra-
tion Reform. He has Jived in San Diego most of his life 
and bas worked in the construction industry as a 
drywaller for ten years in both the private and com• 
mercial sector. Aller college Gambino traveled exten-
sively throughout Mexico and Central America. 
Q How many illegal aliens are there in each of your 
industries in San Diego 
County? 
Badger: We were at one time 
highly dependent and there are 
still some segments of our industry 
that are highly dependent on the 
illegals. This would especially be 
true for tomato harvest production. 
Our -tomato acreage has dropped 
down to almost nothing. 
In the North County with our 
tree crops - avocados and citrus -
the only dependency on outside 
labor would be · the harvesting. 
Tlu,'t would be where the most iJ. 
legal aliens would be. 
The flower industry has some 
but even our acreage is being low-
ered in flowers. We are as 
dependent as we were but we don't 
have the agriculture that we used 
to. 
Russell: In our industry it bas a 
tremendous effect. In my company, 
for example, we have between 185 
and 225 people. Out of that proba-
bly 95 to 98 percent are Hispanic -
either illegals or union workers 
who work for us. Probably 90 per· 
cent of those live in San Ysidro or 
Mexico. 
I live in Fairbanks Ranch and 
it's really amazing looking at the 
homes being built up there. At tb.e 
gate every morning there's be-
tween 25 and 60 guys waiting for 
some contractor to come by and 
pick them up. 
In the building industry we just 
can't get a handle on how many 
people there are out there working. 
It's got to be a ttemendous amount. 
We don't know what kind of an 
effect it's (the act) going to have. If 
I lose 75 to 80 percent of the people 
I'm almost out of business. It's very 
bard to go out and get a typical 
American. They don't want to do it. 
In my job as a contractor, con• 
crete construction, and a builder 
you work hard. Those guys go ouf 
and do their job. Don't ask ques-
tions;just get paid. • 
Stangl: The · tourism industry 
and the hotel industry employ ap-
proximately 85,000 to 90,000 peo-
ple on a mainly permanent, partly 
seasonal basis. The industry 
employs up to 35 percent of 
Hispanic back.grounds. 
We maintain that the majority of 
those people have residence in the 
UV '3tates. We are not aware of 
wit ,naller properties and sea-
Mex,co; they·re qu8llliea ano giv -
ing 120 percent. We just can't 
employ the good American because 
if we employ 20 or 30 of those peo-
ple every weui we're just out of 
business. We can't be competitive 
with the contractors. It's a very 
serious problem. 
It's all dollars and cents no mat-
ter how you look at it. 
Q Ia it purely a question of money? . 
Russell: Oh yeah. 
Stangl: Money and performance. 
Q Whataboutthe quality of work? 
Stangl: The question of legal 
and illegal aliens is not really the 
vital factor. You look at whether 
they are qualified to be in the hos-
pitality industry. You look at their 
skills training. If they're skilled 
v arga:s; v ne 01 Lne ru~u e~n. rn 1n-
imum wages you have are along 
the borders with the United States. 
For an eight hour job a Merican 
gets $3.50 in U.S. dollars. 
If they cross the border they can 
make $3.50 per hour and the work 
could be lighter than what they are 
doing in Merico. 
The Mexican labor laws are sort 
of socialist oriented. There is 
tremendous protection for the 
worker. In Mexico corporations 
have to have housing for Mexican 
workers; corporations have to pro-
vide day care centers for mothers 
working; corporations have to help 
them with schools and education. 
This interesting feature of the 
Mexican legal system, given the 
new act, is going to produce an im-
pact in the United States . . 
Stangl: With the exception of 
very seasonal workers, I would 
question that my industry is not 
prepared for that extra bUiden. If 
we wanted to subsidize housing or 
day care centers, which we don't do 
now, in ezchange for lower salaries 
we are at an impasse. 
San Diego, CA (San Diego Co.) 
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/ol~~ajo will be a much taller order for Toreros By Kirk 'l(erifiey' ') 





Tribune Sportswriter USD _Spor~ Center. Colorado, w~ich has the tall~t "I think this game will be good for us," said USD 
Nils Madden prefers to pick on guys his own startmg lineup the Toreros will have seen this coach Hank Egan, who continues ·to prepare the t1 
size. 
season, dropped a 73-72 game to UC Santa Barba- Toreros for their WCAC opener Jan. 8 at Portland. s; 
That's why the 6-foot-8, 230-poun~LUSD...senior ra last night. 
at Portland. 
· S< 
forward did not get too excited about his perform- The B~fa_loes featur~ 6-10 sophomore Matt Bui- "I think that we need to get some bench, and p< 
ance in the Toreros' 87-60 win Saturday night lard, 6-9 Juruor Scott W1l~e and 6-7 sophomore Dan that's been my fault. J haven't worked with the SE 
against Loyola College of Maryland. Becker across the front line. rotation. I'm finally starting to do that." Tl 
In Madden's view, a season-high 22 points and Bullard is the team's leading scorer and reboun- Egan was able to give his reserves plenty of in 
eight rebounds are expected numbers against a der with 17.2 points and 10 rebounds a game. Wilke playing time against Loyola after the starters m 
team whose tallest starter is a mere 6-5, as was ~ averaging 14..3 points and 5.3 rebounds. forged a 29-point halftime lead. on 
Greyhounds center Tommy Lee. Jeff Penix and Ken Countryman comprise Colo- Junior swingman Marty Munn responded with a ei! 
"Against guys like this, there's nothing to gain," rado's sophomore starting back court. career-high 13 points. Freshman swingman Craig 
Madden said. "You're supposed to beat them. I'd The Buffaloes opened the season with two wins Cottrell, who had scored just two points this sea- co, 
rather play against guys bigger than me." before losing three straight on the road to Wyo- son, collected seven points as did senior guard pla 
_Madden gets his wish tomorrow night at 7:30 ming, Colorado State and Kansas. Kansas claimed Eric Musselman: 
~m 
• 
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Health Care Law Is Burgeoning 
./J.,3z . 
Two Mis A geles firms - Memcl, 
Jacobs, Pierno and Gcrsh and 
Musick, Peeler and Garrett - both 
devote a significant amount of 
their business to health care law. 
In San Diego Jennings, 
Engstrand and Henrikson also 
does a fair amount. 
But it's another Los Angeles 
firm - Weissburg and Aronson -
which has developed their own 
Law Briefs 
within the hospital? 
In California, according to Root, 
if a hospital denies or takes away a 
doctor's medical slalT privileges 
"you have to give them the right to 
a hearing.'.' 
At an administrative-like hear• 
ing the hospital presents its case to 
a three to fivt•member tribunal 
composed of physicians not involv• 
ed in the particular case. The doc-
by Martin Kruming 
niche in this area since it was 
formed 11 years ago. 
"About 95 percent of our work is 
for health care clients," sa id 
Richard Blacker, a UCLA Law 
School graduate who'7ieods the 
firm 0ft business dcpur lmenl. 
In October 1985 the 75-nltorney 
firm opened up a San Diego office 
which now has six lawyers. · 
Clients include the Palomar• 
Pomerado llos piln l District , 
Scripps MemorjoJ Hospital, Tri• 
C1ly Hospital , Mercy and Gross• 
monl hospitals, as well as all the 
psychiatric hospitals in San Diego 
except Harbor View and P aradise 
Valley. -
~ltlt'care low is rapidly 
becoming one of the more complex 
areas of the law today and poses 
ffomo of tho morQ lnLrl(luln,r lm100, 
For instance, alternative 
duiivc-ry HYHlt mH, mnlprnct.lco, 
reimbursement, tcrminulion of life 
HIIJ)Jl0rl AyAlume, diHcriminulion 
ugainsl AIDS victims and hospital 
conlrncli nl{, 
" IL is on areo lhut you really do 
have lo specialize in to feel comfor• 
lnble in all these areas," says 
George Root, Jr., n Wcissbnrg 
1111d Aronson purtner hero who did 
11 great deal of health core low dur• 
ing his seven years with Jennings, 
F:nl(Hlrnncl . 
Out the term hcnllh core luw can 
be misleading. 
Hospitals ore also businesses so 
there are contracts, labor negolio• 
lions, . real estate acquisitions, 
mergers, laxes and even joint ven-
turing between doctors and 
hospitals. 
"There's the opportunity to deal 
with lhe CEOs and the nurses," 
soys Root, whose wife, Sharon, is a 
trnumu nurse ul UCSD Medical 
Center. "My sounding board" as he 
calls her. 
Root noted lhal hospitals are one 
of the "heaviest regulated" with a 
medical staff lhal is a "self gov-
erning entity" genernling a vori• 
ety of issues. 
For instance, what about a com• 
plaint ogninst a doctor generated 
tor can be represented by counsel. 
lf lhe finding goes against the 
doctor it can be appealed to lhe 
hospital 's board of directors. The 
next remedy is a lawsuit. · 
''There is a rather low percent• 
age (of suiL~):" said Root. " It 's on 
embarrassing kind of lawsuit. This 
is a personal service kind of busi• 
ness ond there's oil lhe notoriety 
thal comes out of a suit." 
Besides, n doctor may be 
associated with more than one 
hospital so he moy only lose his 
privilege to practice al lhol facili• 
ty . - -
Another way an attorney may 
gel involved with lhe medical slalT 
initially is the writing of the 
bylaws which regulp. tes this "self. 
governing entity." . 
QvQrqonin(I nll of Lhi~, of co11rao, 
Is lhe Californiu Uoord of Medical 
Qnnlily AAAurnncc, which hnnclleA 
licensing ond discipline, much like 
lho Slnlo Dnr. 
Alter graduating from Syracuse 
University, Root ocrved in the 
Novy for six ycnrs, including a 
stint as a discipline officer a l 32nd 
Street Naval Station here. During 
that lime he went t~w 
School. · 
He wos in-house counsel for the 
Vista Hill Foundation for two 
ycnrA nnd m 1978 joined ,Jcnninf!A, 
1':ngrslrund, which ul the Lime wns 
the only Snn1 Diego firm - nlong 
with Gray, Cary, Ames & Frye -
doing health care related law, ac-
cording to Root. He joined 
Weissburg and Aronson in No-
vember 1985. 
Lost July lhe firm produced its 
first monthly Health Care Law 
Newsletter for Matthew Bender, 
which goes to nbout ,SOO ad• 
minislrolurs, CEOs, ottornoys nnd 
health professionals and co~ul• 
lants around the country. 
Blacker, who has an undergrad-
uate degree in chemical engineer• 
ing from Cornell and o masters in 
nuclear engineering, is lhe editor 
oflhe newsletter. . 
" I hove developed a style, inter-
es t and philosovhy in expository 
writing," explained Blacker. "I'm 
really buggy about short, simple 
sentences. You lead the reader liy 
the hand." 
The articles nre all done in house 
- such lilies ns "Recent Develop• 
ments in Directors' and Officers' 
Liability insurance" and "Financ• 
ing of Patient Charges by Health 
Care Providers." 
"I'm conslnntly working on il," 
said Blacker. 
• • • 
On The Rise: Joy Davis, a 
graduate of ,!lSD Law School, has 
been elected n partner of Mac• 
donald, Hoisted & Loybourne·. He 
joined the firm after serving as 
senior vice president, secretary and 
general counsel for Mitsui Man_u• 
faclurers Bank since 1977. 
. . . 
News Media Watch: Justice 
Edward Duller of lhe Fourth Dis• 
lricl Court of Appeal will be Pam 
Plolkin's guest on Channel 51's 
"Al lhe Bor" program this Salur-
doy at 2:30 p.m. 
. . . 
Mulva ney ond Kohan will be 
moving into larger offices in the 
First National Bank Building. 
• • • 
The F'edernl Court Commillee 
and the U.S. Attorney's office are 
co-sponsoring a brown bag lun: 
cheon al lhe county law liorary on 
U10 npw forlernl ctru11 lawa. It'll be 
Friday al noon In lite rending 
room. 
• • • 
If you wont lo eond or receive n 
copy of a document lhc county law 
lihrnry cnn now clo il by phone. 
Uocurncnls con bo scnl unywhcrc 
in lhe world to anyone who has a 
Lelefocsimile machine. 
The cost in the U.S. is $9 for 1-5 
pn1JC8 ($1 for euch u,lll lt iunnl 1mi;u) 
and the charge for receiving docu-
ments is $2.50 for 1-5 pages (50 
c1•nlft for cnch ndclilional poge). 
for more informuliun cull :.!:16• 
2292. 
* • • 
San Diego County 
Bar Association 
Meetings, Jon. 1•7 
Tuesday, Jon. 6 
Bridging The Gap Series - 5:30 
. p.m., Rm. 2-B, Cal Western. 
Legislation Committee (Sub-
commJltce) - 6:30 p.m., Con-
ference Rm., 19th Floor, 530 B. St. 
Wednesdoy,Jan. 7 : 
Probate, Trust & Estate Plann- : 
ing Subcommittee .for Legisla-
tion - 5 p.m., 17th Floor, 401 B . . 
Sl. . 
The Law Week Committee - . 
n_oo~, Conference Room, BarzAsso• 
~aboL _ . 
I 
\::,an Ul,:Qv v V,J 
San Diego Union 
(Cir. D. 217,089) 
(Cir. S. 341,840) 
OECS 11986 
Jllltn '• P. c. e F.Jr. , 888 
la Supreme Court candidates 
John A. Arguelles 
Age: 59 
Current po1ltion: Associate Jus-
tice, 2nd District Court of Appeal Jn 
Los Angeles 
Education: Bachelor's degree In 
economics, UCLA, 1950; Juris doc-
torate, UCLA, 1954. 
C■rNr: Appointed by Oeukmejlan, 
1984. Appointed to Los Angeles 
· County Superior Court by Gov. 
Reagan, 1969; elected 1970; re-
elected 1976 and 1982. Appointed 
Municipal Court judge, East Los 
Angeles Judicial District, by Gov. 
Brown Sr., 1963. 
Patricia Benke 
Ag1: 37 
Current po91tion: San Diego Coun-
ty Superior Court Judge 
Education: Bache lor's degree, 
SDSU, 1971; Juris doctorate, USO, 
1974. M~g_ editor, uSOTaw 
Review. 
C■rNr: Appointed by Oeukmejlan, 
1985. Appointed Municipal Court 
Judge, San Diego Judicial District , 
1983. From 1974-83, deputy attor-
ney general, assigned to the Crimi-
nal Law Division, specializing In 
criminal appellate lit igation. Prac-
ticed before Cahfornla Supreme 
Court and 4th District Court of Ap-
peal. Law clerk for two San Diego 
IAw flrmc 107'l. 7A 
Hollis Beat 
Age: 60 
Current po11tion: Associate Jus-
tice, 5th District Court of Appeal, 
Fresno. 
Educetion: Bachelor's degree, 
Fresno State University, 1948; Juris 
doctorate, Stanford, 1951. 
CarNr: Appointed by Deukmejlan, 
1984. From 1973-84, Fresno Coun-
ty Superior Court Judge; appointed 
by Reagan, 1972; elected In 1974; 
re-elected 1980. Presiding judge 
1974-77 and 1979-80. Partner In 
Fresno law firm of McCormick, 
Barstow, Sheppard, Coyle and 
Best, 1963-73; with Manfredo, Best 
and Forbes, 1953-63. 




David N. Eagleson 
Age: 62 
Current po1itlon: Associate Jus-
tice, 2nd District Court of Appeal, 
Los Angeles. 
Education: Bachelor's degree, 
business adm inistration , USC, 
1948; Juris doctorate, use, 1950. 
Cal'Nr: Appointed by Deukmejlan, 
1984. Appointed to Los Angeles 
County Superior Court by Reagan, 
1970. Elected In 1972, re-elected In 
1978 and 1984. Presiding judge 
1981-82. From 1951-70, main-
tained own law practice or a part-
ner for several Long Beach-area 
law firms. Specialized In business, 
probate and other clvll matters. 
Marcua M. Kaufman 
Age: 57 
Current po1ltlon: Associate Jus-
tice, 4th District Court of Appeal, 
San Bernardino. 
Education: Bachelor 's degree, 
UCLA. 1951; Juris doctorate, use, 
1956. 
C1reer: Appointed by Reagan, 
1969. While maintaining own law 
practice 1958-70, he periodically 
served as a judge pro tempore for 
the San Bernardino County Superi-
or and Municipal courts. Research 
attorney for the California Supreme 
Court, 19~6-57. 
James B. Scott 
Age: 58 
Current poeltion: Associate Jus; 
lice, 1st District Court of Appeal ; 
San Francisco. 
Education: Bachelor of law degree, 
Hastings College of the Law, 1952. 
Career: Appointed by Reagan, 
1974. Elected to Santa Clara Coun-
ty Superior Court, 1968; re-elected 
1974. Served as presiding Judge 
1971-72. Appointed Municipal 
Court Judge, Sunnyvale Judicial 
District, by Gov. Brown Sr., 1963: 
Member Sunnyvale City Council 
1959-63, serving as mayor from 
1962-63. 
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, S'!,ereme Court nominee Benke is biggest surprise 
By Ann tfe'?i Rose Bird and associate justices to complete a confidential review He was a research 
attorney for the ~ law- school, Benke clerked 
Tribune Staff Writer Cruz Reynoso and Joseph Grodin, all and send its rankings to 
the gover- California Supreme Coun during its for San Dieg:o's largest corporate-
A San Diego Superior Court judge appointed by former Gov. Jerry nor. 1956-57 session and
 served periodi- law fin::. Gray Cary Ames & Frye. 
with three years' judicial experience Brown. "It was a very pleasant surprise," cally as a judge pr
o tern in the Muni- Her homrs imclude a mai;iaging edi-
is the biggest surprise on a list of Described by local lawyers as Benke said of the anno
uncement, cipal and Superior courts in San Ber- torship d the-San Diego Law Review 
"moderate conservatives'' named by "nice," "conscientious" and "conserv- which came shortly af
ter Deuk- nardino County in the 1960s until his and grafuatiom from San Diego State 
Gov. Deukmejian as candidates to ative," Benke spent her first nine ir.cjian bad received the Bar's confi- appointment to th
e appellate coun Univers:ry wn:h highest honors in po-
fill three impending vacancies on the years out of law school arguing crim- dential evaluation of her 
candidacy by Reagan in 1969. litical s:ience. 
Ca'ti,.,,ri, 1 <;u prcm~vut t. inal appeals for the state attorney
 for the 4th District Court of Appeal Scott, first appointed 10 the state Befor= entering law s
chool, Benke 
'In addition ~o local judge Patricia general's office before Deukmejian in San Diego. She said she had ap- appellate court in S
an Francisco b, was a !::lldeD!l research assistant for 
Darlene Benke, at 37 the youngest named her to the Municipal Court in plied only for the appellat
e position, Reagan in 1974. authored the appei- the Glo:-.a Penner public-affairs talk 
and least experienced of the group, 1983 and the Superior Co!..11 in 1985. for which no vacancies exis
t. late court decision - overturned show o: KPSS. Her husband, Donald 
Deukmejian yesterday selected five Other nominees are appellate Jon ~opk~ns, ~xe~utive director of ~onday by a 4-3 v
ote ?f the outgoing George Benloe, a college classmate, 
appellate court justices to undergo court judges John A. Arguelles and the. C~liiorma D1Stnct A~torneys As- ~1rd co~t ,--;- . b
locking parole of worked at ~he tele\ision station as a 
review for possible appointment to David N. Eagleson of La; Angele soc1atton, called the namm
g of Benke Omon Field killer Gregory Powell. studem asslSll:aIJt the same year that 
the state's highest court. Hollis Best of Fresno Marcus Kaut'. "a bold move," saying, "I 
ordinarily Benke, who bas been honored she did He joined the KPBS staff 
The three vacancies on the seven- man of San Bernardin'o and James B. would expect him to put in so
mebody many times in her profess ional C2 · after g:-;duacing from college and is 
member, court were created when Scott of San Francisco. who's been around longer
." But he reer, is remembered by one of her now a ;;:udio s uper.·isor. 
voters on Nov. 4 refused to confirm The State Bar commission that re- a_d~ed that,,Benke has bee
n "a fast- law-s~?~l classmates,_ ~ ol Frau;- The :·,uple: live m a white frame-
new 12-year terms for Chief Justice views judicial nominees t as 90 days nsmg star. . . . to, as farrly cons
ervatire. and-sto:co ruouse on a palm-lined 
,,.. 
Arguelles 1s the only HISpam~. an,d "It was the_ early ?O:,, :.Dd a lot of street .: Tacnadge Park a middle-
t~e only Demo~rat on ~ukmeJ1an s us were soc1~l ac~v1S_ts: she was class o:rghbarhood just e.:St of Kens-
bst. -~e was firs~ appomted to the pr~tty conventional, saia Frausto, a ington ?ark, with their ·two
 sons Mi-
Mumc1pal Court 10 Los Angeles by cnmmal-defense attorney. chael ! d p 1 3 
' 
former Gov. Pat Brown in 1963, and After graduation from thejJniver- · _- an e er. · 
was elevated to the Los Angeles Su- sity nf S;!Qj)iego Law School in 19il . Bent: was one of m~re than 100 I 
perior Court by then-Gov. Ronald Benke joined the st.ate attorney gen- Judge5 ,;sked by The Tribune to fill 
Reagan in 1969. Deukmejian elevated eral's office and stayed there until oo~ a ;;rrve:-- list:ng their ~e~ber-
bim to the Court ?f Appeal in 1984. her appointment as a Municipal ships ..J_ ch!bs ._ad ~:g~
mzat!ons. 
Best was appomted to the Fresno Court judge. Benke listed her afflhattons 10 a 
County Superior Court by Reagan in Her interest in the beoch surfaced bandfL of jiodicial and bar associa-
1972 and elevated to the appellate in 1982 when she took out nomination tions ..:d acc·ompanied the 
form with 
court by Deukmejian in 1984. As a papers to replace Municipal Judge a ban:..ritt.en nvte that said, '·My 
Superior Court judge, Best jailed and Lewis Wenzell, whose conviction the lif~'s ,-:3 lly ::iot as boring as this list 
later released four editors and re- previous year for soliciti.:!g prostitu- ID1gh1 :-eflec-t." 
porters of The Fresno Bee who lion made him the targE: of a recall Afte: r.he 3ar completes
 its inres-
refused to reveal their sources in a measure. tigatio: into each candid
ate, Deuk-
grand jury investigation. Defense attorney Fral!StO, who bas mejian will nominate three justices, 
Eagleson was appointed to the Los represented defendants in Benke·s who tir.a are subiect to conf
irmation 
Angeles Superior Court by Reagan in court, praised Benke's qualities as a by the hief justice, Attorney Gener-
l970 and was elevated to the appel- judge. al Joh: Van De Kamp and the senior 
late court by Deukmejian in 1984. "There was no quesuon that she state qpellate jus tice, Lester Roth 
Kaufman is well-known as a con- was conservative, but ste knew !he of Los Ange!ies. 
;ervative justice who once described law," Frausto said. "She gave logical 
1imself as "a redneck with a high and legal reasons for her ruling,. 
IQ." She's nice and conscienuous." 
7 
Th~ . .\.ssociated Press cootribut/ 
to thi; ;tory. 
l 
./ 
Imperial Beach, CA 
(San Diego Co.) 
Imperial Star 
Beach News 
(Cir. 2xW. 2,730) 
(Cir. S. 2,568) 
DEC 7 i9B~ 
,Jl/fen 's P. C. B fa r. 1888 
Univeristy of San Diego _ 
Concert pianists Nicolas Reveles 
an? Irvin King, both of the 
uruversity's music department 
faculty, will perform solos at 4 
p.m. today with the USO Sym-
phony Orchestra Concert in 
Ca~no Theatre. For more infor-
mation, call 260-4600, ext. 4427 
or 260-4682. )-Cj ~S--/ 
---- 1888 
----- r S f. sl-1 ~ c. 6 Jlllen 1 . 
,:"' Dr. Jorge~!:i;-Varga pfofes_sor 
of law· and the Mexico-
U.S. Law l~ti at~es-
ents the last·in a lecture senes Dec. 
17, 6 p.m. at the Otay Mesa Branch 
Library, _3003 ·Corona'do Ave. He 
will discuss "Bilateral Relations of 
the U.S. with Mexico - · .An Ap-
praisal and Prospects . for the 
Future," including , the U.S.'s 
perception of Mexico, 'M~x:ico's his-
torical 'trauma,' the foreign debt, 
the .new Immigration· A~, and im-
portant envi~onmental question~, ./ 
~ *** ./ _ 
:::,an u1ego, t.;A 
(San Diego Co.) 
Clairemont Linda Vista 
Star News 
(Cir. 2xW.) 
·oEC 4 1986 
.Jl./len 's P. C. B fa r. 1888 
.....?-:3· - . USO slates presentation 
of play "The Mysteries" 
·. Ever if ~?1J;e Old O Globe 
Theatre's David Hay saw what_ he 
regarded · as the definitive 
Christmas play two years ago on 
the London stage, be has been 
determined to put it on an 
American stage. 
Thanks to the Uni~of San 
Diegu.._Hay's drearn·'will become a 
reality in December when . his 
adapta~on of Tony ~8:fson's 
"Th_e Mysteries, Fro~ c.i:eati.9n.J.o 
Cbrisfu;as" will be pert&~ ~t 
USD's Founders Chapel. 
_"The ~ysteries," featuring 14 
Bible stones, is free and open to the 
public. :eerformances are schedul-
ed for Dec. il, 12and 13 at 7:30 p.m . 
USD Campus Ministry is a co-
spo°?or of the USD production, 
making the chapel available and 
helping with promotion. 
For further details, contact John 
Nunes at 260-4682. 
----
San Diego, CA 
(San Diego Co.) 
Evening Tribune 
(Cir. D. 127,454) 
DEC 1 1986 
,.Jlllen 's P. C. B /:.< r. 1888 ( □ ,11leAS.&Qe-tatl~ S~dents 11t _the 
. •vffii · piego will presem j "M. . ··- Night'' :)vith ador Larr, 
1; Linvillf/l(Ma1or Frank Burns) at : ~ p.m. t~°=1orrow in the ~miilo The: 
, atre on campus. The event is fre -! 
: For information, call Cathy Flemin; 
: a~-4802. / 
